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How to Become a Practicing Astrologer
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT FOR RECORDINGS 1-7

The following is a series of charts (8) to be referred to when listening to
Recordings 1 through 7.

We have included computerized natal charts along with progressed
aspects for important dates relating to these charts. The progressed
aspects are on the outer wheel of the computerized chart (the natal
planets are on the inner circle).

However, before listening to the recordings, we suggest you take the
time to redraw the natal, progressed, and transiting planets,
transferring the astrological symbols to the enclosed blank three-wheel
horoscope blanks. This will help to familiarize you with drawing the
symbols into the charts, and also help you to follow the information on
the recordings.

Working from the inside, place the natal planets in the first/inner
horoscope wheel. Then place the progressed planets in the middle
wheel. Then, using the 100-year Ephemeris which you received in Part
I, place the transiting planets in the outer wheel for the date of the
progressed aspects.
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Here are some more specific directions for each of these charts which
are discussed on the recordings:

CHART #1:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

CHART #2:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

2.

Then place the progressions on this chart for 4/7/94 on the
blank wheel.

CHART #3:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

2.

Then place the progressions on this chart for 8/5/62 on the
blank wheel.

CHART #4:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

2.

Then place the progressions on this chart for 10/17/38 on the
blank wheel.
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3.

Then place the transits on this chart for 10/17/38 on the blank
wheel.

CHART #5:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

2.

Then place the progressions on this chart for 10/15/57 on the
blank wheel.

CHART #6:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on the blank wheel.

2.

On one chart:
a.

Draw in the progressions on this first chart for 11/12/60
on the blank wheel.

b.

Draw in the transits on this first chart for 11/12/60 on the
blank wheel.

On the second chart:
a.

Draw in the progressions on this first chart for 11/22/62
on the blank wheel.

b.

Draw in the transits on this first chart for 11/22/63 on the
blank wheel.
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CHART #7:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions.

2.

Then place the progressions on this chart for 6/10/94 on the
blank wheel.

CHART #8:
Using the information on the computerized charts enclosed:
1.

Draw the natal planetary positions on two separate blank
wheels.

2.

On one chart:
a.

Draw in the progressions on this first chart for 5/13/81
on the blank wheel.

b.

Draw in the transits on this first chart for 5/13/81 on the
blank wheel.

On the second chart:
a.

Draw in the progressions on this first chart for 7/18/92
on the blank wheel.

b.

Draw in the transits on this first chart for 7/18/92 on the
blank wheel.

Now enjoy listening to the recordings, using these charts to follow the
delineations.
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1. The Minor Aspects and Progressions
RECORDING 1 AND THE BEGINNING OF RECORDING 2

Congratulations on finishing Part I of 'How to Become a Practicing
Astrologer.' May I welcome you to Part Il of the program.

In the history of the philosophy of thought, there are two schools. The
first school is the school that says life is chance and accident. This
particular school feels that the power of life is in some divine being or
in some force of nature and therefore life by itself is an accident.

The second school is the school of science which says that everything is
caused. As you know, the mystic scientist belongs to the second school.
I belong to a school of scientific thought that says everything is caused.
Furthermore, you are the cause of everything in your life.

Now, the word causation in Indian science is translated as 'karma.' It's a
Sanskrit word meaning, 'causation without end.'

Karma is simply the law of self causation. It is neither good nor bad. It
is absolutely not the law of punishment, as many Westerners think.

20
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If you are on top of a mountain and it rains, the rain comes straight
down at you. If you are at the bottom of the mountain and it is raining
at the top of the mountain, the rain will come down the mountainside in
the path of least resistance.

Now, I hope you realize that I am teaching you more than astrology. I
am teaching you the ancient secret of softening your karma. In other
words, we all have karma, and the religious attitude, and the ignorant
attitude is: 'Oh, I simply have to work my way through this karma.'
This is not necessary nor is it wise. On the exoteric level, we should be
able to learn through pleasure not pain. On the esoteric level, we should
be able to learn symbolically, not necessarily having to learn actually.

In other words, in the last sessions I tried to teach you that your natal
chart IS your karma. The natal chart is a map of your karma; the natal
chart is a map of your potential karma. Do you hear the key word
'potential' karma? Potential karma. Nothing in your chart has to
happen, however, it will unless you do something to stop it.

For example, if it is raining on top of the mountain, we know one thing:
the rain will come down from the mountain unless you dig a big hole to
catch the rain. If you do this, then it won't come to the base of the
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mountain. Unless you do something with the rain coming down the
mountain, the rain will come down that mountain.

In other words, to stop the rain of emotion we have to be aware and
know the laws of nature. So I have been trying to emphasize that you
should live a life that is peaceful, serene and quiet. It is called the life of
a yogi. The quietness is in one's head, not necessarily in one's
environment.

But sooner or later the internal life will manifest in the external life. I
said at the beginning that I welcome you to the second half of the
program because the first half has been dealing with the potential
karma, the natal chart, and now we are going to deal with the
progressed chart.

The natal chart is a group of karmic seeds in your unconscious mind.
The progressed chart shows when and where those seeds are going to
sprout in this lifetime.

Now, there are many ways of softening one's karma. I am sure that you
have all heard about the divine fire, the kundalini, and kriya techniques
of fire that will cremate the seeds. This technique is not for everyone.
The technique that is for everyone is self-awareness.
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Please listen closely. The karma only has to fire symbolically. Take the
example of the person who is having a very afflicted 7th house (the
house of marriage), natally. The person now becomes 46 years old and
the karma of the 7th house manifests by progression. The person thinks,

'Oh! I should get married.' That impulse, 'Oh, I should get married’ is
the karma. Nothing more. That person could (can) say, 'No thank you!
It's the wrong time, and it's to the wrong person.' Thus, the karma
would be finished.

In short, the impulse is the karma ... anything more is just unawareness
of following the first impulses.

People find themselves married and they wake up the next morning
and ask, 'How did this happen?' Unawareness, is the answer.

Now, the karma is always the karma of yesterday. It may have been OK
then. But it is not necessarily OK now. What was OK for you to do in
kindergarten, is not, necessarily, OK for you to still do when in high
school.

Again, as a child you grow up and you go to kindergarten. That is a
good thing. You learn to deal with children. You learn to play with
other children, and things like that.
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But, what happens if for the next five years you re-enter kindergarten
again and again? And then you enter kindergarten again after the 10th
year. Is that OK?

The secret of life is that we must move on, we must evolve, we must
move on to grade school. But that moving on, that evolving,
necessitates an understanding, a faith in yourself. It necessitates your
ability to be fearless to the degree that you can move into a new area of
life, into new experiences.

With these simple introductory thoughts, I hope you will understand
what I am trying to teach you about astrology.

In Part 1, I talked about the planets and the five major aspects. Now, I
need to talk about two other aspects. They are referred to as minor
aspects. These include the semi-sextile which is a 30 degree aspect, and
the inconjunct (or quincunx) which is an aspect of 150 degrees.

Now, the key difference between these two minor aspects and the major
aspects, is the natal orb of influence. The inconjunct should be 1 degree
or less. The semi-sextile should be 1/2 degree or less.

The semi-sextile is symbolical of the planet Mercury. The inconjunct is
symbolical of the planet Saturn.
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Mystically, it is important to remember the symbolic relationship
between the planet and the aspect, as this concept helps you soften your
karma.

The conjunction is symbolical of the Sun.

The semi-sextile is a symbol of Mercury.

The sextile is symbolical of Venus.

The square is symbolical of Mars.

The trine is symbolical of Jupiter.

The inconjunct is symbolical of Saturn.

The opposition is symbolical of the Moon.

(See the diagram on the following page.)

The astrological books that say the opposition is symbolic of Saturn are
wrong.
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The conjunction is 0 degrees and the opposition is 180 degrees. There is
only one conjunction and one opposition. However, there are two semisextiles, two sextiles, two squares, etc.

You might ask, 'What do you mean when you say oppositions and
conjunctions involve only one sign?'

The Seven Aspects
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The answer is the opposition is the symbol of the Moon which rules
only one sign: Cancer. The conjunction is a symbol of the Sun which
also rules only one sign: Leo. The other five planets: Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn (symbolical of the other five aspects), all rule
two signs. For example, the sextile is symbolized by Venus, and Venus
rules both Taurus and Libra. (Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are newly
discovered planets and do not fit into the ancient system of ordering the
aspects).

Now, the key difference between these two minor aspects and the major
aspects is the natal orb of influence. The inconjunct should be 1 degree
or less. The semi-sextile should be 1/2 degree or less. The semi-sextile
being symbolic of Mercury symbolizes maturation, growth, and

unfolding.

The inconjunct is a major, minor aspect. You should look for it in your
natal chart. If it is approximately 1 degree or less, you should mark it as
an aspect in the natal chart. If it is 1/2 degree or less, you should mark
it as a vital natal aspect. If it is around 2 degrees, ignore it.

A person who has an active semi-sextile has the ability to deal with the
general public and to be successful in self-expression. This aspect causes
a person to have success in accumulating resources in order to
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accomplish things. It produces a practical sense in dealing with
money-matters.

The inconjunct, because it is symbolical of Saturn, is an aspect of mental

stress and guilt. Some astrologers say the inconjunct symbolizes deep-seated guilt complexes. The inconjunct produces stress in business,
marriage, and family areas. Because of the mental stress and possible
guilt, the inconjunct can produce sickness. (When speaking of disease, I
am also referring to mental disease.)

Now, we have one other major aspect to talk about. It is the eighth
aspect. This aspect is the Parallel. Some textbooks refer to it as a 'Parallel
of Declination.' If you will look at the diagram on the following page,
you will have a better idea of this unique aspect.

All seven standard aspects move along the longitudinal lines; the EastWest axis. However, the Parallel of Declination is measured along the
North-South axis.

The earth has a North and a South pole, and an equator. Visualize the
earth with a metal ring around the equator. Now take that ring and
expand it out into space. That invisible line, caused by the ring at the
equator, is known as the 'celestial equator.' Any planet north or south of
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that celestial equator is delineated either to the north or the south of
that celestial equator.

If you look at the circle on following page, you will see a black dot
which is the earth. Above it you will see the North Pole (NP) and the
South Pole (SP). Right through, at the center of the earth, is the celestial
equator which is simply the extension of the earth equator (out into
space). On the diagram you will see an arrow pointing to the equator.
Also see the location of North and South Declination.

EXPLANATORY
DIAGRAM 2
Definitions

The Parallel (¦) is a measurement of declination that is angular
distance North or South of the equatorial plane. It is used by
astronomers in association with Right Ascension (R.A.), which is
measurement eastward along the equator from the Point of Aries (a ).
These are measures in celestial space and correspond respectively with
latitude and longitude in terrestrial space, that is, on the Earth. Planets
on the equator have 0° declination, just as a place has 0° latitude on the
equator.
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Astrologers do not use R.A. except in calculating the Midheaven (MC)
in Sidereal Time (ST), but they do use declination. It is to be noted that
Celestial Longitude and Latitude do not refer to the equator, but to the
ecliptic and do not correspond with terrestrial longitude and latitude.
Zero degrees Celestial Longitude, the ecliptic and the tropical Zodiac
are virtually the same, being the Sun's imaginary or apparent path due
to the Earth's revolution around the Sun. Positions are in the
Constellations of the same name as the Zodiacal signs are measured in
Right Ascension. Celestial Latitude is measured North or South of the
ecliptic; declination North or South of the equator is space, as shown
below:

30
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Astrologers rarely use Celestial Latitude, although some claim that
planets in conjunction in the Zodiac and within the same degree of
Celestial Latitude have a greater effect on each other.

Now, if you have two planets that are apart by 1 degree or less, these
two planets are in Parallel of Declination. We say they are in Parallel.

It does not matter if both are North, or both are South, or if one is North
or South, and the other planet is North or South. They are in Parallel.

In modern terms, if the two planets are within 1 degree and both are
North or both are South, we say they are in Parallel of Declination. This
Parallel acts as a long lasting conjunction. If one planet is North and the
other planet is South, we say they are in Counter-Parallel which acts as
a long lasting opposition.

Now, most astrologers simply forget the Parallel and Counter-Parallel
of Declination. If you overlook these aspects, you will miss vital events
in your life, and in other people's lives.

Quite often people come to me saying, 'Oh, my mother has been sick for
a very long time. Yet, there is nothing in the chart!' Then when I look at
the progressed chart, I see that mother has a progressed Moon Parallel
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her Saturn. The Parallel of Declination, depending upon the speed of
the planets, can last for years — even decades. This Parallel can show
quite clearly (if you look at the Parallels), a sustaining karmic problem.
Thus, please do not forget to look at the Parallels and Counter-Parallels.

Here I am talking in terms of the progressed chart. Now, horoscope
charts can be progressed in two ways:

The first way is to progress the faster moving planets, which you will
remember are the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, and Mars . . . and
perchance Jupiter. If Jupiter is in a close aspect at birth, a person will
not feel its effects until he is 30-40 years old because Jupiter moves very
slowly. 'Progressing' means to move these planets one day (from the
ephemeris) for each year of a person's life. I will explain this in greater
detail later.

The second way we progress a chart is by transits. The transiting
planets utilized are the slower moving planets which are: Pluto,
Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter.

Generally, the faster moving planets are not used by transit, because
they do not reveal major conditions in a person's life. For example, the
Moon moves through a sign in 2-1/2 days. It moves so rapidly that as a
transit it is less significant. This is also true of Mercury and Venus.
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However, this brings us to an important concept, called the triggering
mechanism. The Sun and, in particular, the planet Mars, as faster
moving transits oftimes trigger or detonate a natal or a progressed
aspect.

Because esoteric astrology is a science dealing with causation, we need
to understand the concept of duration and intensity of the planets. I
hope you remember the formula:

ID = F.

Id equals force. It is a play on words, but it is also true.

Intensity (of the planet) multiplied by the Duration (of the planet)
equals the Force of the planet

The 'I' stands for Intensity of the planetary force. The 'D' stands for the
Duration of the force. If these are multiplied together, it reveals the
planetary FORCE, which is the Force of the karma.

Thus, I will give you half of the secret. You can meditate and find out
the other half. The more difficult half of the secret is that of Duration.
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A progressed aspect will be active, or in a triggering condition, for 1
degree on either side of the exact aspect. We will come back to this later,
however, to give an example, the Sun moves 1 degree per year. Thus,
the Sun will be in an active period for two years. Now, I need to stress
that each planet moves at a different speed. Thus, the active period will
vary with each planet.

Over and above the active period, there is the Bull's Eye, or the

triggering period. The triggering period is 1/3 of a degree. Regarding
the progressed Sun, the duration of the triggering period is four months
on either side of the exact progressed aspect. Thus, the active triggering
period, or Bull's Eye, is a total of eight months. It is during the
triggering period that other planets can transit this progressed aspect,
causing it to manifest (or fire) the karma.

Let's assume the Progressed Sun is coming up to conjunct Mars. The
karma of the Sun and Mars will potentially be there for the active
period of one year while that Sun is coming up to Mars. It will also be
active for another year while leaving Mars, but weaker. Thus, the Sun
will be active for two years, 1 degree approaching the conjunction to
Mars, and 1 degree after leaving the conjunction to Mars.
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However, what you are looking for is the 1 degree active period. You
are looking for the triggering period. The secret of the Duration is in the
triggering period.

The secret is 1/3 of a degree. One degree is made up of 60 seconds.
Thus, 1/3 of a degree is 20 minutes (of arc). The Sun (and Venus)
generally move five minutes (of arc) per month. Therefore, it will take
the Sun four months to move the 20 minutes — four months on either
side of the aspect of Sun to Mars. I will explain how progressions work
in a few moments.

Normally, Mercury has a duration of two months on either side of an
aspect. Thus, you might immediately think, 'Ah, that means Mercury
moves twice as fast as the Sun. It must move (generally) 2 degrees per
day.' (And, as a day equals one year it moves two degrees per
progressed year.)

The Progressed Moon normally has a duration of plus or minus six
weeks (1.5 months).

Mars has a duration of plus or minus six months.

Now, these are very important karmic concepts. They are not just
abstract mathematical ideas. They have everything to do with your life,
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the duration of your life, as well as the duration of a karmic event in
your life.

Now, I am sure that you are aware that all is change! Thus, the secret is
not to fall in love! Everyone falls in love. The secret is to stay in love.
The secret is not to fall out of love . . . The secret is not to gain a good
thing. The secret is to keep it!

In the next three or four months, as you think about this important
principle, you will realize that it is easy to crystalize love, money or
fame. The great secret is not to crystalize it, but to sustain that which
you have crystalized!

Now, if we talk about the progressed Jupiter, we are talking about a

bull's-eye period of 15 months on either side. That is a total period of 21/2 years. If you are looking at the target period of Jupiter's karma, it is
a period of eight years of activity, i.e., plus or minus four years.

The progressed Saturn cycle is 2-1/2 years.

Regarding the progressions of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto we are
talking 14 years.
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However, everything I have said regarding the duration-factor is true
only if the planets are moving at standard speed.

Thus, we come to the next important concept which is the concept of
the retrograde. You will remember that the luminaries (the Sun and the
Moon) never go retrograde. All the planets go retrograde. Therefore,
technically these planets can be at zero speed.

In one of the charts that we will be working with shortly, the Mercury is
moving at 2 minutes per year (by progression). Remembering that the
bull's-eye is 20 minutes, when I divide the speed of 2 minutes (of arc)
into 20 minutes (of arc), I get 20 years. (10 years approaching and 10
years separating).

There is a tremendous difference between a normal Mercury firing two

months on either side of the aspect, and a retrograde Mercury lasting 10
years on either side of the aspect.

As I said to you before, a retrograde planet is a heavy piece of karma,
not a bad piece of karma, just a heavy piece of karma regarding its
duration.
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One thing you need to do when you look at a horoscope is to check the
speed of each planet to see if it is moving faster or slower than standard
speed.

The faster a planet is moving, the lighter the karma is regarding
'duration.' However, its intensity might be quite heavy. The slower a
planet is moving, the heavier the karma in terms of duration.

In other words, time is karma, karma is time. What is time? Time is
gravity. I leave the rest for your meditation and creative imagination.

I'm now moving on to the next phase of the teaching.

According to esoteric philosophy, every earthling is a part of the
universe, not apart from the universe. You are part of the
anthropomorphic forcefield of the universe. Thus, the consciousness of
all beings is eternal . . . However, the content of that consciousness is
always changing. The astrological force-fields are the primary
force-fields . . . All other force-fields are secondary.

People are always saying to me that I have forgotten about biology and
heredity. No, I have not. It is quite common for parents to have a
hereditary disease, and have three or four children, yet, one of the
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children may not be born with that disease! Why did the three get the
hereditary disease, and not the other child?

Now, people say, 'Oh, he was lucky. By chance he didn't get the
disease.' Or, as they say in the New World, 'God didn't want that child
to have the disease.' However, if you follow that chain of logic, why did
God want the other three children to have the disease? The concept of 'a
just universe' is the basis of all mystical schools. Thus, everything must
be caused . . . and caused by us. It cannot be caused by chance or luck

Now, every earthling's consciousness is caught and trapped in many
different force-fields. These force-fields are constantly crystallizing
things into our lives. They are also continually removing things from
our lives.

What we need to accomplish is to gain some sort of ascending,
harmonious progression in all of this coming and going. We need to
consciously direct our conscious and subconscious minds, so as to
soften the negative karma, and to increase the positive karma.

At this point, a review might be helpful regarding the amount of karma
a planet contains. The following list is from the strongest amount of
karma to the weakest.
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1. Planets that are conjunct angles (the 1st, 4th, 7th, and 10th house
cusps) release very strong karma, for better or worse.

2. Planets that are conjunct each other indicate the release of strong
karma.

3. Planets that are in angular houses release strong karma.

4. Planets that are in cardinal signs are strong karmic indicators.

5. Planets that are on the cusps of non-angular houses are karmic
indicators, etc.

Independent of these factors, we need to examine the Sun and the Moon
in a natal chart and the progressed chart

The Sun is an external amplifier. The Sun causes things to happen in
our (so called) external life. Therefore, any planet linked to the Sun, by
any aspect, will produce an externalization of that planet's karma.
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2. Transits and Progressions
RECORDING 2 AND THE BEGINNING OF RECORDING 3

In the last lesson I was saying that the Sun is an external amplifier, and
that the Sun causes things to happen in our (so-called) external life.
Therefore, any planet linked to the Sun, by any aspect, will produce an
externalization of that planet's karma, not the Sun's karma, but of the
planet linked to the Sun. If that planet linked to the Sun rules the 2nd
house of money, physical money will flow into your life. If that planet
linked to the Sun rules the 10th house of fame, fame will flow into your
life.

If you are concerned with accomplishing things in this world, look to
your Sun, your Solar disc. If the Sun is linked favorably to Venus (the
normal ruler of the house of money), money will also flow in.

Now, the Moon is a subjective amplifier. This means that any planet
linked to the Moon will amplify internally whatever it is linked to.

The Moon will activate force-fields inside your consciousness. Thus, if
you wish to see more clearly what is happening inside of you, or if you
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want to be a mystic, a magician, or an artist, you should examine closely
the Moon. But if you want to be a famous mystic, magician, or artist,
then look to the Sun.

Let's use an example. If you were concerned as to whether or not a
person's fear was real, you would look to the planet Mars, because Mars
is the planet of fear (among other things). Now, if Mars is squared the
Sun, there is indeed something out there to be fearful of. However, if
the Moon is squared Mars, you will also have fear. But, the fear is not
out there, it is inside of you. If there is anything to be fearful of, it is
inside of you.

This concept reveals that when looking at a chart, you might find a
planet that is linked both to the Sun and the Moon. This indicates a
special person. For example, if you are looking to find a true mystic, it
would be revealed by Neptune being linked both to the Sun and the
Moon. It would be best if the Neptune was trining the Sun, and
squaring the Moon. The Moon trining the Neptune and squaring the
Sun would also reveal a great mystic. However, the squared Sun would
make it harder for that mystic to reveal his (or her) wisdom to the
world.

Now, Jupiter is the symbol of a statesman (among other things). Thus, if
a person had the Jupiter linked to the Sun and the Moon, that person
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will be a very outstanding and true statesman. Thus, when you see a
chart that has one planet linked both to the Sun and the Moon, know
that this is a chart of a very special person Whether or not that person
can manifest that special karma, depends on the total chart

When the British captured Napoleon, they sent him to the island of St.
Helena. Now, the first thing he said was, 'My God, you have no garbage
collecting here on the island. We must start a garbage collecting service
immediately.' He wasn't acting like a prisoner. He was acting like a
statesman.

So today, if you can find a soul who has the Sun and the Moon linked to
a planet, one positive and one negative, you have found an unusual
soul.

Let's move on to a new concept.

In looking at the Sun and the Moon in a natal chart, you are looking at
the vitalitv of that soul.

In looking at Mercury, Venus, and Mars, you are looking at the

efficiency of that soul.
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In looking at Jupiter and Saturn, you are looking at the personality of
that soul.

In looking at Uranus and Neptune, you are looking at that soul's
capacity for culture, or the culture in that soul.

In looking at Pluto, you are looking straight into that person's

subconscious mind.

There are only a few progressed aspects happening each year, and in
some years, there are no progressed aspects at all (except, perchance the
Moon's aspect). Thus, to see more clearly what will happen in any given
year, we look to the transits.

By progressed aspect, I mean an aspect within 1/3 of a degree or less.
Therefore, we move from progressions at the rate of one day
symbolically equaling one year of life, to transits. The transits are the
actual days and year itself. This tells us what will happen in that year.

The transits used to predict the karma flow, are for the actual year of a
person's life. If you want a person's transits for his 14th year from birth,
you must move forward 14 years in the ephemeris. In other words,
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transits are based on a day-for-a-day. The progressions are based on a
day-for-a-year.

You must actually, for each day, go through the transits. Thus, if you
wanted to know about a person's 50th year, and if that person was born
on June 1st, 1949, then you must move forwards in the ephemeris 50
years to the year 1999, to the month of June. Then you will search the
next 12 months for events in the person's life. These transits will be
effective by 1/3 of a degree while forming the aspect. They will be very,
very weak for 1/3 of a degree while parting from that aspect. The 1/3 of
the degree to an aspect is the most vital bull's-eye area for the karma to
be released.

However, regarding progressed aspects, one day is equal to one year.
Thus, if you were to seek out the progression for a person born June 1,
1949, you would only move forward in the ephemeris 50 days. This will
bring you to July 21st, 1949. Remember, you count from the day after
the day of birth. For this person, June 2nd symbolizes his first year of
birth. Aspects from these progressed planets, for this day, to the natal
planets by 1/3 degree, are in a triggering position.

Regarding progressions and transits, as they move to new degrees,
signs, or houses, they affect the subconscious mind. Generally, the new
degrees are not noticeable. Movement to new signs are noticeable, and
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movement into new houses are clearly noticeable. Movements to house
cusps are quite noticeable, and movement to one of the angular cusps is
very marked. However, the most marked effects are seen when a
progression or a major transit forms a major aspect, partiling a natal
planet. Less manifestation is noticed, as a rule, when a progression or
major transit partiles a progressed planet.

The key word of science, the key word of mysticism, the key word of
astrology is: Causation! If we do not understand causation, we are in
ignorance, we are in the dark. Thus, we must turn on the light so that
we can see and thus understand life. We must do everything we can to
become more conscious of what is happening around us. This is called
developing our 'Solar Being.' However, as we develop our Solar Being,
we cannot deny our Lunar, Internal Being.

You must be constantly aware of what is happening outside of you,
inside your universe. But at the same time you must also activate your
Lunar Being and be aware of what is happening inside of you.
Mystically speaking, everything happens first within, before it
manifests externally.

I have said the natal chart is the potential karma of this lifetime. That
karma that is potential in a natal chart will unfold and manifest as the

progressions manifest (at the rate of a day to a year), and/or the transits
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manifest (at the rate of a day to a day). Thus, we now have four
horoscopes.

1)

THE NATAL HOROSCOPE

2)

THE PROGRESSED CHART

3)

THE TRANSITS CHART

4)

THE SPIRITUAL CHART

The natal horoscope of the inner life is symbolized by the head.

The progressed horoscope symbolizes the right hand. It is sometimes
called the solar chart.

The transits chart horoscope symbolizes the left hand, and is sometimes
called the lunar chart.

The fourth and most important chart is the spiritual chart and it reveals
your self-conscious awareness. These four charts are symbolized by the
pronam, where both hands, the head, and the Ajna Chakra are all
together.
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Pronam: Hands in this position with thumbs placed at the
point between the eyebrows (Ajna Chakra) at the
forehead.

Some astrologers say that this spiritual chart is only a concept.
However, it can be revealed from the structure of the natal chart. At this
point in your studies, you need to concentrate on the first three charts,
and realize how they work together, never independently.

If you lose the spiritual horoscope you are in serious trouble. What
happens if you lose your self-awareness? If you lose your
self-awareness, you will have no power to be aware of the inner or the
outer forces assaulting you. Without awareness of these forces (as they
just begin to affect you), you cannot control your life. You will be at the
mercy of the forces of nature. The forces of nature are not bad.
However, they move only in a horizontal line or plane. You, however,
wish (and need) to move along a vertical line or plane.
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As one moves out into the external world, it is very easy to forget the
inner world. As one moves into the internal world, it is very easy to
forget the external world. And to lose your self-awareness is to
overlook the forces of nature . . . until they are so strong that nothing
can be done to counter them.

You must forever remain aware of all three worlds:

The external world

The internal world

The self

With self-awareness of the self, you can see and counter the forces of the
other two worlds. You need to learn how to balance your inner life with
your outer life; your outer life with your inner life.

The next point is most important. The next point is the most important
point that I must convey to you accurately. You are your natal

horoscope: only that which is contained within that natal horoscope can
manifest. If it is not in the natal horoscope, no matter what the
progressed horoscope says, it will not manifest.
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Allow me to go to extremes to emphasize this point: Venus is the
symbol of love. Now, if a woman has twelve squares and six
oppositions to the Venus in her natal chart, suddenly in her progressed
chart, her Sun conjuncts her Venus, and she thinks, 'Oh! What a
wonderful time to get married because my Sun is conjunct Venus!'

Now, Sun conjunct Venus is a good time to get married IF the Venus is
harmonious in the natal chart. However, this woman is wrong. What is
activated, what is 'firing; is the Venus with all those difficult squares
and oppositions.

What I need to communicate is the idea that only the natal chart
manifests. The progressed chart is only saying when and how that natal
chart will manifest.

If I miscommunicate this thought to you, you will not be able to give
good advice; you will not be able to soften your karma.

And finally, I return again to a most difficult philosophical concept
which is in Sanskrit: 'Aham Brahmasmi.' This means, 'I am the creator

and the initiator of my natal horoscope.' I, alone, am the maker of my
natal horoscope. Or, as I prefer to say it: you created your natal
horoscope all by yourself.
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Now, this is not an easy concept for people to emotionally understand. I
have been around the world many times, and everywhere I hear things
like, 'God did it, the angels did it, the devil did it, etc. I didn't create my
chart. It's not my fault. They did it. It's their fault'

Every person seeking spiritual wisdom needs to know that he is
absolutely the maker of his own destiny. You alone have created your
own destiny. All others are simply the bringers of that destiny. All Gods
and Goddesses, all the forces of nature, all the men and women, all the
animals, and all the plants are only the deliverers of your karma.

Now, when you come to understand that you are the maker of your
own karma, then you understand that you can UN-make your past
karma. If you think that God has made your karma, then you must
forever be the slave to that karma. As long as you think the creative
forces are outside of you, you have lost the power to improve or change
your negative karma. However, if you recognize at a deep level of your
awareness that your karma has been created from within you, then you
can master it

As much power and energy as you put into creating a negative piece of
karma, that much opposing karma must be created to neutralize it.
Thus, if you are 50 years old, and have lived 50 years of foolishness, it
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will take 50 years of wise living to neutralize that. But 50 and 50 is 100,
and you are probably not going to live to be 100. Thus, we return to the
mysterious formula of the yogi:

Intensity multiplied by Duration equals the Force of the karma.

If you could live each new day of your life with twice the daily intensity
that you lived the last 50 years, you could balance the negative karma
out in only 25 years. But if you could increase your daily intensity (of
living) ten-fold, you could neutralize the 50 years in only 5 years! Do
you now understand the importance of Intensity in your daily spiritual
living? Living with positive spiritual intensity allows you to overcome
the last 6,000,000 years of negative karma. Thus, you do not have to live
another 6,000,000 earth years, in approximately 72,000 incarnations.

The final thought is this: When bad things happen to good people like
you and me, it is essential to remain in control of our self-awareness. It
is essential that we turn inward and realize what went wrong inside. It
doesn't mean we did something bad. Most of the time we were just
unconscious, or day-dreaming, unaware of what was manifesting
within us, and happening around us.

We must forever remain aware of what is happening internally as well
as externally. Now, the natal horoscope shows us which poisons will
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easily poison our being. Some people can drink bottles of wine and not
get drunk. Other people get around the odor of wine, and become tipsy.
In exactly the same way, some people are very easily and very
negatively affected by money, sex, power, beauty or ugliness.

You should know what to stay away from. Seeing where your squares
and oppositions are, reveals where you have been emotionally hurt in
the past. Therefore, in this lifetime, seek not to hurt another in these
areas. Needless to say, we should not ever hurt another. However, there
are certain areas in which the karma is very, very dangerous. Beware of
these areas. Because of the emotional nature of these areas, you will be
compulsively driven into these directions. Be aware.

All the world religions, with the exception of one, say that all children
are innocent. Thus, people ask why children are born with handicaps?
They also ask why some children die within a few days of earth birth.
The religionists say that it is the will of God. Some say that it is not for
man to understand. However, the truth is that we can understand. No
entity on the earth is ever innocent. We come into this world with great
good and great bad karma.

Thus we come to LEARN! We are never put here as a punishment. We
have come to fulfill our own separate selfish desires. Thus, different
souls choose to learn the same lesson differently.
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When I was in grade school, we had one of the first classes in our part
of the United States which had only blind students. The principal asked
for volunteers to help these children. All the other children said how
terrible, how awful it must be to be blind. Thus, they did not want to
get near the blind. They acted as if it was a contagious disease. I
volunteered to help these people. To my surprise, they didn't think their
blindness was that awful. When you talked to them, they would just
say, 'Oh, it's not that big of a deal.' It was not as big a problem for them,
as it was for those around them.

We are all here in this school of life to learn something. What are we
here to learn? We are here to learn to move from unconsciousness to
consciousness. We are here to learn to move from consciousness to selfawareness. We are here to learn to move from self-awareness to

balanced self-conscious awareness. This is more than learning the
lesson of the Moon, the inner world. This is learning the lesson of
balancing the Sun against the Moon.

There is an external world. That is to say, there is a world outside of the
self. Thus, in the external world (of self-awareness), we need to
understand how to create and how to dissolve the power of the Sun. We
need to learn how to dissolve the power of nature.
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On the earth plane, the power of the Sun is symbolically the power of
man. He is dissolving so that he can re-create. However, he is so busy
dissolving that he cannot re-create. Thus, he is in a pattern of destroying
everything. Only the return to awareness will save him and his
universe.

Then, there is the lesson of the Moon, the lesson of emotions. If we are
going to survive, we all must become less emotional. We must
recognize that the enemy is within us. The enemy is emotional desires.

I have said what is basic to spiritual unfoldment. I have said it as simply
and as directly as I can regarding the concepts of creation and
re-creation, and thus the softening of your karma. Therefore, let us look
at Chart #1, the horoscope of May 18th, 1920.

We have learned how to read the ephemeris by reading across and up
the column. We have also established seven of the eight major aspects.

Over and above this, we also know that the progressions move at the
speed of one day equalling one year. Twenty-four hours of ephemeris
time is equal to 365 days of progression. Therefore, the speed of a natal
planet from its birthday to the day after the birthday, is the distance
that planet travels in one earth year. If you go into the ephemeris for the
18th of May, 1920, you see that the planet Mercury is at 17 degrees
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Taurus 13 minutes. That is Mercury's position in the natal chart. (Use
the 100-year ephemeris which you received in Part 1 of the course to
locate these planetary positions.)

If you look at the following day, May 19th, 1920, (symbolical of the first
year of life), you will see that Mercury is at 19 degrees Taurus 17
minutes. This is the position of Mercury in the progressed chart for the
first year of life. If you subtract the 17 degrees 13 minutes from the 19
degrees 17 minutes, you attain the figure of 2 degrees 4 minutes. That is
the speed for Mercury. It is a fast speed. Because Mercury is fast, it
tends to give a quick mind (normally speaking).

Let's look at the Moon. On the 18th of May, 1920, the Moon was 23
degrees Taurus. On the 19th of May, the Moon was 8 degrees Gemini.
Subtracting one figure from the other, you get 15 degrees. (Remember,
each sign is only 30 degrees, therefore, you take 23 degrees from 30,
which is 7 degrees. Then you add the 8 degrees [of Gemini], giving you
15 degrees).

Another way of doing the subtraction is to realize the next sign is 30
degrees. Thus, 30 + 8 = 38. From this, subtract the 23 degrees. This gives
you 15 degrees, which is the distance the Moon traveled on the first
year of earth life. That is a fast speed for the Moon. Again, because the
Moon is moving swiftly, this gives the Moon a much more positive
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factor than if it were moving more slowly. If the Moon were moving at
11 degrees it would be moving very slowly. It never moves slower than
11 degrees. This 11 degrees would make the Moon more negative.

Having established the degrees that a planet moves in one day, a
symbolic year, you now ask yourself, 'How long does it take for that
planet to move 20 minutes of arc?'

For the Mercury in the above case, its speed is 2 degrees, 4 minutes.
Now, there are 60 minutes in a degree. Thus, the total speed is 60 x 2 +
4. This equals 124 minutes which takes place in one year. This means
that the speed per month is 10.3 minutes per month. (12 months
divided into 124 minutes.)

Now, the bull's eye of the active period of a planet is 20 minutes of arc
(not of time). Thus, the Mercury's active period is 1.94 months. 10.3
divided into 20 = 1.94. This is almost two months on either side of the
aspect.

For the Moon in the above case, its speed is 15 degrees in one year. This
is 60 x 15, which equals 900 minutes in one year. Thus, the Moon moves
75 minutes in one month.
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Now, the bull's eye of the active period of a planet is 20 minutes of arc
(not of time). Thus, the Moon's active period is 20 minutes divided by
75 minutes. This gives 0.27 months, or 1.1 weeks of an active period,
both before and after the aspect it forms.

Now, if the Moon was moving at only 11 degrees per day, the
calculations would be 11 x 60 = 660 per year. Or 60 divided by 12 giving
55 minutes per month. 55 divided into 20 gives 1.5 weeks.

Now, the Sun never goes retrograde, and it moves approximately 1
degree per year, or 60 minutes per year. That gives a movement of 5
minutes per month. Now, the bull's eye of the active period of a planet
is 20 minutes of arc. Thus, the Sun's active period is 5 minutes into 20
minutes. This gives 4 months as the active period. Remember, that is
four months on either side of the aspect.

The Sun and the Moon never go retrograde. The remaining planets DO
go retrograde. They do symbolically back up. If the planet is not
moving we say it is 'stationary.' This, as I told you before, acts like a
branding iron. There are two types of stationary points: Stationary
Direct and Stationary Retrograde. Stationary Direct means that the
planet at birth is not moving. However, when it does move, it will move
forward. Stationary Retrograde means that the planet is not moving.
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However, when it starts to move, it will be moving backwards
(retrograding).

We have just a few more factors and then we can get into the
horoscopes. Without rushing yourself, learn the following factors
regarding the speed of the planets:

Mercury moves direct from 1 minute to 2 degrees 12 minutes per day.

Venus moves direct from 1 minute to 1 degree 16 minutes per day.

Mars moves direct from 1 minute to 47 minutes per day.

Jupiter moves direct from 1 minute to 14 minutes per day.

Saturn moves direct from 1 minute to 8 minutes per day.

Uranus moves direct from 1 minute to 4 minutes per day.

Neptune and Pluto move direct from 1 minute to 3 minutes per day.

This means that Mars moves through your whole horoscope
approximately every two years. By the time you are 50 years old, it will
have circulated through your horoscope 25 times. When you are 50
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years old, you have lived with your Mars having the same aspect 25
times. There are only three things that will change those 25 Mars' cycles,
making them different.

1)

One is you are smarter than you were the first time Mars went
around.

2)

You are dumber than when Mars first went around the chart.
People do get dumber.

3)

The Mars now triggers some other progressed aspect.

In terms of Jupiter, it goes through your chart every 12 years. Thus,
when you are 48 years old, you will have lived through four Jupiter
cycles.

In terms of Saturn, it goes through the chart approximately every
29-1/2 years. Thus, by the time you are 90 years, you will have lived
through three Saturn cycles.

The effects of the transits are primarily the same, if you remain the
same. If you are born in Chicago and you have lived in Chicago for 90
years, you will most likely have only Chicago awareness. To break the
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Chicago-Saturn, you have to get out of Chicago (physically or
mentally).

Now, Paris is not Chicago. It is much more Jupiterian. But to break your
Parisian-Saturn, you have to get out of Paris (physically and/or
mentally), and go to Vienna, etc.

However, it might be stated that if a person has a pre-lunar Saturn
conjunction, then maybe that person should not move out of their city,
because it might be difficult. To move may be very difficult, however,
perchance not to move will be more disastrous. The question is not
what is comfortable or uncomfortable. Always, the question ought be,
'What is wise?'

Another way of asking the same question would be, 'What is the best
way to learn the lesson of the chart?' I hope you understand that each
chart is uniquely different, and that if you don't understand the lesson,
the lesson sometimes can be difficult to learn.

In mysticism, we try to learn the lesson symbolically. If it cannot be
learned symbolically and internally, it will ultimately have to be
learned externally. It is wise to do something before the karma comes to
you. That is the value of progressing the chart 12 years into the future.
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I had a phone call from America the other day. The person said that he
had to make a major decision within three hours. I asked, 'How long
have you known about the problem?'

He answered, 'Oh, three years!' I asked again, 'What have you been
doing for the last three years?' 'Nothing; was the answer. 'It wasn't
bothering me until today when I had to deal with it.'

Had he done something just a little bit with a little intensity, each day
for the last three years, he would have accumulated a great deal of antikarmic force to neutralize today's problem.

This is like the woman getting ready to become a housewife, because
she got married yesterday. However, this is not the time to prepare for
being a wife. She has paid no attention to evolve into the qualities that
are necessary to have a happy household, until she became married. It
is now too late. The same is true of the husband.
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3. Parallel of Declinations,
and Reading Charts
RECORDING 3 AND THE BEGINNING OF RECORDING 4

One final factor: If you will pull out Chart #1, for May 18th, 1920, and
look at the declinations for this date you will find that:

The Sun is 19 degrees North 26 minutes.

Mercury is 16 degrees North 06 minutes.

Venus is 15 North 00.

Mars is 8 degrees South 24 minutes

You will see there is no Aries, Taurus, or Gemini. The declinations do
not exist in zodiacal signs. They are simply North or South of the
celestial equator. For example, if you go to Jupiter, you will notice that
it is 18 North 18. You can go right on finding the rest of the planets.

Now, any two planets that are within 1 degree (or less) are in an aspect
called Parallel (Parallel of Declination). If they are both North or both
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South they act as a long lasting conjunction. When one planet is South
and the other North (it does not matter which is North or South), the
aspect is called a Counter-Parallel, and acts as a long lasting opposition.
By long lasting, I'm referring to years and decades, as opposed to the
standard aspects which last only four to six months.

If we wanted to know what is going to happen in this person's 60th
year, we would count forward in the ephemeris 60 days after the birth
date, and use that date to find the declinations. Those declinations that
are within 1 degree or less of a natal declination are used to reveal the
potential event of that 60th year. In short, we find the declinations
exactly as we find the progressions, except for the declinations, we look
at the declination tables, and for the standard progressions, we look at
the longitudinal tables. Those declinations that are 1 degree or less to a
natal

planet,

form

a

progressed

declination

by

Parallel

or

Counter-Parallel, and act as a long lasting conjunction or opposition.

We are about to move into the horoscope proper. Would you pull out
horoscope #5 of Marlon Brando. If you look at the center of the chart
there is nothing there. The center of the chart symbolizes the Spirit
which is unmanifested.

Because of desires and cravings from the past, you created a most
subtle, inner horoscope called the natal chart. On an exoteric level, this
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natal chart will remain as it was at birth until the physical body dies.
(Only by profound occult methods, combined with promethean
self-control, can the natal chart be changed. Perchance as few as 99
people have successfully changed their chart.)

Now, outside the natal horoscope, there are a series of planets. These
are the progressed planets for a given year. For example, you can see a,
'P Jupiter RV This means that it is the Progressed Jupiter, and that it is
Retrograde. In the 2nd house you will notice Progressed Mars which is
at 7 degrees Aquarius 31 minutes.

There are many ways of dealing with the progressed chart. However,
the best way is to take the progressed planets for a given year and set
them outside the natal chart, and integrate these progressed planets
with the natal planets.

If you look at the progressed Moon, you see that the progressed Moon
is in the natal house of marriage. Thus, we can declare that during this
year, Marlon Brando's progressed Moon, being in the house of
marriage, will cause him conscious or unconsciously, to make changes
in this area of his life. He will have a subconscious need to make a
change (symbol of the Moon). He will want to break up a relationship,
or build a new relationship, or form a partnership, or get married, etc.
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All of these things are symbolized by the progressed Moon being in the
7th house.

Furthermore,

you

will

notice

that

the

progressed

Moon

is

approximately at 28 degrees of Gemini. The natal chart's 7th house cusp
is 3 degrees Gemini 39 minutes. Thus, you can see that the Moon has
been in this house of marriage for almost 24 degrees. If the Moon moves
at 1 degree per month, the Moon has been there for almost two years.
(The length of time depends upon the Moon's speed.) Thus, these
changes have been going on for almost two years. For two years he has
been feeling the pressure, 'I ought to get married. Marriage would be
good. Maybe I should settle down and get married?' This is just one of
the integrations of a progressed planet (the Moon), to the natal chart.

Now, if you look to the outer circle, the 3rd circle, you will see a series
of planets with 'T' in front of them. For example T-Saturn, and
T-Mercury, which mean transiting Saturn, and transiting Mercury.

Regarding the transiting Saturn, it is in the 1st house. Saturn, you will
remember, is the symbol of restriction, and the 1st house symbolizes
him. Integrating the transiting Saturn to the natal horoscope, you
recognize that he FEELS confined, sensitive, alone, isolated. The
answer: 'Get married!' In short, we integrate the transiting and the
progressed planets by placing them into the natal horoscope.
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I repeat, nothing can happen in a person's life unless it exists first in the
natal chart Therefore, let us look at the natal chart of Mr. Brando. Let's
look at his house of marriage. As you will remember, the first thing we
do is look to the cusp of a house. In this case, we are interested in
marriage, so we look at the 7th house cusp. On this house cusp is the
sign Gemini, which is a very mental sign. Secondly, we know that
Gemini is ruled by Mercury. So for this chart, Mercury is the symbol of
marriage. The planet Mercury is no longer Mercury. Mercury is the

symbol of marriage for him. How does he see marriage? The symbol of
marriage is in the 5th house of pleasure, creativity, and sexuality. His
natal chart says, 'Ah! If I get married I will have pleasures, and marriage
will make me creative.'

However, if you look down at the bottom of the chart where the
planet's aspects are listed, you will see the Mercury of his marriage is
tightly opposed to Saturn by approximately 3 degrees. Saturn is cold
and isolated. It is anything but pleasure and sexuality. This quickly
leads to frustration.

Also, you will remember that if there is only one aspect to a planet, all
the energy goes into that one aspect. It would be better if the planet had
two squares, or a square and an opposition, rather than just that one
aspect which causes all the energy to flow through it
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Next, we look at Mercury and we ask, 'What sign is it in?' It is in Aries.
Aries is a very passionate, sexual sign. Saturn will again frustrate this
fire sign.

Now, this progressed chart and this transit chart were created for
October 15, 1957, which was the date of his first marriage. And I say
first marriage because he has had four legal marriages, and at least four
other common law marriages. He has had no satisfaction in marriage
(as symbolized by Mercury opposed Saturn). He has had, openly, many
continuous love relationships, and live-ins, independent of his
marriages.

His problem is our problem. His problem is your problem. He is trying
to find perfection out there, outside of himself. He does not seem to
realize that perfection is found only within. What is wrong, what is out
of balance, is not something out there. It is something in his soul,
something in his memory track. The same is true for all of us. Each of us
are seeking perfection out there. The symbol varies with each one of us.
However, the search is in the wrong place for most of us.

If we try to find our past-life problems, there are many ways of looking
at it. One way to look at past-life problems is to see them in the light of
the 5th and 7th houses. The 5th house is the house of babies. Perchance,
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as a child in a past life, Mr. Brando was or felt abandoned, because
Saturn is the symbol of abandonment. The 11th house is the house of
friends, and maybe Saturn opposing his Mercury reveals that his
friends were not loyal to him.

So what is the answer? Mystically, the answer lies in his not doing what
has been done to him (in reality, or in imagination).

The answer always lies within his changing his attitude. More directly,
the answer is for him to be extremely loyal to his children, his wife, and
his friends. In other words he must not do to other people, that which
they have done to him! This is the lesson for all mankind to learn.

A child's father abandons him. Then, as the child is growing up, he
thinks, 'How could anyone abandon his son?' The son grows up and
marries and has a son. And the next thing you know, he himself
abandons his own son. However, if we believe the statistics, 95% of
children who are abandoned or abused, abandon or abuse their own
children. In short, that which is done to them, they do to their children.
It's a 'cellular memory' patterning that we must all overcome.

Again, I repeat, and it is most important mystically, where a person has
been wronged or feels that he was wronged, that he cannot do to
another. He must do the exact opposite . . . to all other persons.
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We are talking about Mr. Brando's chart and his being married on
October 15, 1957. I hope you understand that in no way, shape, or form
am I criticizing him. I'm just using his chart as an example for you to
understand. I am talking about him as a symbol of you . . . of all
earthlings. Hopefully, it will reveal where we all are.

If we look at the Mercury opposing Saturn, we see a very important
factor. The Mercury is approaching the Saturn and thus, it is increasing
in strength. In other words, this aspect, Mercury in the 5th house
opposing Saturn in the 11th house, is going to manifest in this lifetime.

Let us assume that Mercury was 3 degrees Taurus, it would still be in
opposition to the Saturn. However, Mercury, with each passing year,
comes closer to the completed aspect (partile) to the Saturn. This is
important. As the aspect is closing, the karma is more intense in this
lifetime. If the aspect is in orb, but complete (past partile), each year the
karma becomes weaker and weaker.

If you look at Mr. Brando's transiting Mars (on the outer wheel), you see
it is 13 degrees Libra 33 minutes, and in the 10th house. It is forming an
opposition with the Moon and shortly with the Sun. This evening, why
don't you look in the ephemeris and find out where the transiting
Mercury was on October 15, 1957. This should give you a better idea of
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the integration of the progressed and transiting planets with the natal
chart.

Some information which may be valuable to you, is that his first
marriage in 1957, was to Joan, who was an actress. She divorced him on
grounds of mental cruelty 18 months after the marriage. In 1960 he
married another woman called Maria. She had two children which he
claimed were not his. They were officially divorced eight years later. In
1970 he married Terita. As of June 1994, he was still married to her.
Many people say they never were married.

Again, relating to the 5th and the 7th houses, you might find the
following statistics interesting. He fathered nine children from seven
women.

You should look at his transits and see if there is anything more that
you can see. Do a little more work and see what you can find. Study the
chart. The first marriage is symbolized by the 7th house (it lasted 18
months). The 2nd marriage is symbolized by the 9th house (it lasted
eight years). And the 3rd marriage is always symbolized by the 11th.

I should point out, as a secondary factor, when one has Jupiter in the 1st
house, one tends to become corpulent as one grows older. Whatever
house Jupiter is in, there tends to be an increase. Jupiter in the 1st house
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of the physical body tends to increase the weight of the physical body.
Also, when the ruler of the 1st house is in a water sign, one will tend to
become corporeal as one grows older.

****

Shall we move to Chart #2, which is that of Mr. Balladeur, the Prime

Minister of France. The chart has been progressed for April 7, 1994. On
approximately April 7, the Prime Minister of France visited China. This
was a great big step as it doesn't happen every day. Let's deal with the
trip from France to China which is long distance travel, i.e., the 9th
house.

If we check out his trip to China, we look to the 9th house. Aries is on
the 9th house cusp, and Mars rules that sign. The progressed Mars is in
his first house at 1 degree Virgo 9 minutes. If you will look at his
Saturn, it is 0 degrees Capricorn 6 minutes. Now, if you look for change,
you look to the Moon, the symbol of change.

The Progressed Moon is in the 11th house of hopes, dreams and wishes.
Inside the 9th house of long distance travel, he has Venus and Uranus.
Natally, Mars is sextiled Jupiter, a good sign for long distance travel.
Mars is sextiled Mercury, very good for business. However, Mars is
squared Venus, which is not so good for his personal life. I believe there
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are no major natal aspects to his Uranus. Venus exists in the 9th house
of long distance travel, squaring Mars and trined Neptune.

If you look at Mr.Balladeur's 4th house, you will see his Karmic Eclipse
is at 19 degrees Scorpio 46 minutes. (Please see Chapter 4 for
instructions on how to calculate the Karmic Eclipse.)

Do you see that the Karmic Eclipse is in opposition to his Jupiter?
Jupiter is the prime symbol of politicians and statesmen. So we can say
that when Mr. Balladeur was born he had a karmic lesson to be learned.
That lesson most likely would be learned by being a politician, a
banker, a philosopher, or a doctor. Because the Sun is in the 10th house,
it probably puts the lesson into the statesman class. Because the Karmic
Eclipse forms a tight opposition to Jupiter, it indicates he is either going
to be a political leader or a major religious leader.

If you wanted to know which it was going to be, all you had to do was
to wait until the Karmic Eclipse moved into opposition to his natal
Mercury (his mind), and it would be revealed. That happened when he
was six years old. Something happened at that time, and the life lesson
of karma was set.

If you look at the progressed Venus, you see that it is squaring Neptune
by 26 minutes and approaching. That progressed Venus, which is the
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ruler of the 9th house of long distance travel, squared Neptune forming
its partile on November 11, 1994. Venus is in the 9th house which rules
travel. Any planet that rules a house, and is also IN that house, controls
that house. Because Venus is squared Neptune, it means that while he is
traveling in a foreign country (China), there will be Neptunian
problems, and difficulties that he is unaware of and cannot control.

He also has the progressed Karmic Eclipse squared Mars, closed by 1/2
degree and weakening. Finally, the progressed Venus squaring
Neptune will complete itself on November 8th, 1994. Therefore, in
November you should see clearly the effects of his trip to China, good
or bad.

What was the Neptune problem while he was in China? It is Pluto
forming an opposition to the progressed Mercury. Pluto deals with the
masses. You might remember while he was in China, the French
students had a major demonstration which manifested on April 23,
1994. The aspect was one month on either side of that date. It is
interesting to note that Pluto will again form that opposition on the 4th
of November, 1994. So watch his life in November regarding school
children, and the repeat of problems that he has been having.

Transiting Neptune at 23 degrees Capricorn 16 minutes, in the 6th
house of work and sickness, is forming a heavy opposition to natal
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Mars in the 12th house of confinement and hospitals at 24 degrees 16
minutes. Mars to Neptune is violence, deception, and revolutionary
manifestations. Study the rest of the chart and see what else is going to
happen this year in the life of Mr Balladeur.

****

Let's move on to Chart #3. It is the chart of Marilyn Monroe. The chart
has been progressed for the 5th of August, 1962. Looking at her natal
8th house, you see it is Pisces, which is ruled by Neptune. Notice that
the Moon is opposed Neptune, and that Jupiter is opposed Neptune.
Notice also that Saturn is squared Neptune. These are not good
indicators of a long life. They are indicators of a short life. Inside the
house of death is Mars and Uranus. Mars and Uranus are called 'fast' or
'early' planets, because they fire early and cause things to happen
suddenly.

Regarding death, it indicates that when death comes it will come
suddenly; it will not be a long lingering death. Mars trined Saturn
indicates favorably, whatever she does in life, after her death, she will
leave a legacy. Also notice that the Venus is semi-sextile Uranus by only
15

minutes. This indicates a very skillful woman, being capable of

drawing various types of resources into her life.
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In this natal chart, the ruler of the house of death is Neptune, which is
found in the 1st house. The symbol of death comes to her. As you know,
there has been heavy controversy as to whether she was murdered or
whether she committed suicide. According to her horoscope, death
came to her, meaning she did not commit suicide. This is 1994. She died
in 1962. That was 32 years ago. Last month some of her private letters to
her psychiatrist were up for auction. However, the United States
government confiscated those letters so they could not be sold. I
wonder why they would do that? Her 8th house, the house of death, is
ruled by Neptune. Natally, the Moon is opposed Neptune. Jupiter is
also opposed Neptune. That Neptune is squared Saturn.

Deviating for a moment, I would like to talk about the 8th house, which
is also symbolical of financial matters, insurances, retirement funds and
things of this nature. Many astrologers would say that she was robbed
because Neptune is deception.

If we look at the progressed Neptune which is the symbol of death, it
forms an inconjunct to the Karmic Eclipse, at 18 minutes and closing.
The progressed Mars is squared the Sun by 15 minutes and closed. This
really means that the cause of her death was 1/4 of 45 seconds (of arc)
previous to her death. Thus, her death was caused by some event that
happened in her life four months before her death. It wasn't something
that just suddenly occurred. (Knowing that Mars moves approximately
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45

minutes per year, gives the monthly speed of 4 minutes. Those 4

minutes divided into the 15 minutes from partile, gives approximately
four months.)

However, you might remember that the range of activity of Mars is six
months on either side. Mars is the symbol of violence. If it was poison,
the poisoner was a Solar symbol, a power force. Her Sun natally was in
the 10th house of governments and in Gemini, the sign of brothers,
sisters, and neighbors.

If you look at the transits to the 1st house, you will see transiting
Mercury at 29 degrees Leo 42 minutes. Behind that transit is Uranus at
29 degrees Leo 42 minutes. She died in 1962 and she was born in 1926.
That means she died at 36. Now, open your ephemeris to the year of her
birth, June 1st, 1926.

From June 1st to June 30th is 29 days. This symbolizes the 29th year of
her life. This brings us to July 1st which was her 30th year of life. Now,
count six more days to find her 36th year of life. This gives you July 7th.
Saying it again. She was born June 1st, 1926. She died in her 36th year of
life. Therefore count 36 days after June 1st. This gives you July 7th.

If you run that across the page at July 7th, you will note that the planet
Uranus is at 29 degrees Pisces 26 minutes, and retrograde. However, if
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you look up one day earlier, you will see that Uranus had just turned
retrograde. It is retrograde stationary, all the way over from June 29th
to July 12th. Here the branding-iron is in effect, firing the year of her
death and the year before her death.

If you look, you will clearly see the intensity of her Uranus totally
changing direction, which again is a secondary symbol of death
(Uranus in the 8th house). Go through the chart and pull out the other
progressed aspects. For example, progressed Venus is 10 degrees
Gemini 36 minutes, and the natal Sun is 10 degrees Gemini 27 minutes.
You will find it helpful if you study this chart regarding her 8th house.

****

Let's try one more chart today. Look at Chart #4. It is the chart of Pope
John Paul I. The chart has been progressed with its transits for the 26th
year of his life. This is a chart of a person who died September 28th. We
can see that Cancer and therefore the Moon rules the house of his death.
Again, we see that regarding the symbol of death (the 8th house ruler is
found in the 1st house), death comes to him. If we look at the natal
Moon, the only major aspect it forms is a sextile to Venus by 4-1/2
degrees. We don't see any heavy indication of death . . . other than
death will come to him. However, death is a very intense karmic
condition. Look at his Karmic Eclipse at 16 degrees Libra 53 minutes,
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and also look at his Midheaven at 16 degrees Libra 27 minutes. The
Karmic Eclipse conjuncts the cusp of the 10th house.

His chart states that he is safe as long as he is not in a strong place of
power (the 10th house is the house of power). If we progress the chart
with the transits for the time of his death, we find that the progressed
Sun is 0 degrees Capricorn 0 minutes. It has simply slipped into the sign
of power. Now, look at the natal Pluto in the house of partnerships,
retrograde to 0 degrees Cancer. As you know, Pluto symbolizes large
groups of people, as well as the mafia, etc. Pluto also symbolizes
revolution.

The progressed Karmic Eclipse is at 22 degrees Sagittarius 43 minutes.
Now, what do we do when we see that there are no strong symbols to
the house of death? We look for another set of symbols. The symbol of
life is Venus. The symbol of death is Saturn. Therefore, we look for a
Venus-Saturn aspect. However, there does not seem to be any in this
chart. But, we must not forget the declination. We must remember the
declination!

Therefore, look in the ephemeris under October 17, 1912. There you will
find the declination of Venus and Saturn. You will see that Venus is 18
degrees South 16 declination. Many books write this in this way: -18
degrees 16. (The minus means South.) Saturn is +18 degrees 40. (The
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plus means North) So we have Venus Counter-Parallel Saturn by less
than 1/4 of a degree. This acts as a very intense, negative, and long
lasting opposition. You will also find that Venus is Contra-Parallel
Pluto.

When the progressed aspect (by longitude) formed, it triggered the
declination of the Venus and Pluto. If you study this chart, particularly
looking for transiting eclipses of the Sun, you will find some interesting
insights.

If you look at your ephemeris for August 29th, you will find that the
transiting Neptune is Stationary Direct conjuncting the progressed
Mars! Studying this chart will give you deeper insight.

If you look at the natal chart of Pope John Paul 1, you will see what
exists in most of the powerful people in this world. They have a very
powerful 10th house. Here you see Libra as the ruler of the 10th house,
the Sun in the 10th house, Mars in the 10th house, Mercury also in the
10th house. The Karmic Eclipse is in the 10th house and is conjunct the
Midheaven.

I have given you a great deal of material. It is now in your head. All you
have to do is to begin to use it. I have pointed out that:
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1)

The natal chart is a symbolic map of a person's karma.

2)

All progressions (of which there are many types), are all
symbolical.

3)

All progressions and transits only trigger the natal chart's karma.

4)

The progressions and the transits say when (and often how) a
natal karma will manifest.

5)

The process of making predictions is really very simple. What is
in the natal chart will happen when the progressions and/or the
transits release it, unless someone does something to change it

6)

Each person has to do the changing himself. It cannot be done by
another person. We can try to encourage a person to be fearless,
but only that person can choose to become fearless.

7)

Finally, there is a theory in yoga that unconsciously, we know
everything, and that we are willing to pay the price for each and
every one of our actions.

****
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At this time, I would like to address a few questions that students
generally ask.
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4. Questions & Answers
Karmic Eclipse, and Stelliums
RECORDING 4 AND THE BEGINNING OF RECORDING 5

QUESTION:
A planet conjuncting the Midheaven indicates great success in life. Does
that depend on whether the planet is fast moving?

ANSWER:
No, it does not. Some astrologers feel that the slower the planet, the
greater the success. However, this is not true. The type of fame will
depend on the planet itself.

If a planet is in the 9th house approaching the cusp of the 10th house by
3 degrees or less, it is a marked indication of fame (or notoriety), if there
are no counter indications, and if the person lives long enough. A planet
in the 10th house conjuncting the 10th house cusp is much weaker,
because the aspect has already closed. This indicates great fame in the
last lifetime.
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Symbolically speaking, if you hide in your basement and do nothing,
the force of that aspect will be markedly weakened (as a general rule).
Remember, nothing is predetermined. It is your consciousness that is
going

to

motivate

you

to

action

(either

consciously

and/or

subconsciously.) It will do so to the degree you pour energy into it.

QUESTION:
When looking at my own chart, is there a mantra or something which
will help me to see it more clearly?

ANSWER:
Yes, there is a mantra that when chanted three times before looking at
the chart will reveal deeper insights. It is:

OM SRI GANESH VA NAMAHA

However, the magic is to live spiritually and with detachment.

QUESTION:
I understand a planet that is retrograde is holding back a karmic lesson.
If a planet remains retrograde for this total lifetime, does that mean the
lesson will manifest in the next lifetime?
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ANSWER:
It means that the karmic lesson will not manifest in this lifetime. If you
have, for example, a retrograde Saturn on the day of your birth, and it
remains retrograde for 120 days before becoming direct, the karmic
lesson will not manifest for 120 years. However, during this lifetime, a
person may have gained enough insight, so that the lesson can be
transcended, and thus not need to be learned in the next lifetime.

A natal retrograde planet is saying to your subconscious mind, "I have
this Saturn problem. However, I'm not really emotionally or
intellectually capable of dealing with it now. Thus, I'll put it 'on hold'
until I gather more information and more emotional maturity in order
to deal with it in a better fashion."

QUESTION:
If your natal chart has a natal planet that IS direct, but during this
lifetime goes retrograde, what does that mean?

It means you are creating a problem, and you need more data to solve
the problem satisfactorily. Two things are vital here.

1)

One is that you can look at your chart and realize when that
planet is going retrograde. Therefore, BEFORE it goes retrograde
you should start working on the problem. You work on the
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problem by understanding the nature of the planet, the sign the
planet is in, the house the planet is in, and the aspect(s) to that
planet.

2)

The second factor is to watch closely the year that it goes
retrograde. You will see, at that time, what the real problem is.

I have emphasized the fact that the lack of self-conscious awareness is
the key problem. The average earthling is conscious only while in his
body, and unconscious (which means they are 'dead') when they are
outside their physical body. However, if one is practicing a mystical
technique, one can remain conscious whether in the body, or outside of
the body. What I'm saying is that just because your body dies, this does
not mean that you have to become unconscious, and fail to work on
your 'horoscope.' Remember, the best time to correct your horoscope is
when

you

are

un-embodied,

and\or

asleep.

When

you

are

un-embodied or in the astral world, 'TIME' takes on a different factor.
Remember the three factors: Duration, Intensity and Time (DIT).

In the astral world, time is one to 365. In other words, one day in the
astral is equivalent to 365 earth years. Thus, even a few minutes of deep
meditation on your horoscope can be days in duration of earth life
application.
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What I'm really teaching you in this astrology course is to learn how to
take the karmic energies of one part of your being and your selfawareness, and put the two together, so that you can improve your life
here and now. Bring the chart to your self-consciousness, and balance
the karma, balance the karma, balance the karma.

QUESTION:
Is it true that every planet is always in an aspect?

ANSWER:
Yes. Every planet is always in a conjunct aspect to the house and sign
that it is in. Thus, every planet is a double conjunction, and is like two
small suns. In other words, all the planets are harmonics.

QUESTION:
How can I see my own chart clearly and also become a better astrologer
and truly help people?

ANSWER:
First, learn to become detached in your daily life, not indifferent, just
detached.

Secondly, you must practice some mystical technique to balance your
emotionality.
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Thirdly, breathe. Practice breathing deeply and slowly, daily.

Fourthly, meditate on beauty, gentleness and passivity. I'm not saying
that you should lie down and let people walk on you. I'm suggesting
that you stop walking on people. My disciples say that they haven't
walked on anyone for years. In mysticism, there is gross or dense
activity. There is subtle activity, and there is super-subtle activity.

Now one final thing is needed. If you can do this one thing, you will be
able to look at your own horoscope accurately: Stop being so
judgmental. If you can look at someone who smokes and think, 'So
what. It's no big problem,’ then you can look at your own bad habits
and clearly see what needs to be done to correct them, without all the
negative judgmentalness.

I wish to return to the concept of mantra and talk about the use of a
powerful esoteric mantra pattern, which will attune you to the forces of
nature, to the Powers that Be, so that you can see into the very center of
a horoscope. The base patterning of the mantra is:

OM SRI . . . . .VA NAMAHAH.
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What you do is to place in the blank space the names of the planetary
forces. The first mantric sound is RAVI, and symbolizes the Sun. The
second mantric sound is CHANDRA, which symbolizes the Moon. The
next mantric sound is BUDHA which symbolizes Mercury. Thus, we
have:
OM SRI RAVI VA NAMAHAH

OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAHAH

OM SRI BUDHA VA NAMAHAH

This is followed by the mantric sound SUKRA which symbolizes
Venus.

This is followed by the mantric sound KUJA which symbolizes Mars.

This is followed by the mantric sound GURU which symbolizes Jupiter.

This is followed by the mantric sound SANI which symbolizes Saturn.

Thus, we have the following:

OM SRI SUKRA VA NAMAHAH
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OM SRI KUJA VA NAMAHAH

OM SRI GURU VA NAMAHAH

OM SRI SANI VA NAMAHAH

Finally, we have the mantric sounds RAHU and KETU, which
symbolize the North and South Nodes.

OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAHAH

OM SRI KETU VA NAMAHAH

Therefore, the total Sanskrit mantra is:

OM SRI RAVI VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI BUDHA VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI SUKRA VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI KUJA VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI GURU VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI SANI VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAHAH
OM SRI KETU VA NAMAHAH
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This Sanskrit mantra has three vital factors.

1)

If you chant this mantra daily, you will be able to penetrate
deeply into every chart, including your own.

2)

If you chant this mantra daily, you will become a deep mystic
regarding the science of the Hora Shastras (the Philosophy of
Time), and begin to understand the laws of creation and
dissolvement, as well as the laws of karma and the softening of
that karma. 'Shastra' is a Sanskrit word meaning a sacred text.
'Hora' is a Sanskrit word meaning both the duration of time, and
also the duration of 1/2 of a zodiacal sign. In short, it's a sacred
text dealing with Time, pointing out that we are moving through
Time: yesterday, today and tomorrow. That is what you are: An
entity moving through Time.

3)

Finally, if in looking at your horoscope you find your most
negative planet, perchance your Mars, you therefore chant OM
SRI KUJA VA NAMAHA, 49 times, on Tuesday at sunrise, and
this will markedly soften that Mars karma. Here are the days of
the week for each mantra.

OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAHAH is for Monday.
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OM SRI KUJA VA NAMAHAH is for Tuesday.

OM SRI BUDHA VA NAMAHAH is for Wednesday.

OM SRI GURU VA NAMAHAH is for Thursday.

OM SRI SUKRA VA NAMAHAH is for Friday.

OM SRI SANI VA NAMAHAH is for Saturday.

OM SRI RAVI VA NAMAHAH is for Sunday.

OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAHAH is for solar eclipse days.

OM SRI KETU VA NAMAHAH is for lunar eclipse days.

Now, some swamis will say that this is possible because of the power of
the mantra. However, the yogi says that it is possible because of selfawareness. Both agree that in chanting this mantra for a long period of
time, insights come as to what you need to do to soften your karma
attitudinally.
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What I'm teaching you is about: Intensity! Where is your intensity? If
you do not manifest your spiritual intensity, it's going to take you
another three million earth years to neutralize your past foolishness.
Intensity multiplied by Duration equals the Force of your karma. Thus,
the basic error that most people make here is two-fold:

1)

First, people seek their new spiritual life with the same intensity
as they lived their old lives. Increase the good you do! Increase it
with ever greater intensity. That does not mean greater
emotionality.

2)

Second, people seek through their karma to learn about things,
rather than to learn about self-awareness. You are not a being.
You are a state of self-conscious awareness containing things.

Now, someone might ask, 'What do the other words in the mantra
mean?' I was taught to say that they mean whatever is revealed to you
when you chant it. What does the word LOVE mean? What does love
mean to you? It means different things to different people.

When you are looking at a chart, asking how can I help best, the answer
in simplest exoteric terms is: just LOVE that person. Stop being fearful
for him. Stop pitying him. Stop trying to live his life. Allow him to live
his karma.
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Later, I will explain what can be done esoterically. For now, I leave you
a hint. Each one of us must first learn to help ourselves, before we start
interceding in other people's lives. However, if you change yourself, the
other person will change. Death will come, when death will come.
Sadness will come, when sadness will come. Attitude will change
sadness. Attitude will transform death. However, death will still come.

With that we should move on.

We should review what we did in the last few lessons, and add a few
new thoughts.

The first thing taught was: All is CAUSED! There is no such thing as
chance or accident. I ask you again to deeply think and to meditate on
this concept. It is not an easy concept to digest emotionally.

I discussed the semi-sextile and the inconjunct. These minor aspects are
minor in the sense that they need a smaller orb before they begin to
manifest — the orb being 1/2 and 3/4 degrees.

I explained that all seven major aspects were measured along the EastWest axis, called longitude.
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I discussed an eighth aspect called Declination, also known as the
Parallel of Declination, which is a major aspect. It has an orb of 1 degree
or less. It is measured on a North-South axis from the celestial ecliptic.
Declination is not latitude. Latitude is not declination. Declination is
measured from the celestial ecliptic. Latitude is measured from the
equator.

I talked about a ninth aspect called the Karmic Eclipse. You find the
Karmic Eclipse by looking into the ephemeris for the month, day and
year of a given birth. You go backwards in the ephemeris (before birth),
until you find the first solar eclipse. For example, look in your
ephemeris to the date September 30, 1921. Go up to the top of September
and see if there is an indication of a solar eclipse at the top of the page.
There is not. Therefore, turn the ephemeris page back to August, 1921.
Now look at the top of that page to see if there is an indication of a solar
eclipse occurring in that month. No there is not. So back up to the
month of July, and look at the top of the page to see when you come to
the first eclipse. There is none in July, June, or in May.

However, when you turn to the month of April, 1921, you see at the top
of the page the words, 'Annular Eclipse; 17 Aries 59. It doesn't matter
what time of the day or night a person was born. This date is the
Karmic Eclipse.
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Let's take another example. If a person was born August 31, 1952, what
is the position of his Karmic Eclipse? You would turn to the ephemeris
for the month of August, 1952. Look at the top of the page and you see
that there is an Annular Solar Eclipse at 27 Leo 31.

Let's take another example. Assume that a person was born August 19,
1952. What is the position of the Karmic Eclipse? If you look at the top
of the page for August, you might be tempted to think it is also 27 Leo
31. It is not! It is not the Karmic Eclipse because the Karmic Eclipse fell
on August 20th. Thus, that eclipse occurred the day after the person
was born. The Karmic Eclipse must be before the person's physical birth
Because it was the day after he was born, it is not his Karmic Eclipse. To
repeat: The Karmic Eclipse must be the first Karmic Eclipse before birth.
In this example, we keep looking until we find it in February, 1952. The
Solar eclipse is 5 Pisces 43. (It doesn't matter if the Karmic Eclipse was in
the same year of birth or not).

I pointed out that the natal horoscope is a symbolic map of the karma.
This map of karma is only potential karma. It does not have to manifest
physically. This karma is only potential, and attitude has a great deal to
do with potentiality. Allow me explain this concept with a yogi story.
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Once upon a yogi time there were two disciples who came to the Guru
in late autumn. Each disciple said to each other, 'I have a private
question to ask, please leave while I ask the question.'

The first disciple was an Aries. He asked, 'Master how many lifetimes
will it be before I attain enlightenment?' The Guru answered, 'See that
big tree over there? As many leaves as are on that tree, that many
lifetimes it will be before your enlightenment.' To this the disciple
retorted, 'THAT MANY?!' He became so depressed that he left the
ashram and married four women and had twelve children.

Now, the second disciple was a Taurean. He asked the same question.
The Guru looked over at the large tree, shook his head, and turned to
the forest, saying, 'As many leaves as are on all those trees, that many
lifetimes it will be before you reach enlightenment.' The disciple
responded, 'Only that small a number! How happy I am. I'm so happy
that I can see the end of the Path . . .' Thus, the disciple became so
content he attained enlightenment.

Now, the disciple having reached enlightenment realized the question
of the first disciple and shook his head in wonderment over what had
happened. However, the Guru who had super-consciousness walked
over to the large tree and shook it vigorously until all the leaves that
could fall, fell. The young disciple who had just reached enlightenment
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looked at the tree afresh and noticed there was only one leaf remaining
on the tree.

My beloved, nothing is chiseled in stone. Attitude is ALL. Because that
attitude allows you to shake the Tree of Life, removing the obstacles,
save one.

The next thing I discussed was vital progressed planets. These are the
Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, and Mars. As a person becomes older,
Jupiter becomes vital. These planets are vital because they move rapidly
and thus do form aspects as the years progress. The slower moving
planets are not vital because they move so slowly, that they do not form
major aspects even after 70 years of life.

You calculate the progressions by taking one day after the birthday as
being equivalent to one year of birth (symbolically). Thus, if you
wanted to know what the progressions were for a person's 50th year,
you count 50 days after the birth day. Do not include the birth day. If a
person was born January 3rd, 1961, 50 days after birth would be
February 22th. You now calculate using this date and your birth hour to
find the progressed aspects for that person's 50th year. Remember, only
aspects within 1 degree and closing are used. Only those aspects that
are within 20 minutes and closing are vital!
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Next, I talked about the transits which are calculated on a one-day for
one-day basis. This means that if you were born in January, 1961, and
wanted to know what was going to happen in the year 2011, you must
literally go to the ephemeris for that year (2011). We said that the only
critical transiting planets were those that move slowly. The faster
moving planets are not important as transits because they fire all the
time. The faster moving transits set a tonus . . . a mind-set. The slower
planets cause events to take place. The slower the transit, the more
significant it is. The slower moving planets are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto.

I then talked about 'triggering' mechanisms. These are, most often,
transiting Mars and the Sun, as well as the lunations: the New and the
Full Moons. If a fast moving planet like Venus or Mercury is the Star of
Destiny or the Ruler of the Chart, it could act as a trigger.

Finally, in the horoscope, a transiting Station Point can trigger-off the
whole chart This is according to the principles of esoteric astrology.
However, the yogi would add a thought. He states that there is one
factor that will always trigger the natal chart! That factor is foolishness.
I call it 'ignorance.'

One thought that I have not covered is called the Stellium. In a
horoscope you may have many planets in one sign or in one house.
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That is called a Stellium. A Stellium is formed when a group of five or
more planets are in a house or a sign. The slowest moving planet in a
Stellium is the most vital. You already know this because the slower
moving planets have more severe karma. Pluto is the slowest moving of
all the planets, and thus has the most demanding and laboring karma.
Saturn as a transit may produce major events in your life that seem
more disastrous. However, Saturn deals with things, important things.
Pluto deals with the subconscious mind (of the masses). There is no
thing more important than this . . . even if we as earthlings do not
realize it.

Again, I stressed strongly that you are the creative force of this life, of
your past lives, and of your future lives. You and YOU alone are master
of your Fate . . .

Also, you are the potential of other people's karma. I stressed that you
should never be the bringer of other people's negative karma (even if
they wish it). Do not become another person's guard. Do not make
other people your prisoners. Do not become an executioner (of their
ego).

Life karmically is just like you and another person. The person becomes
angry and hollers at you. That person wants to fight. Allow him to fight
with others. But, do not return the fighting. Do not become the bringer
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of his karma. When he sees you are not going to fight, he will really get
angry. He will do everything possible to trigger YOUR karma! I say, 'Do
not allow other people to trigger your karma!'

My Guru has given us an unbelievable secret in the formula: Intensity
multiplied by Duration equals the Force of karma. It is one of the seven
keys to the kingdom.

You need to understand which lock this key fits into. It is the secret for
softening your karma. If you do not know the force of the karma, how
can you neutralize it safely?

An example might be helpful. In America quite often there are little
teeny fires that start in a house. Suddenly a dozen firemen come
charging into that house with their axes and the water. They smash the
windows, and chop holes in the walls. At the same time they spill
thousands of gallons of water on the furniture, rugs and floor. Where
you had just a little fire, you now have the whole house destroyed. I am
pointing out that the water that extinguishes the karmic fire, can do
more damage if you put too much water on a little karmic fire.

Thus the need to realize that Intensity times Duration equals the Force
of the karma. Regarding this formula, I ask you to think and to meditate
about the intensity of the karma.
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I gave you the secret of the duration. That had to do with the planets
and the duration of their 20 minutes of arc of activity. Remember:

The progressed Moon is six weeks.

Progressed Mercury is two months.

Progressed Sun is four months.

Progressed Venus is four months.

Progressed Mars is six months.

You need to multiply these figures by two, because it was 1/3 of a
degree approaching partile, and 1/3 of a degree departing from partite.

Independent of the 1/3 of a degree activity of a progressed aspect, we
look to see if within that period of time, some event will trigger it, will
cause it to manifest. One key factor was the transiting Mars or the Sun
by a major aspect. You should also look at the New Moon and the Full
Moon, or a station point of a critical planet like the Star of Destiny, or
the Ruler of the Chart.
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Finally, I emphasized that we are all here on earth with karma, not as a

punishment, but as a way of learning about our self.
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5. Progressing and Reading Charts
RECORDING 5 AND BEGINNING OF RECORDING 6

Finally, I emphasized that we are all here on earth with karma, not as a

punishment, but as a way of learning about our self. We are here to
learn to become more self-aware. If we did not have activity in our life,
caused by Mars and Saturn, we would fall even more deeply asleep. For
most of us that means becoming even more unconscious.

Try to remove the concept that sleep means unconsciousness. Remove
the idea that sleep equals unconsciousness! It should not. It does not!
We are here to learn to find our self. We are not a thing. We are a state
of consciousness, containing things. Spiritually speaking, most people's
lives are wasted because of all the pain, suffering, and joy that just
makes them more aware of things! (rather than aware of self).

The great tragedy is that people do not even learn about things. They
don't even know how to get the good things of the earth plane. They
live, but they do not gain the wisdom regarding the nature of the
creation of things, much less learning how to dissolve the negative
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things of this world. Now, this produces frustration, and with that
comes anger. With that anger, comes self-destruction of self-awareness.

In short, they do not know how to dream their dream. This is because
they do not know the esoteric secret of Intensity times Duration . . .
They do not know the esoteric secrets that you are now learning.

May you be blessed with this knowledge, so that you will be a blessing
to others.

In this lesson I would like to talk about the Arc of Activity. This,
mystically, is very significant. Let's assume that a child is three years
old and breaks a leg. You are aware of how fast a child recuperates and
its bones heal. Now, when a man is 60 years old and breaks a bone, look
how long it takes for the bone to heal. Why? Because the arc of activity
is far larger in an older person.

If the child is three years old, and his natal Sun is at 1 degree of any
sign, it will have progressed to 4 degrees of that sign. Thus, the arc of
activity is only 3 degrees. (The arc of activity between the natal Sun and
the progressed Sun is 3 degrees.) Thus, the relationship between the arc
and Saturn will take a period of three months.
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However, regarding the gentleman of 60 years, if his natal Sun was at 1
degree of a sign, his progressed Sun is 60 degrees away. Thus, the
relationship between the arc and transiting Saturn will take a period of
five years.

In short, the older one becomes, the further apart the natal planet is to
its progressed position; the larger or wider is the arc of activity. Any
planet transiting through this arc, or any planet having a relationship
with that arc, will be highly activated during that period of time.

The closer the poles (the closer the natal planet is to its progressed
place), the more intense the energy. The further apart the poles, the
weaker the intensity of the arc. For the average earthling, the end of the
arc is at the age of 84 years. When one reaches 85, the arc of activity
ceases in its effect. One then starts a cycle, a whole new arc of activity.

Now, you may know that Uranus completes its cycle in 84 years. In
other words, when you are 84 years old, your Uranus by transit will
re-conjunct your natal Uranus! Therefore the natal Uranus in a chart
symbolizes what the new pre-life is going to be like (based upon
Uranus' house, sign, and aspects.)

I would like to point out another extremely important factor. You might
know that transiting Saturn has been in Pisces for many months now.
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Many people have planets in Virgo, and are fearful that the opposition
of Saturn with those planets will bring great problems. Some people are
chewing their fingernails, wondering what's going to happen.

You don't have to worry or guess what is going to happen. You can
KNOW by finding out when the Saturn last formed an opposition with
the planet. That would be about 15 years ago. (15 years minus three
months). You can also check back seven years and four months to when
Saturn was forming a square to the planet in question. As a general
rule, a square is more difficult than an opposition.

If you didn't break a bone, or did not have any major problem, most
likely you will not have it at this time (unless there is a negative
progressed aspect forming at this time. But, that is another matter.) If,
indeed, you did have the same problems seven years ago, and also 15
years ago, then most likely you will have the same problems again.

Thus, the thing to do is to ask yourself, 'If these types of problems do
reoccur, what could I, what would I, do this time in order to make the
event softer . . . or stop it from manifesting'? The 12th sign is the sign of
confinement, and of hospitals. Therefore, if seven years ago you went
into a hospital, you must be very careful that you don't enter again at
this time. If 15 years ago you also entered a hospital, you must be very
careful not to enter a hospital at this time.
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Because you now have new mystical tools, the horoscope, and selfawareness, you now know the types of problems that happened seven
and 15 years ago. You can also ask, what can be done to stop, or to
soften

the

on-coming

potential

event.

Also,

you

now

have

self-awareness and can question as to how you can change the event.

The three key things I am teaching you here is:

1)

Do not progress your chart 1 year at a time. Progress it for seven
to 15 years into the future.

2)

Also progress your chart seven to 15 years into the past, so that
you can see what the karmic forces were during these cycles.

3)

Failing that, you might wish to take a few of your more difficult
or outstanding years and progress them with transits, so as to
see the karmic forces active in those years. You will, indeed, find
this task most instructive and meaningful.

As with the Saturn cycle, so it is with all the other cycles. The only
difference is the length of time of the cycle.
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For example, the Jupiter cycle is 12 years long. Thus it forms a square to
a planet in three years. In six years it forms an opposition. In another
three years it forms another square. In another three years it forms a
conjunction with that planet. Then the cycle repeats itself.

If you are about to have a conjunction with a planet which 12 years ago
gave you much difficulty, you can look at the Intensity of that planet
during the last square and opposition. Being aware of its intensity, you
can begin to pray and/or meditate to soften its karma. If you pray a
little bit each day to soften the karma, it will in time, soften the karma of
that planet. It might even neutralize it, if the duration of time is long
enough before the aspect fires. In yoga we say, 'prayer does not change
our karma, it changes US. And as WE change, we have the ability to
change the karma.' However, if you are having deeper self-awareness,
you can go beyond prayer into meditation. And as you mature because
of your meditation, you enter into another state called 'contemplation.'
In contemplation you can soften and reverse karma more easily.

One of the best ways to look into a horoscope is to ask a key question
about that person. For example, will this person be famous? You then
look to the house that controls that area in question. If one was
concerned about fame, then one looks to the 10th house of fame.
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Next, we find the zodiacal sign on the cusp of that house. Then we find
the planet ruling that sign. That planet by house, sign, and aspect(s)
symbolizes fame. Then we examine any planet(s) inside the 10th house.
Thus, just as you found the symbol of fame, you can find the symbol of
any component of a person's life.

One of the greatest mistakes of modern astrologers is that they do not
use the Declinations and the Counter-Declinations in examining the
natal and/or the progressed chart, and the transiting chart, including
transiting Declinations.

The horoscope is a symbolic map. Therefore, we need to look at the
natural symbols of a chart. For example, the 8th house symbolizes
death. So, we must look at this house and its ruling planet. However,
the natural ruler of death is Saturn. We must always keep our eye on it.

Allow me to add to the example of looking to the natural symbols of a
chart. The Sun is a very hot planet. Therefore, if you find it in the 5th
house of babies, it frequently means that a woman will have a very hard
time becoming pregnant. From the natural symbols, we often say the
Sun in Leo also frequently causes difficulty with pregnancy. (Although,
I have found exceptions to this rule.)
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Again, Saturn is the symbol of confinement and/or death. When found
in the 5th house (or Leo), it oftimes symbolizes no children (or great
difficulties with them).

From here I would like to go on to another chart Chart #6 is the chart of
John F. Kennedy. If we look at his or any other person's fame, we look
to the 10th house. In his chart we see that Cancer is on the cusp of that
house. The Moon, therefore, is the symbol of President Kennedy's fame.
The Moon is trined Mercury, trined Mars, trined Jupiter, and squared
Venus. This indicates great fame. Saturn, which is a symbol of
obligation and power, is in the 10th house. Saturn is sextile Jupiter.
Lastly, Neptune is in the 10th house, dynamically conjuncting Saturn.
This certainly indicates that he would be very famous. Venus is in the
8th house at 16 degrees Gemini 45 minutes.

If you look at President Kennedy's symbol of success, the Moon, you
see that the Moon is squared a personal planet, Venus. This would
indicate a number of important factors.

First: Success will cost him a great deal of money.

Second: Success will cost him his life.
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When I talk about his 'life,’ I am talking symbolically (as do all
astrologers). You have to determine what President Kennedy's 'life' is. Is
it his physical body? Is it his ego? Is it his money? What is it? It is
whatever Venus symbolizes in his chart.

What is the price he will have to pay to become famous? Because Venus
rules Taurus, and Taurus is the ruler of the house of death and other
people's money, it indicates that it will most likely be his physical life. I
find this fascinating: As the 8th house is other people's money, his fame
will also cost other people a great deal of money.

Venus also rules Libra which is his house of personality, and to a
degree, his physical body. This again is an indicator of a high
probability of loss because of, or through fame. This type of fame
usually causes a personality to be lost, and a false personality to be
displayed.

Let's look at the natal horoscope. This chart, as you know, is the center
wheel. The second wheel contains the progressed planets for November
12, 1960. And in the third wheel you find the transiting planets, which
are also for November 12, 1960.
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If you go outside the third wheel, you will find a number of planets
with 'T's and 'P's before them. These are transits and progressions for a
different time in his life. For now just ignore these.

If we were to ask the question, 'What is one period in Mr. Kennedy's life
that would be a period of fame?' If we progressed it for November 12,
1960, we would expect some very important progressions and transits
to occur at that time in his life, because he was running for President of
the United States. We look to the Moon, Saturn, and Neptune because
these are the three planets controlling his fame.

We will find that the progressed Moon was squared Saturn on
September 15, 1960. On January 28, 1961 his progressed Moon was
squared his Saturn. His progressed Moon was sextiled Pluto in the
middle of February of 1961.

Now, these aspects, in and of themselves, were not strong enough to
cause a person to be elected President However, if we go to the Parallels
(of Declination), we find that his progressed Moon was parallel Mars in
November. In November of 1960, when he has Moon parallel Mars, he
was elected by the general public as President.

In January, 1961 his progressed Moon was Parallel Jupiter, and the
electoral college elected him President. That was in mid-January. Then
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he was sworn in as President. This occurred when the Moon was
Paralleled Jupiter (the symbol of politicians and presidents).

If you progress his Karmic Eclipse during this period, you find it forms
an opposition to the Moon. A conjunction or an opposition of a Karmic
Eclipse to the key planet indicates that this event will happen in order
for some other karmic lesson to be learned.

Over and above this, on September 2, 1960 his progressed Mercury
sextiled his Mars. You might remember that progressed Mercury fires
two months on each side of its parole. You will also remember that
Mercury is one's job.

Now, Mars is new beginnings and new things. Thus, he should get a
new job around that time. In March of 1961 his progressed Mercury
conjuncted his progressed Sun. The Sun vivifies externally the nature of
Mercury (the nature of his job). This job would be amplified sharply at
this time.

His progressed Sun is also parallel Saturn at that time, although the
aspect is quite wide. It is 1 degree, but it is active.

His progressed Venus is parallel Neptune and it is closed by two
months. It fired two months before, but is still active.
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You remember Venus manifests four months on either side of partile.
So it was active as he became President. So you can see, regarding his
fame, that the intensity of the Moon aspect to Saturn was the major
aspect. However, all the aspects involved at the same time, created high
elevation of position, and the fame of the 10th house.

In the early part of March, 1961 his transiting Saturn was opposed his
natal Saturn. However, that transiting Saturn was trined the Moon,
Mars, Mercury, and also Jupiter.

The transiting Uranus was opposed his Uranus, a symbol of sudden
changes in his life. What is interesting is that the transiting Pluto
changed its direction. It went retrograde while squaring the Sun. This
occurred on November 6th, the day before the election. And it
re-manifested on January 12, 1961, a week before he was sworn into
office.

I have spent a great deal of time with details showing the accumulative
effects of the progressions and the transits.

As we continue, I would like to stress again that I'm not here to solve
your problems. I am here to teach YOU how you can solve your own
problems.
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There are only two ways of doing that.

1)

The first is to give you a blessing. If this helps you, then this
method works.

2)

The second way is for me to give you deep knowledge about life
so that you can solve the riddle of your life. However, this is not
the way most earthlings want to learn. They want instantaneous
help. Real help does take time. I'm working as fast as I can. You
are learning as fast as you can. Now, we both must apply that
knowledge.

This knowledge might not stop someone from dying. This body will die
sooner or later. Sooner or later, your beloved will die . . . it's just a
matter of Time. What I'm trying to do is to reveal the map to your soul
so that you can understand WHY this happens, and the meaning
behind it.

As you begin to understand 'why; you no longer emotionally feel that
you are a victim of life. I love you and I respect you deeply. Now, we all
have had heavy losses. Loss is an emptiness in our soul. Fill that
emptiness with love and with wisdom. Come to understand that
everything is change. Everything is born and everything will die.
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Hopefully, this will not be true of love and wisdom. It does not have to
be true of self-conscious awareness.

We are talking about President Kennedy's chart. The natal chart is on
the inside, and on the outer wheel we have the transits and
progressions for November 22, 1963, the date when he was shot. If we
look at his death, we look to the 8th house. Now, we are looking at his
death, his 8th house symbol. Here we see Taurus is on the cusp of the
8th house. Therefore, Venus is the key symbol of his death. Where is
Venus? The symbol of death is in his house of death. That symbolizes
that death did not come to him but he came to death. However, in the
house of death we have five other symbols of his death: the Sun, Venus,
Jupiter, Mars, and a fifth planet. This, you will recall, is known as a
Stellium.

As we have learned, the key symbol in a Stellium is the slowest moving
planet which here is Jupiter. Thus, although there are six symbols
regarding his death, the two key symbols are Venus, the ruler of
Taurus, and Jupiter the slowest moving planet of the Stellium.

The progressed Venus is in the 10th house at 13 degrees Leo 39 minutes,
and does not form any major aspects with the natal chart. However, I
noticed that the progressed Venus will form an aspect to the natal
Venus in three years!
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When we look to the Jupiter, we find that there are no major progressed
Jupiter aspects. Therefore, I conclude that he did not die at that time.

What aspects do we have? We have at the time of his death, progressed
Venus semi-sextile the Moon. We also have progressed Venus squared
Mars, which will square Mars in three years and six months. The
progressed Venus will form a sextile to Venus in two years and five
months.

Looking at the progressed Karmic Eclipse, we find that the Karmic
Eclipse is sextile Mars, 3/4 of a degree and past, partiled. The Karmic
Eclipse is sextiled Mercury approaching a little over 1 degree. The
Karmic Eclipse is almost exactly conjunct the cusp of the 3rd house of
travel, short journeys. Therefore, the Karmic Eclipse is opposed the 9th
house cusp by 12 minutes.

The progressed Moon is conjunct the Sun on October 15th, give or take
six weeks.

On July 20th the transiting Solar eclipse conjuncted his Saturn.

On the 8th of September the transiting Mars was squared that eclipse.
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Independent of that, there were three Declinations:

The progressed Sun was parallel itself on October 28th, three weeks
before he was shot.

Regarding the transits, the Pluto transit is parallel the Sun by 1/2
degree.

The transiting Uranus was parallel Mercury.

Transiting Saturn was squared Mars on December 9th. You will
remember Saturn is active for six weeks on either side of its partile.

On October 4th the transiting Uranus was squared the Sun, and is also
active for six weeks on either side of partile.

The detonator, or the firing mechanism, was the transiting Mars
opposed the progressed Mars.

Thus, I look at the chart and think, 'He did not die in November!' There
are not enough heavy aspects to cause death at that time.
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I started examining his life, and his wife's life. What did I find? I found
that Mrs. Kennedy visited the hospital every day for 60 days after her
husband died! Why?

Then suddenly, she started visiting an island in Greece, and was there
intensely for a few years. She hardly left the island during that time.
Then, she started leaving the island frequently. The theory may be that
the President did not die. If he died, why then did she visit the hospital
for 60 days after he died? I'm suggesting that the progressed Venus
sextiling itself (the symbol of death and in the house of death),
happened two years and five months after he was shot. It's an
interesting thought

We are now progressing and moving on. There are three more mystical
things I would like to teach you. Two are very easy to learn, and one is
very hard to learn.

Please look to Chart #4. It is the chart of Pope John Paul I.

If you look at this chart you will see the Ascendant is 19 degrees
Sagittarius. If you look at the 12th house cusp, you will see that it is also
Sagittarius. Now, when you have a natal chart that has the same
zodiacal sign on the 12th house cusp and on the 1st house cusp, this
means the person is reliving his past life and the problem(s) of that last
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lifetime. This life is a re-play of the past, hopefully, with more
self-awareness than in the past.

In mysticism, we say that this soul has chosen to relive the same
problem in this lifetime, as in his last life. Now, the question is, has that
soul learned that particular karmic lesson so that he can move on? Or
did he not learn it and have to re-live it yet again?

The ruler of Sagittarius is the planet Jupiter. Now, there are no major
aspects to Jupiter! Thus, you have to decide whether his being
murdered was solving his problem, or re-creating his old problem.

Conversely, if you have a horoscope and the Ascendant sign is the same
as the sign of the 2nd house cusp, it indicates that this life most likely
(must), will have to be re-lived. Thus, the problems one is experiencing
now, will most likely have to be experienced in the next life. If that is
the case, then we have to see what the karmic problem is, and work
very hard to solve it in this lifetime so we don't have to waste time
re-living kindergarten again. Nothing has to happen.

Now, according to most ancient traditions, we incarnate in units of
seven lives with the same Ascendant. In short, the Ascendent reveals
the lesson we are learning.
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You tell what sub-incarnational cycle you are in by marking your Sun
position. For example, in Kennedy's chart, his Sun is at approximately 8
degrees Gemini. You now sweep counter-clockwise until you find the
Moon. It's at 17 degrees Virgo 12 minutes. Now, calculate the angular
distance from the Sun to the Moon. The Sun is 8 degrees Gemini, and
thus it has 22 degrees in Gemini left. It has 30 degrees of Cancer, and
also 30 degrees of Leo. That makes it 22+30+30 = 82 degrees. However,
you still have 17 degrees of Virgo. This gives us 82+17 = 99 degrees. In
short, the distance from the Sun to the Moon is 99 degrees. I repeat,
count FROM the Sun, moving counter-clockwise TO the Moon.

You then divide whatever figure you get by 52. You are only interested
in whole numbers.
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6. Reincarnational Patterns
RECORDING 6 AND THE BEGINNING OF RECORDING 7

You then divide whatever figure you get by 52. You are only interested
in whole numbers. In this case, the figure was 99 degrees. Thus, divide
99 by 52, remembering only to use whole numbers. 99 divided by 52
equals 1.9. However, you only want whole numbers, so, the answer is 1.
Now, take that number and add 1 to it. 1 plus 1 equals 2. However, if
the differential between the Sun and the Moon were 30 degrees, and we
divide this by 52, we would get 0. Zero plus 1 equals 1.

This means it was the person's first incarnation with that Ascendant.
This first incarnation is often difficult. More accurately, it is disorienting
because there are no past patterns (of this Ascendant) to draw upon. A
person in his fifth incarnation would normally find life's lesson easier
because he has four previous incarnations (of that Ascendant) to draw
upon.

For John Kennedy, the incarnation number is 2. This means that he is
living in the second incarnation of seven incarnations, learning the
lesson of that Ascendant. After he has had seven Ascendants the same,
the Ascendant will change. (We are not here for only seven lifetimes.
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We have seven cycles of the same Ascendant. It follows that our bodies
and faces will be in this lifetime much the same as they were in the last
lifetime, unless this was our first cycle of that Ascendant.)

In other words, there is a cycle of 84 incarnations in which there are 12
sub-cycles. In each sub-cycle a soul has the same Ascendant for seven
lifetimes.

If a person is in his seventh sub-cycle of any Ascendant, it is also
difficult because he has all the remaining things that he has not learned
in the preceding six lifetimes. All these have to now be learned in this
single, last lifetime. Thus, his life often looks very disorganized . . .
seemingly jumping from one thing to another.

In short, had President Kennedy been in his fourth, fifth, or sixth
incarnational pattern, he would have had more wisdom in terms of his
military and personal life. Again, please hear me. I'm not criticizing. I'm
using examples to help teach deep esoteric truths. Look at your life and
see whether this is your first or your seventh incarnation with that
Ascendant.

The next point is significant. If you find in a chart that the person is
having his fourth incarnation, realize that it is a significant incarnation
because he is half way through the sub-cycle of that Ascendant and its
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lesson. Symbolically speaking, he can go either left or right. Therefore,
one should work very hard in his fourth incarnation.

One question that is always asked is, 'Now that he is on his seventh
incarnation (of Libra, for example), he is going to become a Scorpio
Ascendant next, is he not?'

The answer is, 'No. He is not.' I hope you realize that 84 incarnations on
earth is as a blinking of an eye. It is no time at all. In Indian thought, the

unit pattern of incarnations is 4,321,000 incarnations.

With regards to the sexual patterning of incarnations, independent of
having the same Ascendant for seven times, a person is in one
incarnation a male, and in the next, a female. However, in your seventh
lifetime, if one does not solve the basic lesson that is to be learned, one
will come back as the same sex in the next lifetime. If you were a
woman in that lifetime, and did not resolve the karmic lesson of that
sub-cycle, you will re-incarnate in a female body, or a male body, with
heavy female patterning. If in your seventh lifetime you were a man
and did not resolve the karmic lesson, in your next incarnation (in
which you should normally become a woman), you will take on a male
body, or a female body with heavy male patternings. If you will
meditate on this, its meaning becomes obvious.
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Let's move on to the concept of God. There is the theory that 'God'
descends to earth every so often. That is to say, He comes down out of
the 'ethers' and sets the Law or patternings every 20 years, for the next
20 years. I prefer the word 'patternings.' After 20 years, he again sets a
new law. A new law must be set, according to the theory, because
earthlings are moving through Time, and thus there is change in the
cosmos. These changes are the 20-year patterning cycles.

Approximately every 20 years, Jupiter conjuncts Saturn. Now, Jupiter is
the Law of 'God; and Saturn is the Will of 'God.' Now, Jupiter, the Law,
conjuncts Saturn. In yoga terms, Saturn is 'Father Time.' 'Time' is the
Will of life. Time gives, models, and is the prototype of 'The Karmic
Patterns' for the next 20 years, as Jupiter carries the 'Will of Time'
through the chart

Every 20 years Jupiter conjuncts Saturn. I taught you that Saturn is
'gravity; and therefore, it is karma which 'descends' through Time and
into the physical universe.

Jupiter, the symbol of law and order, after it conjuncts Saturn, moves
around the chart for 20 years. Thus, that is 12 years plus 8 more years,
or it moves seven signs past its conjunction (wherever it is in the chart),
setting up a new order that is in harmony with the laws of nature for
the next 20 years. Then a new law will be given.
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If you want to know the Will of God for you, for this incarnation, look
to where the pre-natal Saturn-Jupiter conjunction existed. This is
different from the lesson of the Ascendant.

You find this factor by opening the ephemeris and backing up the dates
before your birth until you find when the Jupiter was conjunct the
Saturn (before birth) in the ephemeris. It does not matter whether it was
the day before, or many years before. That conjunction is placed in the
chart by sign, degrees, and minutes. Its symbol is a circle with a KJS
inside.

The last conjunction was January 1, 1981.

The conjunction before that was February 19, 1961.

Before that, it was August 8, 1940.

Then it was September 10, 1921.

Then there was a conjunction on Nov. 29, 1901.

This means anyone born between September 21, 1921 and August 7,
1940 have a common karma to fulfill in terms of cosmic karma. If you
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look where that conjunction is, take the conjunction out of the
ephemeris and put it in your natal horoscope. For example, if you were
born after January 1, 1981 you just look it up. The conjunction occurred
at 9 degrees Libra 30 minutes. If that conjunction falls on a house cusp,
it reveals the destiny for this life. If it falls on the 2nd house cusp, it
means that money (good, bad, poverty, wealth), is going to be a key
karmic problem for you, because you are not listening to the flow of
nature. If it falls on your Sun, it reveals something regarding your
personality that has to be observed carefully and changed. Its orb of
influence is 5 to 7 degrees.

Some people think that because Jupiter goes around the chart in 12
years, that it will conjunct Saturn every 12 years. This is not so, because
the Saturn is also moving. Thus, it takes 20 years.

That was the easy concept. I would now like to talk about a more
difficult concept. This is another point or type of karma. It is called the
Point of Personal Karma. This is how it is calculated. You find the
conjunction of Jupiter to Saturn before birth. Having found that date on
which the conjunction has occurred (for example: January 1, 1981), you
then find from the day of the conjunction, the position of the planet
which controls your natal 12th house. For example, in Mr. Kennedy's
chart, Virgo rules his 12th house of karma. Mercury rules Virgo. Thus,
Mercury is his karmic indicator. Finding the conjunction of the
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Jupiter/Saturn, you find the position of Mercury on that date. You then
place the Mercury into your natal chart, marking it KM, with a circle
around it, the symbol for Karmic Mercury, the Point of Personal Karma.

Another example might be helpful. If the sign on the cusp of the natal
12th house is Libra, then the karmic planet would be Venus. Thus, we
would take its position from the date of the conjunction of
Jupiter\Saturn. This position of Venus is then placed in the natal chart
by marking it KV, with a circle around it, standing for Karmic Venus.

You are looking for the day that Jupiter conjuncts Saturn, so you can
find the karmic planet by degree. If the conjunction of Jupiter and
Saturn occurred on November 29, 1901 and the natal 12th house cusp
was Sagittarius, then the Karmic Jupiter would be 14 degrees 01. If the
cusp of the natal 12th house was Capricorn, then the Karmic Saturn
would be 14 degrees 02. If the cusp of the 12th house was either Virgo
or Gemini, then the Karmic Mercury would be 18 degrees Scorpio 18
minutes. Check your ephemeris for November 29, 1901 to verify the
signs that the karmic planets are in.

You can take this karmic planet and progress it at 1 degree per year.
This evening why don't you progress Mr. Kennedy's karmic planet for
the year of his becoming President (1960), and see if it relates. Then
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progress it for November of 1963 and see what it says about his being
shot.

Now, the Karmic Eclipse is something knowable. It is visible because it
is Solar. However, the Point of Personal Karma is the hidden karma of
the 12th house.

There is another way to progress the karmic 12th house planet. You
take the actual speed of the planet on the day of the conjunction, to the
day after the conjunction, finding the actual speed of the planet. Having
found the speed of the planet, use that figure to progress it each year.
However, if the personal planet is retrograding, then its movement
must be subtracted for each year of life. In short, it is not progressed. It
is regressed.

On November 29, 1901 Jupiter conjuncted Saturn at 14 degrees
Capricorn 4 minutes. On that day, Mercury was 18 degrees Scorpio 18
minutes. During that day Mercury moved 1 degree and 23 minutes. Mr.
Kennedy was born in 1917 and he was President in 1960. The difference
is 43 years. Thus, if we calculate the speed of Mercury at 1 degree per
year, we add 43 degrees to the Karmic Mercury to obtain the progressed
Karmic Mercury. However, the actual speed of Mercury on the
conjunction day was 1-1/3 degrees. Therefore, in the second example,
we would multiply 11/3 by 43 years and add that amount to the natal
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Mercury to obtain the progressed Karmic Mercury. (In this case that
amount would be 1.333 X 43 = 57 degrees and 19 minutes.)

Astrology is a mystical science. It is scientific. Don't ask me or God,
'Does this work?' Check it out for yourself. What works is astrology.
What doesn't work is superstition. Astrology is a science. Don't believe
it because I have said it. That's stupid. Work it out, and see if it works
for you. If it works, magnificent. If it doesn't work, throw it out.

Regarding symbolic progressions, they move at the set speed of 1
degree per year. For example, you can take your natal Saturn and you
can progress it 1 degree per year. When it forms any major aspects to
the natal planets, that year will be a very powerful year.

All motion in astrology is apparent motion. No motion is actual. The
Sun does not move like we think it does. It is all apparent motion. All
the motion of the Moon is also apparent. All movement of astronomical
bodies is apparent or symbolical.

Another important factor about astrological predictions is that we need
what is called confirmation. For example, if we take a totally
hypothetical chart, a Mr. Smith, and think that he is going to die next
year, how can we confirm this? We do this by studying his wife's chart.
We confirm this by studying his childrens' charts.
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If we have a wife and three children, we have four charts by which to
confirm his death, or to deny it. We progress these charts. If in the
wife's chart we see that next year there will be a heavy loss associated
with the 7th house, it becomes a confirmation. If the symbols in the
children's charts also show heavy loss from the 10th house of father,
this also confirms his death. In these four charts there will be major
symbols of sadness. However, if the wife hates the husband, or if the
children hate their father, there will be symbols of joy in their charts for
the next year. So much for a word to the wise.

How about a short test? If a person was born on May 20, 1920, what is
the position of his Karmic Eclipse? Is it 27 degrees Taurus?

If he has Gemini on the cusp of his 12th house, where is his personal
Karmic Mercury?

Let's turn to Chart #8. This is the chart of Pope John Paul II. He was
born May 18, 1920. This is an important chart because his Karmic
Eclipse is on the day of his birth, meaning his karma is linked to the Sun
and the Moon. This is a soul who has lots of karma. But that karma does
not have to be bad. He has lived some 70 years now, and is the very first
Pope from a Slavic nation. He is Polish born in Krakow, Poland.
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He has a heavy Stellium in Taurus, as well as in the 11th house. What is
the key planet? It is Venus, because Venus is the slowest moving planet
of the Stellium. This is heightened by the fact that he is a Taurean, and
thus, Venus is his Star of Destiny.

On the cusp of the 11th house is 29 degrees Aries. On the cusp of the
12th house is 14 degrees Gemini. What happened to Taurus? It is
intercepted. It has no house cusp to control or to rule. Thus, it reveals
something very important mystically: His Sun, his Moon, and his
Karmic Eclipse are all intercepted. You might remember that planets
that are intercepted indicate things that are hidden and not knowable to
the general public.

Venus, his Star of Destiny, is conjunct Mercury and is squared Jupiter. I
did not count Venus squaring Neptune by 5-1/2 degrees because the
aspect is too wide. However, because it is his Star of Destiny, and the
slowest moving planet in the Stellium, I will keep my eye on it.

On May 13, 1981 while traveling in a car, the Pope was shot He
underwent six hours of surgery on his intestinal tract. They removed
quite a few feet of his intestines. If we look for accidents and sickness,
we look at the 6th house. If we talk about a person's enemies, there are
two houses: the 7th house is the house of known, or open enemies; if we
talk about hidden enemies, we look to the 12th house. The question to
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be learned is, was he shot by known enemies or by hidden enemies?
The question is, who shot him, not who pulled the trigger.

When he was shot in May, if he had strong aspects to Mercury or Pluto,
the planet that rules the 12th house, and the planet in the 12th house,
then it was done by hidden enemies. However, if at the time of the
shooting in May of 1981 Saturn by transit or by progression is strong,
then it was done by open enemies, because Saturn rules the 7th house of
open enemies.

The astrological aspects reveal that he was shot by open enemies, but
enemies from a past life. When Capricorn is on one of the angles (1st,
4th, 7th, or 10th house), it indicates that enemies from a past life will reenter into this life. If the natal Saturn is well aspected, the karma will be
complete, or simply finalized relatively easily.

If the Saturn is afflicted natally it means that the enemies have come
back, and that the karma from the past will be worked out with
difficulty.

Capricorn on the cusp of the 10th house with Saturn afflicted indicates
that government agencies and governments and\or authoritarian
figures in his life are the enemies from past lives.
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Capricorn on the cusp of the 4th house with Saturn afflicted indicates
that the enemy will be a family member: father, mother, sister, brother,
etc. (or all of the above).

Capricorn on the cusp of the 1st house with Saturn afflicted simply
means you are going to meet yourself from the past, and you will be
your own worst enemy.

Capricorn on the cusp of the 7th house with Saturn afflicted indicates
enemies from the past will be your co-business partners.

Now, if we look at the Pope's Saturn, we see that the Sun squares the
Saturn by 8 degrees. It's a wider orb, so you might want to make a
dotted line between the Sun and Saturn to remind yourself to watch
and see if this aspect is working or not. Saturn is sextiled Pluto, and
when one has a favorable Saturn-Pluto aspect it means the person will
be very popular with the masses, whether he be a singer, a President, or
a Pope. And finally, Saturn is opposing Uranus by 1/2 degree and
closing. Now, that would not be too bad, except the Uranus is in the
house of religion, and this is a chart of a religious leader.

Returning to Venus, we see it is squared Jupiter. Now, Venus is his Star
of Destiny and Jupiter which is religious philosophy, theology, and so
forth are squared. So I re-emphasize what 1 have said before: We are
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driven towards our squares. An amateur would say, 'Oh! Look, his Star
of Destiny is squared Jupiter. He will never even become a Cardinal.'
But, he did become a Cardinal and more.

He has to work out the Venus squared Jupiter the only way he can:
through theology. I say this not just because the Jupiter is squared by
the Venus, but also because the Uranus in the 9th house of theology is
opposed Saturn.

Pope John Paul II has another first. He is the most traveled Pope. This
you would expect with Uranus in the house of long distance travel,
opposing the difficult Saturn. Uranus is by progression 5 degrees Pisces
7 minutes,

retrograde.

Before we look at the progressions and the transits to see who shot him,
I would like to add some information.

When Pope John II was nine years old, his mother died.

When he was 13 years old, his elder brother died.

In 1942, his father died.

He was ordained on November 1, 1946.
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He was elected Pope on October 15, 1978.

He was installed as Pope on October 22, 1978.

And as you might remember, he is the third straight Pope to refuse to
have the tiara placed on his head when installed as Pope. This, I think,
is symbolically negative for the Church

You may want to go back and progress the charts for these years with
transits, and see what they reveal to you about his chart and his karma.

If we look at the progressions at the time of Pope John Paul II being
shot, we find that the progressed Mercury is retrograde and conjuncting
Neptune by less than 1/2 degree.

The progressed Neptune is conjunct Jupiter by 1/3 degree, and on May
10, the transiting Mars squared that conjunction. This was one of the
triggering mechanisms.

The progressed Moon is squared the Moon on April 1 (plus or minus
six weeks). The progressed Moon is also squared the Sun on April 1 (a
month and a half on either side of partile). In September, 1981 the
progressed Moon conjuncted the Saturn. The progressed Moon by
Declination was conjuncting the progressed Venus (and moving very,
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very slowly). It took two years for that Parallel of Declination to
complete itself.

In terms of the transits, on June 14th, transiting Uranus opposed the
Moon.

On the 16th, Uranus opposed the Sun and also the Karmic Eclipse.
Approximately April 1, the transiting Saturn squared Pluto.

I ask you to calculate and look at the date on which the transiting Mars
conjuncts the Mercury, acting as a triggering mechanism.
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7. Triggering Mechanisms
RECORDING 7

In the last lesson we were talking about Chart #8, and I asked you to
calculate and look at the date the transiting Mars conjuncts the
Mercury, acting as a triggering mechanism.

Furthermore, on May 4, the transiting Moon conjuncted his Venus. On
May 19, the transiting Full Moon opposed the Sun, Moon, and the
Karmic Eclipse.

Here there is a very important principle to be taught: What the New

Moon promises, the Full Moon fulfills. Now, the New Moon conjuncted
his Venus (his Star of Destiny), which is heavily squared. We know that
within two weeks, the Full Moon will manifest and trigger the Venus
and its problems with Jupiter, because of the negative aspect.

On February 4, the transiting eclipse of the Sun squares his Venus. On
the 16th of May (three days after he was shot), the transiting Mars
squared that eclipse, igniting it, or firing it.
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On January 20, there was a transit eclipse of the Moon conjuncting his
Venus. And on April 25 (give or take a month), the transiting Mars
squared that eclipse.

For any person born on an eclipse day, the eclipses throughout that
person's whole life will be extremely active, triggering various factors in
the chart.

We have in astrology a 'Saros cycle,’ which means that eclipses run in
cycles of approximately 19-1/2 years. At the end of this cycle, the
eclipse will find itself back in the same spot it was 19-1/2 years before.

I should point out that when an eclipse occurs in your life, pay attention
to it. However, pay more attention to the day on which the transiting
Mars first forms a square or an opposition to that eclipse. The first Mars
aspect after the eclipse can act as a trigger. This can be months later.

However, let's return to the Pope's chart I would like to ask you a
question. Who shot the Pope? If you look at his natal chart and the 6th
house (which deals with health and accidents), you see it has Sagittarius
on that cusp, and therefore is ruled by Jupiter. Notice that Venus, his
Star of Destiny, is squared the symbol of his health and accidents. (I
stressed before that in astrology the 6th house means not only mental
and physical sickness, but also accidents.)
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On July 18, 1992 the Pope underwent major surgery for cancer existing
in the intestinal tract area. Thus, if we progress the chart for July 18,
1992 we should have some strong Jupiter forces manifesting. The outer
wheel has the progressions and the transits for this date.

Here we find in the 6th house of health, transiting Uranus retrograde at
15 degrees Capricorn. Transiting Neptune is retrograding at 17 degrees
Capricorn. The progressed Moon is at approximately 18 degrees
Capricorn. Thus, you can see that the Moon has been in its present sign
for well over a year.

It is important to note this: Had he waited two more months, the
progressed Moon would have been out of the 6th house and into the 7th
house and thus, the operation would have proven to have been even
more successful. Now, the 6th house of sickness, and the 12th house of
hospitals should be involved. Jupiter and Mercury are planets which
should also be involved. (And the octave of Jupiter, Neptune might also
be involved.)

The progressed Moon, as I have indicated, is in the house of sickness.
Progressed Neptune is conjunct Jupiter by 9 minutes! Progressed Venus
is squared Venus by a little over a degree. Mars, the symbol of surgery,
is squared Neptune by 1/2 degree.
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Again, I should point out that it is not wise to have surgery under an
adverse progressed Mars. However, as one of my wise disciples said,
'You would not expect to undergo surgery with a positive Mars.' If you
look at that progressed Mars, you will see that it will exactly square
Jupiter in five years! And the progressed Mars will be squared the
progressed Neptune in five years! So, the effect of the surgery will be
known in 1997 . . .

Regarding the transiting Neptune, it is trined Mercury. The transiting
Jupiter is trined Venus and Mercury. These produce good conditions for
surgery and recovery.

On June 16, the transiting eclipse of the Moon was trining the
progressed Jupiter.

On June 30, the transiting eclipse of the Sun conjuncted the progressed
Pluto and trined the progressed Mars.

In November of 1993, the Pope fell down the stairs of his throne and
had a serious accident. Observe that the transiting Mercury is at a
station point. Also observe the eclipse of the Sun and Moon.
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On April 27, 1994 he fell out of his bathtub and had a very serious
accident, breaking his hip. The following day he underwent surgery for
a metal hip replacement. Here, pay very close attention to the transit of
Neptune.

Will you now pull out Chart #7, the horoscope of the President of
France, Mr. Mitterrand. This chart has been progressed for June 10,
1994. For homework, I would like you to study his 6th house of work
and health. Pisces rules this house. His Sun is squared Neptune. Mars is
trined that Neptune. Jupiter is squared that Neptune. Saturn is conjunct
that Neptune. What house is ruled by that Neptune? Interesting, is it
not?

You may want to run the major transits for the rest of this year and into
the Spring of 1995 to see if they reveal anything regarding his work and
his health. Do not forget the new Moons and the transiting eclipses.

See if you can make a prediction by yourself. Then watch the
newspapers and see if you are correct in that prediction. Do not be
afraid to make mistakes. However, do learn from your mistakes.

One error that you need to watch out for, is over-reacting to the slower
moving planets. For example, I'm often asked what to do when we find
in the 8th house the natal Jupiter, the progressed Jupiter, and also the
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transiting Jupiter. Students want to know what is the significance of
this?

First of all, most of the outer planets move very slow. Thus, if a person
has Jupiter natally in the 8th house, it will be there by progression for
many decades. How fast does Jupiter usually progress per year? It is
about 1/4 of a degree per year. Thus, in every four years it moves 1
degree. There are 30 degrees in a sign. That means it can take as long as
120 years for the progressed Jupiter to move out of a sign. And as you
know, a house often contains more than 30 degrees.

Regarding the transiting Jupiter, it remains in a sign for 1 year and
returns to that house every 12 years. During the Jupiter's transiting
return, the event(s) that manifest will most likely depend upon the
aspects to (or from) the natal Jupiter.

Now, for most people, the 8th house symbolizes death, which only
comes once in a lifetime. Therefore, it is best to see the 8th house as the
money of other people, the goods of the dead, insurance companies,
inheritances, annuities, trust funds, and pension plans, etc.

However, if we take the 8th house as the symbol of death, then the
planet ruling that house, and the planets inside that house, are
necessary to reveal the nature of a person's death when he dies. For
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example, if a person has Uranus, Mars, or Pluto in the 8th house, it
generally means that person, when he dies, will die suddenly. I need to
stress that that person may live until the age of 100, however, when
death comes, it will come quickly. This assumes that there are no other
counter indicators. I feel that this is a good thing in the light of today's
diseases.

If there are no planets in the 8th house, then the sign on the cusp of the
8th house is a good indicator. If you have Aries, Scorpio, or Aquarius
on that cusp (signs ruled by Mars, Pluto, or Uranus), this also would
indicate a quick death when you die, whether that is at 50 or 150 years.

However, if one has Capricorn on the cusp of your 8th house, or Saturn
in the 8th house, this tends to indicate the person will die slowly. Now,
that could mean dying after being sick for five years. Or, that the person
would die at 101, taking a long time to die. Again, I need to stress that
this is the cause only if there are no other counter indicators. Always,
we must examine the total chart.

However, the question was about Jupiter in the 8th house. Natally, it is
often enlarged as to its meaning after a person dies. If that Jupiter is
well aspected, that person will tend to go to a high place in the astral,
and stay there for quite some time. If the Jupiter is afflicted, it means
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that at death the person will go to the higher astral worlds, however, he
will not remain there very long.

Over and above this, the transiting Jupiter in your 8th house is not as
important as Jupiter transiting the sign of Aquarius. Jupiter transiting
Aquarius is important. Aquarius is the sign and the symbol of the
awakening of enlightenment. Every twelfth year, Jupiter enters
Aquarius and we have a very special spiritual ceremony in India
celebrating this year (Jupiter in Aquarius) in which every soul can make
rapid spiritual awakening.

Therefore, watch Jupiter, and in a few years it will enter Aquarius. See
what house(s) it will be flowing through in your chart. In that one year,
you can have enormous spiritual unfoldment by working in the area of
the house that Aquarius rules. In that one year, you can unfold an
equivalent of 144 years by applying your spiritual energy.

Let us return to the main thread of the discourse. One reason that I
picked the eclipse chart was to show you that eclipses are not
disastrous, and that Karmic Eclipses are not necessarily disastrous. In
many, many ways he has had a very good life. So, let go of your fears
regarding eclipses.
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Another reason for picking this chart was to show you a chart with a
powerful negative square to his Star of Destiny. Over and above this
square, he has had a good life, and also success. Therefore, let go of
your fear of squares.

It is a fact that the more squares and oppositions you have in your
chart, the more likely you will be famous. The more squares and
oppositions that you have in your chart, the greater will be the
excitement in your life.

If you have trines and sextiles in your natal chart, do not expect great
fame. Expect peace, quiet, and contentment.

Which do you want? If you have lots of squares and oppositions, you
know what you want. If you have lots of sextiles and trines, you know
what you want. However, the secret is, out of the thousands of people
that we know, very few are obtaining their dream. What's wrong?

The answer is, in your chart:
The natural karma,
The Saturn,
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The personal karma point of the 12th house, and your karmic
eclipse, are clashing with each other to the degree that you have
forgotten how to hold the wholesome attitude, and thus create
and release your dream.

Once upon a yogi time there was a great mystic. Thousands of disciples
came

to

him

because

he

had

the

mantra

of

instantaneous

enlightenment. Every day this Guru would say, 'I will give you this
mantra after you have studied with me for 49 years. However, you
must promise me that you will never give it to anyone. If you give it
away, your soul will go to hell.' They all agreed.

As the years and decades passed, you could see the Guru whispering
the magic mantra to a few disciples who had finished the 49 years. After
49 years, a Taurean disciple came up to the Guru and said, 'Master, I
have finished my studies. I ask for the magic mantra of instantaneous
enlightenment.'

The Master said, 'Yes, I will give it to you only if you will promise that
you will go to hell if you tell it to anyone.'

'I agree,' was the response.
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The disciple then leaned forward, and the Master spoke the magic
mantra. The disciple asked, 'Is this it?'

Suddenly, the disciple became enlightened, and he said, 'This is it!'

He then immediately ran into the middle of the village, climbed up on a
platform and screamed out the magic mantra to the whole village.

Years later, the Guru descended into hell looking for his disciple. He
found the disciple, saying, 'Ah! there you are my son. Are you enjoying
hell? Come with me, I want to show you something!'

He took the disciple and lifted him up out of hell. He lifted him up
above the earth. He backed up the clock to that very day when the
disciple chanted the mantra to all the village.

The Guru then said, 'Look and listen to what is happening in the
village.' The disciple saw himself standing, chanting the mantra to all
the people. He saw that all the people were continuing to make money,
to make love, and continuing to fight. Not one person had heard, not
one had chanted the mantra.

The disciple began to cry, saying, 'All my pain was for naught!'
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However, the Guru declared, 'On the contrary! By your actions you
have found something greater than enlightenment!'

Now, I ask, 'what is greater than enlightenment?' That which is greater
than enlightenment is like love. It is not love! However, it is like love.
The giver knows what it is and the giver knows it is being given. Thus,
it has been said of old, 'He who teaches is taught!'

May the Powers that Be, descend upon us and saturate each cell of our
being, and saturate each petal of our mind. May we be filled with joy,
wisdom and ecstasy.

May we be blessed so that we may be a blessing unto others!

May YOU be blessed that you may be a blessing unto others.

OM SRI KUJA VA NAMAHAH. May your karma be softened.
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Self-evaluation Test #1
1.

Give the names of the 30 degree and 150 degree aspects.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

2.

The 150 degree aspect is symbolical of what planet?

_________________________________________________________

3.

Explain the Parallel of Declination:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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4.

What planet represents fear?

_________________________________________________________

5.

What does ID = F stand for?

_________________________________________________________

6.

The bulls-eye or triggering period for a progressed aspect is
_____ of a degree.

7.

Explain the basic difference between progressions and transits:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

8.

Only

that

which

is

horoscope can manifest.

contained

within

the

__________
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9.

How far does Jupiter move direct per day?

_________________________________________________________

10.

What mantra will help one to see one's own chart more clearly?

_________________________________________________________

11.

Write out the esoteric mantra pattern which will attune you to
the forces of nature, to the powers that be, so you can see into the
very center of the horoscope.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

12.

How long will a progressed Moon aspect last?

_________________________________________________________

13.

Explain the arc of activity:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

14.

According to ancient traditions we incarnate in units of _____
lives with the same Ascendant?
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15.

What important event occurred on Pope John Paul II's date of
birth?

_________________________________________________________
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8. The Mysteries of the Opposition Explained
RECORDINGS 8 AND 9

It is impossible for anyone who is seriously trying to grow up, for
anyone who is seriously trying to progress, for anyone who is trying to
walk the Path, to do so without astrology. Unequivocally, this is so.
There is nothing more accurate, more meaningful, more concise or more
timely than astrology.

There is a need for a deeper understanding of the so-called hard
aspects:

1.

THE OPPOSITION

2.

THE SQUARE

3.

THE CONJUNCTION

Right at the beginning, I say the planets are much more Sushumana
than either the signs or the houses. By this I mean that there is less
malice or difficulty in the planet, than in the signs or houses.

The so-called hard aspect simply means that immense energy is flowing
through the horoscope of that person. I have been very fortunate by
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being around very famous and wealthy people, and they have the worst
charts, meaning lots of squares and oppositions. Thus, do not be afraid
of the hard aspects. Just learn to handle the energy.

In order to accomplish anything in this world, or to attain
enlightenment, you need some good, hard aspects. You also need some
trines and sextiles. Without hard aspects in your chart, you are never
going to make it on the physical plane nor on the spiritual plane.

The people who often fail in this lifetime oftimes have charts that are
too easy: grand trines, many trines, and sextiles, without the benefit of
the hard aspects to drive them to accomplish earthly or spiritual things.
I believe everything is karma. However, I am also aware that
independent of any astrological aspect which is a karmic condition,
lying behind that aspect is YOU: your self-awareness. Behind you is
your awareness. Your self-awareness is the force that can direct the
squares to accomplish meaningful things.

The problem is that we have not handled our squares well. Like the
man who gets flustered and screams and pounds on the desk, day after
day, week after week, he is going to have a heart attack, because he is a
Type A personality. It is not the square that will cause the heart attack.
It is the attitude or the unawareness of his problem. It is his
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unwillingness to face his problem. That is the secret. Thus, you should
not be afraid of the hard aspects.

There must be an awareness of one's problem. What must one become
aware of? What does one need to do? One needs to be aware of the
problem, and how to communicate that problem to others, as well as to
oneself.

THE OPPOSITION

Let us begin with the opposition. An opposition is an aspect of 180
degrees between two or more planets, or six signs apart. There are
seven vital factors regarding the opposition.

1)

The closer that the aspect is to being exact, or partile, the
stronger the aspect is.

2)

The aspect is stronger when it is moving into completion.

3)

The aspect is weaker after it has completed the exact aspect,
called partile.
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4)

The closer the two planets are to an angle, the stronger the
aspect; planets near angles cause the aspect to be very, very
strong.

5)

When one of the planets is on a house cusp, the aspect is quite
strong.

6)

Planets in cardinal signs are strong.

7)

Two or three oppositions in a chart are easier to deal with than
only one opposition. If you have two or three oppositions, the
energy is going to pour out through these many oppositions,
and the force is going to be diminished. However, if there is only
a singular force, it is going to be heavily concentrated. If you
have only one opposition, all the energy is going to attempt to
accumulate into that one basic personality struggle.

These seven factors apply to all aspects.

Now, what does an opposition mean in a chart? The first thing to be
pointed out is that an opposition is really and truly a psychological tug
of war. It is a tug of war between your personality and how you see the
world, and someone else's personality and how he sees the world. It is a
piece of karma dealing with personality. The basic problem is not so
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much an event, not so much things, as it is people problems. You need
to know that your personality is the problem.

The one single thing that you must learn to do, is to become detached.
You cannot lock yourself into the chart of the person you are reading
for. As soon as you do that, you are locking into their emotional
wave-length, and thus you cannot see the problem any better than they
can, because you will start thinking like they think and feeling like they
feel. When you are detached, you can see clearly what the problem is.

What is an opposition? An opposition is an interpersonal psychological
problem. What is the solution? Learn to compromise. If we have an
opposition in our chart, we must learn to compromise.

When we study a chart, there are two power-lines:

1.

The horizontal power-line between the 1st and the 7th house;

2.

And the vertical power-line between the 4th and the 10th house.
In dealing with any opposition, these power-lines are to be
observed.
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Let us look for a moment at the horizontal power-line. Normally
speaking, when two planets are in opposition, one planet will be above
that power-line, and one will be below that power-line.

This reveals a number of things:

THE PLANET ABOVE THE POWER-LINE reveals something that is
usually open.

The planet above the power-line definitely symbolizes and relates to the
other person, or to the other persons, acting as a single group.

What is above the power-line is usually what the other person wants.

THE PLANET BELOW THE POWER-LINE indicates something that is
hidden; something that is not obvious, emotionally or intellectually.

The planet below the power-line symbolizes the person represented by
the chart you are looking at.

The planet below the power-line symbolizes what the person must be
willing to give up in order to receive something.
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The planet that is below the power-line in the opposition, is not so
much the planet or the sign, but the house that indicates what you must
give up.

Let's assume that the planet below the horozonal power-line is in the
2nd house. It is something symbolized by the 2nd house that must be
given up. That can only be two things: You must give up wealth or a
memory track. You gain that which is indicated by the opposite house,
the 8th house. You could gain mystical experiences, or someone else's
wealth. You must give up something that is heavily buried in your
memory tract. We say a 'Samskara' — a very fixed attitude that is
welling up strongly and vibrating continuously from the unconscious.

Again, if the planet on the horizontal power-line were in the 3rd house,
perhaps you would have to give up short journeys, or a brother or
sister. The gain would be symbolized by the 9th house. The zodiacal
sign will modify this loss, or the gain.

Repeating myself, the planet above the horizon in an opposition tells
something about the other person.

Let's say that the planet is Saturn. This means you are unconsciously
going to look for an older person to work out your karma. If the planet
above the power-line is the Moon, you will unconsciously look for
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women (or mother) to work out the karma of the aspect. If it's Mercury,
it will be a young child. If it's Jupiter it will be a teacher or banker that
you will unconsciously fix your mind upon, and externalize that
internalized symbol.

Fascinatingly so, one of these people will grab a hold of your aspect and
decide that he wants to have an interpersonal relationship with your
aspect. After all, he has aspects also.

There is always this interpersonal relationship, at first unconscious,
then semi-conscousness, and then conscious. The upper planet,
therefore, symbolizes another person and what they are trying to do to
you (or more accurately and more importantly, what you are fearful
they will try to do to you!) That fear magnetizes your mind
metaphysically and draws into your life another person with similar
karmic aspects to fulfill the role. If we follow this train of logic, the
planet that is below the horizontal power-line is what you are trying to
do, or how you are irritating that other person.

If the place of birth is farther away from the equator, the chart will have
intercepted signs, and thus it is possible for the opposition of both
planets to be both above the horizontal power-line (or both below that
power-line). If both planets are above the power-line, the person will
see the problem as totally out there. The fault is out there, not with
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himself. He will see the problem as being totally out there: mother
fighting with spouse, but he is not at fault in any way. He will see the
problem, very clearly, but he will not recognize that he is at fault in any
way.

If both of the planets are below the horizontal power-line, the person is
simply unaware of the problem whatsoever.

Let's now study the VERTICAL POWER-LINE.

In the vertical power-line, one planet will be in the East, and the other
planet will be in the West. Here you approach the opposition in a
deeper way. You look at which planet is the faster moving!

You look for the faster moving planet, and if that planet is in the 6th,
7th, or 8th house, this indicates a strong conflict between you and
another person.

If, however, the faster moving planet is found to be in the 9th, 10th, or
11th house, this indicates a strong conflict between you and a group of
people (often, acting as a single force).
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If the faster moving planet is in the 12th, 1st, or 2nd house, it indicates a
tendency towards a single entity (with the exception the 12th house,
which more than likely will be a group).

If the faster moving planet is in the 3rd, 4th, or 5th house, it indicates
that it is a group (with the exception of the 5th house, indicating a
singular person) that will be in conflict with you.

When the faster moving planet is in the 12th house, the conflict with a
single person will have reverberations with a karmic person, which is
going to draw into the conflict, a group of people which will be on his
side, against you.

If the faster moving planet is in the 5th house, it may be you and your
beloved, and his/her family will be drawn into the conflict. They will
not be on your side.

In the vertical power-line, if the faster moving planet is in the East, this
definitely indicates that what the person is doing, he is doing
consciously. When they say, 'Oh, no, I haven't done that. Oh, no, I am
not aware of that,’ they are fabricating. They are aware, in their soul, of
what they are doing. They are doing it with contemplative action and
definitive willpower. They are aware of it, whether they admit it or not.
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If the faster moving planet is on the Western side, it indicates that an
action may be automatic, and that the person may not be aware of what
he is doing. The Western planet may indicate that one has not caused or
instigated the conflict, but that he certainly is perpetuating and
continuing to participate in the conflict.

Again, if I can repeat, the planet East represents what you are doing or
trying to do to initiate the conflict. The planet West is indicative of how
you are reacting to that conflict, and therefore perpetuating the conflict.

If the faster moving planet on the East/West axis is manifesting in the
5th or 6th house, this indicates that the action is a quite personal thing.

What can be done to help others balance out their life?

Step 1 is to see and understand the problem.

Step 2 is to communicate it to that person.

Step 3 is to communicate it to that person in such a way as not to make
him emotional. Help him to see the benefit that will come from his
giving up this thing. Once he sees that it will work, he will carry on by
himself.
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That brings us to the next major factor in dealing with oppositions.
Quite often one of the opposition planets is retrograde, which means the
problem symbolized is at a deeper subconscious level. Thus, if the
higher planet which is generally overt is retrograde, it is no longer as
open or as overt. It brings the problem down to a deeper subconscious
level.

If the planet is below the power-line, it normally is not overt and
somewhat hidden. However, if that planet is retrograde, that throws the
problem into an even more difficult level of communications.

The retrograde planet therefore indicates that the problem is harder to
solve. It will also take longer for the problem to be solved.

If both of the planets are retrograde, it will take an enormous amount of
time to even begin to solve the problem.

Here is a formula that you can use to understand the depth of the
problem. The longer the planet is in a state of retrograde before it turns
direct, the greater and the deeper the problem. If you want to get some
idea how deeply rooted the problem is in a person's unconscious, you
can calculate it mathematically by looking at your ephemeris, and
making a simple proportion.
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For example, Mercury normally retrogrades for approximately 21 days.
If a person has a retrograde Mercury in their natal chart, in opposition
to another planet, then open the ephemeris for that date of birth, and
see how many days are left before it turns direct

If the Mercury has only two more days before it goes direct, then that is
2 over 21 or approximately 1/10 % of the energy left. This indicates that
90% of the energy is already worked off, or dissipated. Therefore, the
problem is now only 1/10 of the way into the unconscious.

However, if Mercury has 10 more days of retrograde to go, then that
symbolizes that 10 of the 21 days has been worked off. This means that
the problem is deep into the unconscious, it being 1/2 of the way into
the unconscious mind. If the Mercury has 20 days to go before turning
direct, the problem is almost 100% into the unconscious mind.

Different planets have different lengths of days that it is retrograde.
However, the pattern is the same. It is a simple proportion.

It might be obvious to some of you that the further out from the sun, the
deeper and more automatically is the response to the problem.
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What I am saying is that if either planet is retrograde, the fewer days it
has to reverse itself and go direct, the weaker or shallower is the
problem.

There is another level of interpretation of the opposition. That is
whether the opposition is in cardinal signs, or fixed signs, or mutable
signs. There are many astrologers, particularly doing horary astrology,
who say that if a planet is in a cardinal sign, the opposition planet must
be in a cardinal sign, or it is not a true opposition. The same is true of
fixed signs and mutable signs. In short, the two planets cannot cross
over into a different set of signs. You cannot have an opposition from
Aries to Virgo.

In the CARDINAL classification, the struggle is an interpersonal
psychological problem, however, the person has a strong, clear
realization that there is a problem. There is a strong desire to reach a
solution to that problem. The person has great capacity to work and
solve the problem. Unfortunately, they usually try to solve it with acts
of war. They pour so much energy into solving the problem, that they
solve it, but produce other problems because of the way the problem
was solved. In time, they create other problems which become more
insidious, in my opinion.
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In terms of the MUTABLE opposition, the person says, 'I don't think
that a problem exists. I don't think there is a problem.' Sometimes they
are aware of the problem, but they want to avoid it. This avoidance is a
psychological denial of the problem. The mutable sign is the most
difficult oppositional pattern to deal with. However, once the person
realizes there is a problem, he solves it the easiest.

Now, the FIXED signs have given resignation, 'Well, I'm just going to
have to live with it . . .' They are aware of the problem. How you
approach these wonderful souls is to develop a skill. Yet, they are the
most difficult to get started in solving the problem. They insist that the
best way to deal with the problem is to live with it

I have already talked about the next problem: that quite often when you
have a planet in opposition, the planet is also in Parallel of Declination,
either Parallel or Contra-Parallel. Parallel means that the two planets
are on the same side both North or South; Contra-Parallel means one
planet is North and the other is South. If an opposition also has a
Parallel or a Contra-Parallel, it increases the force of the problem,
revealed by the opposition.

Now, this is the key point I am trying to deal with:
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As we look at an opposition, we realize that it symbolizes a
psychological piece of karma more than an externalized piece of karma.
The problem is inside the person's soul. He has to learn to give up
something.

But the chart reveals a deeper level karmic truth. This truth is revealed
in the MEDIATOR PLANET. If in an opposition, any planet hooks to
either planet forming a sextile, then that planet becomes a fairly good
mediator planet. Let's say you have Venus opposed Mars. And let's
assume that Mercury forms a sextile to one of these planets. Then
Mercury becomes the mediator planet. Thus, Mercury by its sign and
house position will give the real clue to solving this problem once and
for all.

Now, if you have a planet that is trined to either planet in an
opposition, this planet becomes a mediator planet that is much more
powerful a mediator planet than the sextile.

There are three types of mediator planets:

1)

a planet that is trined to the opposition.

2)

a planet that is sextiled to the opposition.
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3)

a planet that is both trined to one planet, and at the same time
sextiled to the other planet (in the opposition).

Now, it is possible that you may have a trine from planet X, and a
sextile from planet Y. In this case, the trined planet is the mediator.

It is also possible that you can have planet X above the power-line, and
planet Y. If the planet above is a trine, there is no problem. However, if
the planet above is sextiled, and the planet below the power-line is a
trine, there can be confusion as to which planet is the true mediator.
This occurs because of the law that says that a planet higher in the chart
has more power. Thus, you have to determine which planet is stronger:
the trine versus the higher planet

The TRUE mediator's position by sign, by house, and by the nature of
the planet itself, gives the clue as to what must be done to cause a
person to let go of what they are unwilling to let go of. The mediator
clearly points out the karmic solution to the karmic problem of the
opposition.

For example, if any opposition had Saturn as the mediator planet, then
self-discipline will be one of the keys to balancing out the karmic
problem. If the mediator planet was Jupiter, a whole different feeling is
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given off by the mediator. Here you receive the clue of an attitude of
warmth, bubbliness, and outgoingness. Mars as mediator indicates the
need to pour some real energy into the problem.

Next, I would like to talk about the six classifications of the oppositions:

1)

The Sun/Moon classification. This has only one aspect: the
Moon opposing the Sun.

2)

The Moon to the inferior planets, i.e., the Moon to Mercury and
Venus.

3)

The Sun to the inferior planets, i.e., the Sun to Mercury and
Venus.

4)

The Moon in opposition to all the superior planets: Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.

5)

The Sun in opposition to all the superior planets.

6)

The superior planets in opposition to superior planets.

These classifications are important because they reveal important facts.
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There cannot be any oppositions from inferior planets to inferior
planets.

In THE FIRST CLASSIFICATION of the Moon opposing the Sun, there
is a sub-classification. If the Moon opposes the Sun, there is a Full
Moon. But, it is possible under the Moon opposing the Sun to have an
Eclipse. This simply makes the opposition more intense. There is not
only the opposition, but also a Parallel of Declination. This opposition is
probably the most important karmic oppositional planet and can be
read many different ways. The Sun is your ego, whether you are a man
or a woman; the Sun is also your drive. The Moon is everything else. It
is feminine, unconscious, and extremely emotional. This can produce a
tremendous conflict between the right and the left brain.

You need to examine these oppositions, above and below the horizon,
east and west of the horizon, applying the rules taught in the earlier
part of this chapter.

If you are a man it would be better if the Sun were above the horizon. If
the Sun is below the horizon, your masculinity might be lost because
you do not see it clearly, because of your father and his attitudes.

This classification relates to the old psychological super-ordination,
sub-ordination; or simply hierarchies and 'lower-archies': the boss and
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you; you as boss, and the workers. Everybody falls into some sort of
hen-pecking order. Using the opposition, you can clearly see your order
and what will bring harmony or disharmony into your life.

Historically, they say it is easier for a man to deal with the Moon
opposition Sun, than it is for a women. This is revealed by poorer health
and greater emotionality in women than in men with this aspect

It is very difficult for women, or very sensitive men, to deal with this
opposition. It rarely brings disease or heavy emotions in men, but often
brings health problems and emotionality for women.

In dealing with a man, I would not be as concerned with an opposition
than if I were dealing with a woman. In dealing with a man, I would
talk about the problem: his being too strong both in business and in his
home-life. He may think home-life is fine, but his wife may not.

The Sun represents what is conscious, whether it is above or below the
horizon. The Sun is part of the conscious ego. The Moon always
represents that which is unconscious. So there is a struggle between
what you know consciously, and what one emotes unconsciously. This
is why many people have an unhappy life. They just cannot,
symbolically, get the Sun and the Moon together.
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In dealing with this first classification of the Sun and the Moon, the
house and sign of the Moon is far more important than the Sun's
position. In the long run, with any opposition of the Moon and the Sun,
the Moon will always win. The feminine principle will always win.
Emotionality will always win out over logic. We are more unconscious
than we are willing to admit. The ego will not admit that there is
conflict in life. Thus, it is the Moon that is going to solve the problem (or
not solve the problem).

This brings us to THE SECOND CLASSIFICATION of oppositions, i.e.,
the Moon in opposition to the inferior planets: Mercury and Venus. The
inferior oppositions symbolize the ability to communicate with oneself
and others. A difficult Moon opposition to inferior positions produces
problems with mental, emotional communications. This usually boils
down to a love relationship problem.

Mercury is conscious expression; the communication factor. Venus is
the love, pleasure, and allurement factor. Many people think that they
are in love, but they are simply allured. Allurement is very dangerous.
Allurement is like the little lure that is on the end of a fishing pole.

When the Moon is in opposition to Mercury, you are talking emotions
in conflict with logic. With the Mercury opposition, it indicates logic
and emotions at odds with each other.
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When the Moon is in opposition to Venus, the emotional allurement
factor can be devastating to people's lives. If you want to talk about
women who love too much, this is probably one of the aspects that will
be found in their charts.

There needs to be some clarification of this allurement.

In other words, there is a distortion. Now, under these conditions, the
Europeans ask, 'Excuse me, is that logic from below or above the belt?'

It is important to recognize whether the logic is from the descending or
the ascending energy. This will clarify whether it is allurement or love.
This will clarify whether it is emotion or logic.

Again, the key factor is the Moon. I said it 30 years ago: 'If you really
want to master astrology, study the Moon: the Moon by house, the
Moon by sign, the Moon by aspect, the Moon by declination, the Moon
approaching, the Moon separating, and so forth. The Moon being the
fastest moving planet will tend to manifest the difficult problem.

In short, the energy goes to the faster moving planet
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The Moon opposing Venus indicates that the person is emotionally in
love, but simply doesn't know how to express it, or is fearful to express
it. 'If I say I love him, he will seduce me. I don't want to be seduced, I
want to be loved.'

This brings us to THE THIRD CLASSIFICATION: the Sun in opposition
to the inferior planets. You have exactly the same problem with
communication but here with the Sun you have basically the same
problem as with the Moon.

However, with the Sun, the tendency is to take charge and to do
something forceful. This produces the type A personality, the
aggressive personality. From this standpoint, one tends to create other
problems. Thus, other people-problems are created. People, thus, tend
to turn their back on you, and you are back to an opposition. In the end,
the Sun tends to win out after a long and difficult battle.

THE FOURTH CLASSIFICATION is the Moon in opposition to the
superior patterns: Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.
The Moon in opposition to the superior planets reveals a whole new
category of thought. The one single word to symbolize this relationship
is 'survival,’ the ability to survive. People who have oppositions from
the Moon to superior planets have genuine problems of survival in the
work-a-day-world, and in their daily love-life.
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The Moon in opposition to the superior planets gives a deep sensitivity,
or a deep concern about surviving, because they see the world as
hostile. Thus, life becomes a tug of war. Usually this manifests as social
groups threatening their survival. If the Moon is linked to Saturn,
unconsciously, one is going to look for an older man to become the bad
guy: the father, the husband, the uncle, or the boss.

The Moon is attitude, emotionality, subconscious fears from early
childhood experiences, or from past-lives. The Moon in opposition to
these superior planets causes one to feel that one is being victimized.
Thus one feels one must become very shrewd to fight off the enemy.

The Sun is a more forceful externalized force-field, and the Moon's
force-field causes one to do something emotionally; something shrewd
to protect himself. With the Sun, you realize you do not need to be
shrewder, you need to be more forceful in solving the problem.

The Moon causes one to always be looking out for their enemies. Thus,
it builds a bigger and bigger force-field. Emotionally, this becomes
harder and harder to deal with. The Moon to the inferior planets is a
problem of communications. The Moon to the superior oppositions is
no longer a problem of communication, it is a problem of your actions.
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The Moon in opposition to the superior planets deals with what you are
DOING, and what people see you doing, which causes the problems.
The greatest need of a person who has the Moon opposing a superior
planet, is the need to be fulfilled in that area, to resolve that conflict of
being pulled back and forth. In this case, the mediator planet tells you
the best way to find the karmic solution on a deeper level, rather than
just giving them an 'aspirin.'

The next group, THE FIFTH CLASSIFICATION, the Sun in opposition
to the superior planets, is also the struggle of survival.

For example, when the Sun is in opposition to Mars, this produces a
person who feels that he is physically weak, whether he is lifting
weights or taking three different black belt classes from three different
schools of self-defense.

This is a very difficult problem, because the person feels threatened at a
gut level. They feel that someone is trying to harm them. This feeling of
weakness may not be of the physical body. It may be in their career, in
their job, or in their personality.

The opposition of the Sun to Jupiter causes one to feel that he has to
make his place in the world. This produces a drive, a forceful action,
trying to counter the feeling that somehow the world is going to take
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away his social and financial level. Thus, he will be very aggressive in
establishing himself and securing his social and economic life.

If we look at the Sun in opposition to any of the superior planets, the
focus is definitely on the Sun, and the hemisphere in which the Sun
exists within. This is based upon the East-West axis, or the 4th-10th
house axis. Others say that wherever the Sun exists, you put three
houses in front of the Sun-house, and two houses behind it. This gives
you a hemisphere where the energies will be focused and where the
problem has to be addressed.

The Sun rarely ever loses a conflict in a war, so that is what to focus on.
We should remember that the Sun can lose a battle or two, but it will
ultimately always win the war. The Sun and the Moon are powerful
force-fields that never go retrograde. They always continue to go
forward. So the Sun will always win out and the Moon will always win
out. In the battle between the Sun and the Moon, the Moon will always
win.

And this brings us to the last category, THE SIXTH CLASSIFICATION:
superior planets opposed to superior planets. This is a survival planet
opposed to another survival planet and this can bring complicated
problems into one's life.
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Even though they are in opposition, it is not all that difficult, because
the opposing sign is harmonious to the other planet. For example, if it is
Aries to Libra, that is fire to air. They go together. If it's Cancer to
Capricorn, it water to earth. They go together. However, if you get an
opposition from Cancer to Sagittarius, or Cancer to Aquarius, it is not as
harmonious, because you have water and fire, or water and air. Water
and fire will produce steam. In the second example, the air will dry out
the water. This produces a heavy out of balance condition.

How does one deal with the two primary superior planets in
opposition? The symbol of the planet which is lower in the chart must
be sacrificed in order to obtain that which is above the power-line of the
horizon. That which is East you are more conscious of; that which is to
the West you are less conscious of. So, if you focus to what is below and
to the West, this will give you the clues as to what is unconsciously
blocking and causing the problem.

If you do not dissolve and give up that which is below the horizon, you
will not obtain that which is above the horizon. Generally, you will lose
what you are unaware of, that which is below the horizon. Thus, you
most likely will miss the benefits of both of these planetary forces.

The opposition is not a very difficult aspect. It is not as harsh,
demanding, or difficult as a square.
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In group one, the Moon and the Sun, the key analysis is ego
confrontation over emotional issues (or emotional issues over ego
confrontation, depending on which planet is above and which planet is
below the horizontal axis; which is North and which is South).

If we talk about Sun opposed Mars, you have a conflict between power
and authority. There is a difference between power and having
authority.

In group four, the Sun opposed Jupiter, you have problems with
professional people.

With the Sun opposed Saturn, you have delays, difficulties, heavy
responsibilities, and oftimes health problems.

With the Sun opposed Uranus, there is extreme desire for freedom and
most often rebellion against the established order.

With the Sun opposed Neptune, there is escapism, self-deceptions,
psychological aberrations; always poor motives.

With the Sun opposed Pluto, there are ego conflicts with dominance.
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What needs to be given up? How can that person give that up wisely?
Never forget HOW we do something is extremely important. Astrology
tells you WHEN you should do something. Yoga tells you HOW you
should do it.

If you keep these two factors in mind and communicate with yourself
and others, all will be well, and your life will markedly improve.
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9. The Mysterious Squares
RECORDINGS 9 AND 10

I would like to talk now about the SQUARES and get a deeper
understanding of them. If you have three or five squares in your chart,
then the energy is dissipated throughout the chart, and these squares
will not give you serious problems. However, if you have only one
square, then all the energy is going to be focused in one place, and that
can bring serious problems.

Again, to re-emphasize, I am trying to communicate that the problem is
not the aspect, the problem is not the planet, nor the sign nor the house
therein. Sensitivity is a wonderful thing, and 25% of Americans are
chanting OM, OM, OM, trying to become more sensitive. The other 75%
are sensitive and can't deal with the world.

Sensitivity is what we are looking for, but we have to learn to deal with
that sensitivity. If you are a woman, you have to learn to deal with men.
If you are a man, you have to learn to deal with women. It is as simple
as that.
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Squares are those forces that people are afraid of. They think, 'Oh, I
have a square!' And it kinks their mind. Therefore, ten years later they
have done nothing whatsoever. The squares are difficult, but the
problem is simply that people have difficulty handling the tremendous
amount of energy which pours out or through the square.

You could say that a square is too much energy, at the wrong time, in
the wrong place. We simply have to take it to the right place, with the
right attitude.

Attitude is one means, and self-discipline is another means for softening
a square. But those are not popular attitudes in the modern world,
where everyone is talking in terms of instantaneous everything,
including instantaneous enlightenment.

Whereas we have approached the opposition as a intra- or
inter-personal piece of karma, person to person, when we talk about a

square, we are talking not so much inter-personal karma, as we are
talking about 'external events.'

The problem of the square is the ability to precipitate events into our
life harmoniously. If you want to accomplish anything in this earth
world, it will take some strong squares, or a heavy square.
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Everyone seems to be afraid of Mars, but if we did not have Mars, our
body would have no heat in it, and without that heat, we would cease
to exist. People are afraid of Saturn, but without Saturn, we would have
no bones and primarily couldn't stand up, or walk, or write.

Every planet and every aspect has a great deal of positivity to it. The
thing to recognize is that these things are difficult because there is more
energy than most people can handle.

The answer is, don't be lazy. If you are not lazy the squares can (not
must) be your best friends. If you are lazy, careless, or not disciplined,
the squares will be your worst enemy.

Squares bring change, and change is demanding. Squares bring rapid
change, so you have to learn to think on your feet. It is your ability to
handle the squares that is important. To do this, you must get out of the
automatic mode and be a more active human being, a more creative
human being; constantly in a stage of automatic self-confrontation to
improve yourself. This will bring out the squares as friends. But that is
not something that is accomplished within a month or so. Fear is the
enemy: the fear of change, the fear of newness, the fear of challenge, the
fear of failure.
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And these are the questions or the areas that you need to ask yourself,
or your client. Simply point out, or ask what one is fearful of. Now, it is
OK to be fearful. Once or twice in my life I have tasted fear. I was in a
trench and the so-called enemy was shooting at us. Everyone had a
rifle, except me. I had a medical bag with bandages and aspirin. Allow
me to tell you, that's a naked feeling. All of a sudden the whistle blew,
just as in a classical movie. I remember thinking, 'These people leaving
the trench are really crazy.' Suddenly, I felt a hand hit me on the
shoulder. It belonged to a 300 pound sergeant, who was saying, 'That's
OK. I have done this a hundred times. Every time I do it I'm afraid too.
Just get up and do it.' As soon as you could see over the trench,
everything was OK. Therefore, if I had just jumped up, there would
have been no fear whatsoever.

Now, the square is much the same. You are moving into territory that
you know is hostile. Take action and the fear will go away. However,
you must take wise action in the case of the square. It's OK to be fearful,
just don't let it paralyze you. Take wise action.

The second factor regarding the square is the way that it reverberates
back onto itself, so that more events are crystalized by the square than
should be. More energy crystalizes and, thus, the more you are
harassed by those forces. The square tends to turn back onto itself,
becoming quite difficult.
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The square is a difficult aspect because, more than any other aspect, it
appears to be an 'either/or’ situation. A square states that you have two
desires. You want both, but it appears that you can have only one. In
the process of working through the square, we lose both. This is why
people say the square is the most difficult of all aspects.

Remember, in the opposition you have one desire above the horizon,
and something you don't want to give up, symbolized by the planet
below the horizon that is causing the blockage.

The square is, symbolically, two desires. And these two desires are
absolutely in conflict with one another. If you are not wise and do not
take action, you wind up with the loss of both.

The story I tell quite often is about Tony and Mary Ann. Mary Ann
wanted to become a nun. She went and talked to the nuns two or three
times, and at the same time, she was on again and off again with Tony.
Her going into the nunnery was also on and off again. Finally, she told
Tony that she was going into the nunnery for a trial period of six
months. Tony's response was, 'Listen, this is the tenth time you have
vacillated. Either marry Christ or marry me!' So, she told him that she
decided to marry the Church. Thus, she went away to the nunnery.
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She thought that everything was fine. Suddenly the nun looked at Mary
Ann's papers, and told her to go into the next room and wait about one
hour. After many hours, the nun came back and said, 'I'm sorry, we
can't accept you.'

Mary Ann added, 'I'm sorry, I will never vacillate again.'

The nun replied, 'No, that isn't the problem. Since the last time you
were here they have changed the age limit. You have missed it by three
weeks.' We called the Bishop and the Cardinal, but they said, 'No.'

Mary Ann was very sad. She got into her car and drove back into the
city. As she got closer to the city she thought, 'Oh well, I'll get married
and I'll be happy.' She knocked on Tony's door. He answered. She said,
'I have come back to marry you.'

He retorted, 'No. No. I told you if you left again that was it.'

This is the action of a square. The point is that she lost Tony and she
also lost the Church. If one is not careful, this is what the square
produces. It can be the ultimate frustration.

I believe that people's minds are like computers. Whether they
understand astrology or not, whether they believe it or not, there is
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some subliminal awareness that this is a very difficult situation and that
they could lose everything (meaning the two desires that they have).
This is the reason why people find this aspect so difficult.

There are no doubts that serious accidents and serious diseases can
come from a powerful square. I am also quite aware that great success
can come about because of the energy of a square.

Also, if you want fame you need squares; if you want to accomplish
anything in this world, you need squares. If you can get the squares to
work for you then you are fine. The problem with the squares is they
will give you the energy, but most often it is too much energy, and it
probably will activate at the wrong time.

It is quite common for two planets to be conjunct and, at the same time,
squared to a third planet. In this case, you have a conjunction and two
squares that have to be dealt with. By examining the planetary urges
within the squares, this allows you to understand the chart.

The Sun is ego, or ego drive. The Sun is always an external amplifier.

The Moon is the urge or desire for change.

Mercury has to do with transportation and communications.
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Venus has to do with love, money, and allurement.

Mars has to do with accomplishment, energy, heat, and actions.

Jupiter has to do with wealth, and has a lot to do with the philosophy of
life, optimism, as well as with expanding and extending things. It is a
good planet, if not brought into extremes. Carter said that because it
was so 'puffy,’ he felt that it worked best with a square. I find a lot of
truth to this. Also, too many trines in a chart tends to make one lazy
and careless.

In dealing with a square to Saturn, one of the things that you want to
remember is that Saturn is like the mills of the Gods which grind slow,
but exceedingly fine. In short, the effect is not immediate, or, if it is
immediate, it is not obvious to what extent the force has affected us.

Like the Sun squared Saturn, it might fire or activate today, and three
months later, just about the time you think the Saturn aspect is over, it
ensnares you. So remember to look at a minimum of a 2-1/2 year
period. Now, not all of the events will be negative.

With a square to Mars, it cuts things out of your life — very sharply,
very rapidly.
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Uranus in a square explodes in an extreme manner and in the strangest
ways. Uranus is your free will, and therefore, no one can tell you how
Uranus will fire. Uranus being a freaky, unusual planet, its force never
happens the way that we say it will.

Saturn's events always fire late. If the partile is dated April 1, it will fire
in the second or third week of April. On the other hand, Uranus, Pluto,
and Mars always fire early. If the partile is April 1, you know these will
fire in the third or fourth week of March.

Mars is simply energy. Mars in one of the fire signs of Leo, Sagittarius,
or Aries, will tend to be more harmonious even if it is squared out. If
the Mars is squared out in an earth sign, it will burn the earth; it will
char the earth; something is not going to be fruitful. If Mars is in a water
sign, the fire is going to boil the water, producing steam, which can
cause explosions and problems. You always have to watch the water
signs and the 'water' houses, because they have a great deal of energy
and emotionality behind them.

Some years ago, while living in Hawaii, I was walking on a beach that
was about four miles long. There were about ten people on it. We
always joked, saying that we should never come to the beach on the
weekends, because it was really crowded. And we were walking and
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here was a river that came up to the ocean and stopped. The water was
stopped by a sand dune. The river's water was at the very top of the
sand dune, which was about one foot high.

I got a stick and drew a pencil mark into the sand and a little water
trickled out into the ocean. I drew three more lines and more water
trickled out. Finally, I made about seven pencil lines in the sand, and
the water was trickling out over the sand through these little rivulets,
out into the ocean. I walked on, and then sat down and read my book
for about a half hour. When I looked up, I saw a group of people
gathering over where the ocean was churning. I went to see what it was
all about. The little riverbeds had cut a hole into the sand about 29 feet
wide, and it was pouring out into the ocean with great force. It was
driving itself out into the ocean about 300 yards, carrying all the sand
with it

A man who saw me cut the marks into the sand asked, 'Did you know
that was going to happen when you did it?' I answered, 'If I had known,
I wouldn't have cut into the sand.'

And then I defended myself, saying, 'But, you realize that it would have
happened next week anyway.'

And he said, 'Yeah.
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It left me with an awareness of the power of water, and the thought that
maybe that wasn't a very good idea. Remember, water planets, water
signs, and water houses have an enormous amount of energy in the
subconscious mind. BE CAREFUL of making little pencil marks in your
karma . . .

The square is a symbolic representation of an interference of the free
expression of the planetary urges. That is all it is. You have two
planetary urges, and a square tends to produce an interference in the
free expression of the urges, much like Saturn and the water, in the
example that I just gave you.

Everybody on this side of the beach couldn't get to that side of the
beach, and everyone on that side of the beach couldn't get to this side.
The river's force made it impossible to wade across. The beach was cut
in half. So be careful when you see those water planets, water signs, or
'water' with squares in them. Be careful how you approach that square.
It may seem like such a placid, innocent force. But behind it is a long
river of energy that, when once released, can really truly disrupt one's
life.

So what do we need to do? Well, to think philosophically. You need to
communicate to yourself and your client that it is not a question of
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'either-or.' It can be both. Both planets can manifest bringing benefits,
however, you must be self-disciplined and self-controlled. This takes a
tremendous amount of control.

In talking about the opposition, the problem was between two people,
and the willingness or unwillingness to give something up. At any
moment, the person could change his mind. In talking about a square,
we are dealing with planetary force-fields. It no longer is a question of
changing your mind. Once the event begins to roll down the hill,
nothing can stop it Changing your mind now has no real meaning.

Now, there are a number of ways of looking at these force-fields. The
first way to look at these force-fields is sociologically whereby you can
see the type of person who will enter into your life, and through which
you will begin to cause the karma to activate:

The Moon is young babies.
Mercury is young children.
Venus is young adults.
Mars are adults.
Jupiter is mature people.
Saturn is old people.
Uranus is strange people.
Neptune is people with bad habits; artists.
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Pluto is people who work behind the scenes.

The second way of looking at these force-fields is the psychological
level:

The Moon is emotionality.
Mercury is communications.
Venus is the sensation of love.
Jupiter is philosophical concepts.
Saturn is indifference.
Uranus is extremism.
Neptune is 'spaciness'; impractical idealism.
Pluto is the subconscious controlling of others.

You don't have to be a genius, nor a psychic to see whether a person is
an emotional personality, or intellectual. If you have any doubts, just
look at their fingers.

Short fingers indicate they are emotional.
Long fingers indicate they are logical.
Square fingers indicate they are mechanical and logical.
Coned fingers indicate they are impractical.
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Another key thing to look at are lines in the hands. The more lines, the
more sensitive and/or emotional. The fewer lines, the less sensitive the
person. If you see a person's hand and there are hundreds of fine lines,
watch out. This is a very emotional person; walk and talk softly.

Now, if a chart has Sun squared Saturn, we know that there is a basic
conflict between ego (Sun) and resistance to change (Saturn). The
square simply means that the ego doesn't want to make any changes
whatsoever. There will be conflict between that ego and the
authoritarian person(s) in his life.

Remember, in any aspect between the Sun and any other planet, the
secret is the Sun. The Sun always amplifies the other planet. Thus, the
struggle is not indicated by the Sun, but by the other planet, by sign and
house. You always look to the other planet. Thus, it is easy to see what
is out of balance, and what needs to be done to bring it back into
balance. However, do remember that the Sun symbolizes kings, leaders,
and powerful people.

With the square, just like the opposition, the closer the aspect, the more
forceful the aspect. If one planet is on an angle, it is very forceful. The
slower moving the planets, the greater their distance from the Sun, the
more forceful the aspect.
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There is generally more than one square in a horoscope, and there
should be one question for each square. The question is this: of all the
squares, which needs to be watched very closely. There is a solution to
this foremost square.

Now, another way of talking about squares is to point out that squares
are blockages; squares are resistance. Squares are symbolized by Mars.
Oppositions are symbolized by the Moon. Trines are symbolized by
Jupiter.

Wherever you have a square in your chart, there you have an added
Mars, symbolically, in your chart. It is just another point of conflict. So if
you have four squares in your chart, you have five Mars'; five points of
Mary Ann struggles in your chart.

If you have a number of squares in your chart, the first thing you need
to do is to look at how well or how poorly your real Mars is. If your real
Mars is good, this will help soften the squares. However, if you have
squares and you have a bad Mars by sign, house, or aspect (an
inconjunct for example), then the resonance of the primary Mars will
affect all the other squares, and they will be more difficult to handle.

Secondly, look to see what element the Mars is in. If the Mars is in earth,
then the squares will tend to be earthy squares, i.e., problems dealing
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with down to earth matters. If your Mars is not aspected, but is in an air
sign, then the squares will deal with intellectual matters. All your
squares

are

going

to

deal

with

knowledge-gathering

and

communications.

Learning these lessons is vital to overcoming the squares. If the Mars is
non-aspected and in water signs, then all those squares are going to
deal with emotional matters, etc.

You can take this principle and apply it to all aspects and their
corresponding planetary symbolizer.

When one has a square one wants to blame someone, and it is always
someone other than himself.

One has to be very careful that one converts this energy away from
blaming others. You need to communicate to your client that he needs
to stop blaming someone else. Why does it have to be anyone's fault?
It's nobody's fault. This is the reality. Explain it as best as you can. What
needs to be done is to correct the problem.

The next secret to a deeper understanding of any square is that one of
the planets is THE REACTIVE PLANET and one of the planets is the
CAUSAL PLANET.
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The causal planet is that planet which causes something to happen.
Once you find the causal planet, then the other planet is the reactive
planet, that planet which is reacting to the causal planet. Furthermore, if
you can control the causal planet, you can soften the force of the
reactive planet. If you reduce the intensity of the reactive planet, the
causal planet won't cause as many difficulties. If you contain the causal
planet, then the reactive planet in the square can become beneficial to
you.

The houses are numbered 1 through 12, and the planet in the higher
house number is always the causal planet. This is easy to remember,
because energy always flows down, just like water flowing from the top
of the mountain to the base of the mountain. Energy always flows or
descends downward to the lower level; in this case, the energy from the
higher number to the lower number. Thus, the planet in a higher
number house is the causal planet.

If you had a square from the 1st house to the 4th house, then the planet
in the 4th house is the causal planet, and the planet in the 1st house is
the reactive planet.
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If a planet is causal, and also retrograde, then one would not be too
aware of what the problem is. If and when the causal retrograde planet
goes direct, the problem becomes clear.

The causal planet is the planet causing the problem, whether it is an
airplane that is going to malfunction in the sky, or a divorce that is
going to take place, or deciding to move to a foreign country. The causal
planet, by house, is where you have to focus. If we had a 1st house, 4th
house square, and Mercury is in the 4th house, Mercury would be the
causal planet.

Now, Mercury, in this cause, will be the reason for someone moving to
a foreign country. But, the reason primarily will be Mercurial, which is
an intellectual, gathering, discriminating process — whatever you
consider to be the Mercurial force.

Say a square comes out in the 9th house, and let's assume the causal
planet is Saturn. The 9th house has to do with foreign countries and
philosophies. Now, if this moves you to a foreign country, then your
reason, whether you know it or not, has a great deal to do with
Saturnian asceticism, and self-denial tied to a foreign culture.

Healthy self-denial or unhealthy self-denial would depend on the other
planet, the reactive planet, and upon how self-conscious one is.
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Examine the causal planet and realize its nature. Know that it has a
square off it (not to it). Check to see if there are any other aspects tied to
this causal planet. If there is also a trine off that causal planet, nothing is
better than to gain all the positive, powerful forces of that square. A
planet gives the most positive and the widest positive effect when it has
both a soft and a hard aspect off it. Having a planet with a favorable
and an unfavorable aspect produces the wisest extraction, and the
fullest positive force that will manifest throughout life.

The most famous set of grouped aspects is the one indicating the true
mystic: the Sun trined Neptune and the Moon squared Neptune. This
produces the greatest and the most positive forces of Neptune.

The trine means that we have good karma from the past; we already
have stored things that we need to know. They can be released easily.
Thus, things we attempt to do will manifest without great resistance.
Some people would simply say that the person was very lucky. The
trine brings LUCK. The square gives DRIVE. The square gives continual
DRIVE.

Whenever you have a planet that has a square plus a positive aspect to
it, that planet is vital in your life, and should not be ignored. The square
forces you to do something, and the favorable aspect brings good
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fortune in most actions. A square forces people to do things, but in the
wrong way. A square has little good karma. A square has little good
fortune. A square forces one to things in the wrong way, at the wrong
time. Therefore, a great deal of energy and time is spent, and very little
good comes from the actions.

A trine brings many good things. However, the key thing that it brings
into modern life, is laziness. People with trines get bored very easily.
However, if there is a trine attached to a square, if you have the two
together, there is always energy being released, and good fortune being
leaked. And that is the whole thing: the force-field is being released and
the good karma is being manifested. It is a good thing to examine in a
chart, particularly the causal square planet, because they are primary.

You now take your ephemeris for the month and year of the chart you
are examining. Find the causal planet. Now, assume that the person is
going to live to be 90 years old. Therefore, take the 90 years, which is
symbolized by three months in the ephemeris. Now, simply flip
through the three months, seeing if the causal or the reactive planets go
retrograde during this period. Or, if either were retrograde at birth, do
they go direct? If they do change direction during that year, it will be a
karmic year. Generally speaking, a planet moving from retrograde to
direct will be a good karmic year. Moving from direct to retrograde,
generally speaking, will be a difficult karmic year.
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If you take the 90 years and divide it into three cycles, generally the
middle cycle ranging from 30 years to 60 years is most vital (for the
average person). As stated, the change of direction of a key squaring
planet will reveal which year is vital; however, the middle cycle (of 30
years) is generally the more vital cycle.

This is so, because people generally are more productive at this time of
their life. Some people are more productive in the first 30 years of their
lives, like inventors. Some people, like mystics, philosophers, and
authors, are more productive in the third cycle.

When the causal planet changes direction in the third cycle (60-90 years
of age), this generally can bring great changes, but it also reveals a great
deal about the patterns of the next lifetime. This is the Western system.

In the Indian system, take the 90 years and divide it by four. This gives
you four lengths of life of 22-1/2 years each. The first quarter has to do
with the head being culturally trained, favorably or unfavorably. This
has a great unconscious effect for the rest of one's life.

For example, people who recognize they are poor when they are young,
generally go out and the key thing they are interested in, is making
money. And even after they have collected enough money to keep them
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going for two lifetimes, they just keep working, making money, going
on automatic pilot, as it were.

When examining the square, particularly the causal planet, we can have
a quasi- or semi-mediator. You can also have a true mediator planet. If
there is a sextile, a trine, or a favorable conjunction to the causal planet
(which is the planet in the higher house), that planet is the mediator
planet. The trine is the true mediator. The sextile is real, but weak, and
is called a quasi- or semi-mediator.

There is some question as to how effective the conjunction is, as it
becomes part of the square. Surely, to have a mediator conjunction to
the causal planet, the conjunctive planet must have a higher degree. For
example, Mars squared Saturn. If the Saturn was 10 degrees of any sign,
and if you had the Sun at 5 degrees, it is not the mediator. The Sun must
be ahead of the planet in order to be a mediator. It is harder to clearly
see a conjunction as mediator.

The planets again by house in particular will reveal the area that one
has to pay very close attention to. It is a door that one has to go through
to find the real answer, karmically. Most people are not interested in
taking the time to cure any imbalance they have. Give them aspirin and
when the aspirin takes effect, then approach the headache, with a more
corrective, a more permanent cure.
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Check the causal planet, seeing which house it is in. Thus, it becomes
fairly obvious what will manifest. For example, if the causal planet is in
the 10th house, you recognize that the 10th house is your fame. The 10th
house is important, as is the Midheaven, symbolizing the beginning of
the 10th house. It symbolizes your height, your potential position in life.

Now, whatever the nature of that causal planet, it is irritating you to
take action, causing you to act, causing events to happen. Thus, another
planet will react.

Take another chart in which the causal planet is in the 12th house,
which relates to hidden obstacles, confinements, and secret strengths.
Now, having found the house of pivotal importance, you can find the
triangulation of this key house. In the case we were just discussing, it
was the 12th house. By triangulation, you also activate the 8th and the
4th houses.

The 10th house is a high point of one's life, the climax of one's life,
symbolically. You are the 1st house, and the 10th house is the symbol of
the climax of your life. Now, if you want to get some idea of what is
going to happen, count 10 houses (counter-clockwise) from the 1st
house. That house reveals by all its symbols, what is going to transpire.
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All this means is that if you have your reactive planet in your 2nd house
and you want to know what the outcome is going to be, just count
(counter-clockwise) 10 houses (including the house that the reactive
planet is in). Start with the 2nd house and count 10 houses forward.
This gives you the 11th house. So the clues to the outcome are revealed
in the symbols associated with that house:

The sign of the cusp of that house.
The ruler of that sign.
The sign that ruler is in.
The house that ruler is in.
The aspects of the ruler

Then repeat the pattern regarding any planets inside the 11th house, or
any intercepted sign in the 11th house. In short, the 10th house from
your reactive planet reveals the clue as to how fruitful or fruitless the
karma of your life will be, if you do nothing whatsoever to help or
hinder your life. The result will be the end goal of your karma for that
planetary configuration.

The first thing you do with any chart is to look at the 3rd house ruler
and also Mercury. These two forces, if heavily afflicted, show a failure
to communicate, you to others, as well as with oneself. There is nothing
better than a good 3rd house ruler and a good Mercury, because it
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means that one can overcome more easily the obstructive pieces of
karma caused by bad aspects.

If you find in a chart a bad 3rd house, the next thing you need to look
for is a good 7th or 11th house. They would be, symbolically, trined
houses from the 3rd. This allows (in the case of the 7th house) the good
karma to obtain a good spouse, to help overcome a difficult 3rd house.
Or, this allows (in the case of the 11th) you to obtain friends that will
help you overcome your negative 3rd house. However, the true key is a
good third house AND a good Mercury. Good communications are
vital to overcoming life's problems!

Allow me to clarify what I have said: The 1st house activity, or the
planet in the 1st house, is governed, controlled, or measured by the 10th
house. Therefore, the 10th house/1st house square indicates that the
10th house, the higher planet (like we discussed), is the causal force. So
you have gone from the square to the open end. That is how the concept
of the causal plane arose. It is not just an arbitrary factor.

If, for example, there is a Sun in the 10th house and Saturn in the 1st
house, the Sun is the causal planet. The reactive planet is Saturn. Now,
if that causal planet had a sextile off of it, this will act as a
quasi-mediator and soften the square. If the causal planet is in its own
sign, that will also soften the aspect.
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If you want to delineate still further, take the 10th house from the 10th
house, in order to see more clearly how successful or unsuccessful the
person will be, if he does absolutely nothing with regards to the loth
house matters. What is the 10th house from the 10th house? It is the 7th
house.

So, we are to the 7th house. I need to communicate to you, and you
need to communicate with your clients, that overcoming the chart is
dependent on one word: Self-conscious awareness. The worst chart in
the world will have nothing to do with your self-conscious awareness.
It will have to do with how well, or how poorly, that self-conscious
awareness can communicate with others.

The beginning of the self-conscious awareness is the beginning of the
removal of restrictions, of bad karma. The ability to communicate
finalizes the removal of bad karma.
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10. The Conjunction
RECORDINGS 10, 11 AND 12

This

chapter

deals

with

a

deeper

understanding

of

the

CONJUNCTION.

Now, a conjunction is a power complex. A solar symbol for the Sun is
power. Thus, if there are two conjunctions in a horoscope, it means that
chart will act as though it has three Suns in it. If all these symbolic Suns
act in concord, it makes for a very powerful and successful life. If the
symbolic Suns are in discordance, it makes for a very powerful and
discordant life.

As the Sun is an ego symbol, or ego drive, it means that the chart has
three ego drives. This manifests affliction if they, the conjunctions, are
not working for the same ego drive.

One is trouble, four is a lot!

In looking at a chart, and seeing conjunctions, you should realize that
wherever these conjunctions exist, it will be as though there was
another Sun there. These symbolic Suns will vibrate to the nature of
your true Sun. If your Sun is in Taurus, then the conjunctions will tend
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to manifest in a very practical way. If your real Sun is in the air element,
then the conjunctions will tend to manifest regarding intellectual
matters: with communications, learning, writing, that sort of thing.

In Hindu astrology, whenever you have two planets in the same sign,
they are conjunct. In Western astrology, in order for planets to be
conjunct, they must be a few degrees apart; generally 3 degrees for the
smaller planets and 7 degrees for the Luminaries. The other planets fall
in between this range.

There is a system where each planet is given a certain orb. You then add
both the orbs together, divide them by 2, and that is the orb of influence
for those two planets. This system will be given later in this chapter.
Nonetheless, we already know that the further apart planets are from 0
degrees orb, the weaker they are.

The closer together the planets are, the stronger is the aspect.

However, the quality of the planetary force is what is important. The
Sun is fire, so if the Sun comes into conjunction with any fire planet, this
will be more harmonious. Thus, if it is between the Sun and Mars,
which is fire, it is not as malefic as most people think.
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If it is in an earth sign, it may give too much, and it may scorch the
earth. If you have Uranus and the Sun, there is a basic problem.

The secret regarding the Sun's conjunctions is, to use a modern word, it
simply empowers. It empowers whatever it touches. If your Venus is
linked to the Sun, the Venus is intensified. In short, the Sun is a
dynamo, and it intensifies everything that it touches. The Sun, like God,
simply gives the nature of a thing, to itself. This simply makes one more
aware of whatever one is. Thus, the mystery here is to move away from
power, and to mystically become powerless. What one needs is less of
oneself, and more of others.

Next, there are no un-aspected planets, everything is aspected. Every
planet is definitely conjunct the house it is in, as well as the sign it is in.
It may not be as strong a conjunction as the Moon conjunct Mars, but it
is a conjunction.

I hear all the time, 'I have this unaspected Saturn. What should I do
with it?' That Saturn is conjunct the house and the sign it is in.
Therefore, treat it as a conjunction to that house, which is probably one
of the most difficult conjunctions one can have.

In most traditions the Moon and Mercury are neutral planets.
Therefore, these planets take on the nature of the planets they are linked
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to — not to the nature of the aspect. This is more true of the conjunction
than any other aspect

Thus, the Moon and Mercury becomes positive if linked up to a positive
planet, even if the aspect is negative.

Thus, the Moon and Mercury becomes negative if linked up to a
negative planet, even if the aspect is positive.

This may seen illogical, until you understand that if the Moon is linked
to Jupiter (a positive planet), the Moon, which moves very fast through
the chart, will carry the positive nature of Jupiter throughout the chart,
or until some other astro force changes the nature of the Moon. For
example, a negative aspect from a negative planet.

We consider Saturn negative or difficult. So if Saturn is conjuncting
either neutral planet, they become negative.

The two basic rules are:

Any conjunction of Saturn is negative.
Any conjunction of Jupiter is positive.
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Now, at this point, the question always arises, 'But, what about the
conjuction of Jupiter and Saturn?' And it's a good question because the
rule breaks down here. The answer lies in whichever planet is stronger
by sign and house. This will determine whether the conjunction is
negative or positive. If they are about both the same, then whichever
planet has the higher degree is the stronger, and wins out.

The next key factor in dealing with conjunctions, is that if two planets
are conjunct, they bring that house into prominence. It doesn't matter if
they are little planets like Venus or Mercury. It is still a power complex,
and has the power of the Sun.

It is not the planetary forces that are being influenced or emphasized in
this case, it is the house that is being emphasized. So in effect, if you
have Mercury conjuncting Venus in the 3rd house, this could, in one
sense, be accurately interpreted as Sun in the 3rd house. The power
symbolically and subconsciously is determined by what we called
earlier, the 'primary' Sun.

We have two other conjunctions to consider, referred to as multiple
conjunctions:

1)

If you have four planets together in one house or one sign, this
makes a very special set of conjunctions. In total, it is called a
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'Stellium.' A Stellium produces a tremendous energy which
generally overrides the rest of the chart, causing the life to be
focused into that house and that sign (in which the Stellium
exists). Even the ego Sun with its ego drive is pushed well into
the background. Thus, if one were a Taurean, but with a Stellium
in Aries, everyone would say that the Taurean really thinks and
acts like an Aries. If you ask that Taurean whether or not he
wants to be a Taurean, he would answer, 'No.' He likes acting
and thinking like an Aries.

Let's assume you have Mercury in 0 degrees Aries, and the Sun
at 6 degrees Aries, and Jupiter at 12 degrees Aries. Many people
would say that this is only two conjunctions: Mercury to the Sun,
and the Sun to Jupiter. But, this is wrong. You need to keep in
mind that:

Two planets conjuncting each other force the other planets to
conjunct each other.

So in this case, you have three conjunctions: Mercury conjunct
the Sun, Mercury conjunct Jupiter, and the Sun conjunct Jupiter.

2)

Regarding conjunctions, there is a very important configuration
called a dolphrey. This occurs when you have a Stellium, a
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group of conjunctions, and they are all trailing the Sun. This is
possibly the most important indicator of great fame. The very
old books declared that people with this configuration were
people of destiny. Translated into modern terms, this person will
be unbelievably important to many, many people. This
configuration has been used for thousands of years. So when
you look at a chart, see if there is a dolphrey in it. If so, that
person will likely be a soul of destiny. Whether the dolphery
extends into two houses or not, it should only exist in one sign.

In astronomy, there is a theory of the creation of the solar system given
by two men, a French mathematician LePlass, and a German
philosopher Kant. They came up with the modern theory of the creation
of the solar system called the LePlass-Kantian theory. It states that
matter was contracting. When the contraction caused great heat, the ball
exploded, spewing out material. As this material cooled it became the
different planets. (If astrologers used such a theory they would be
laughed off the earth.)

First of all, this theory does not try to explain the universe. Second, they
never explained why the ball was shrinking. Third, they never
explained why other sections of the universe are not seen to be
shrinking. Fourth, why if it was a local phenomena, does all the
universe around us seem to be expanding.
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And yet, our Sun is a new Sun. Would not older Suns have exploded
first, causing the expansion to be from some other center, etc? Be it as it
is, this is the great theory that the scientists are still working with.

In astrology there is a similar theory. There is only a Sun. And all the
other things, called planets, are simply harmonics of the Sun. If you hit
a C note on the piano and listen carefully, you will not only hear the C
note, but also a second note (even though only one note was hit).

This note will be a harmonic vibrating to that middle C. With this
concept, Mercury is the second harmonic of the Sun, Venus is the third
harmonic, Saturn is the seventh harmonic of the Sun, etc.

The conjunction in astrology is the most powerful aspect because it is a
solar force. The next most powerful is the square, which is a Martian
force. I should point out that, in general, the squares give more
problems than the conjunctions. A square is two different desires
fighting each other. A conjunction is two different desires moving in the
same direction, most of the time.

Secondly, one needs to understand how much conflict there is between
any conjunctions in a chart and the Sun itself.
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1)

If the Sun is higher in the chart, the Sun will tend to win out
more immediately in this lifetime.

2)

If the Sun is lower than the conjunction, the conjunction will
tend to override the Sun, giving a falsetto, a false personality or
secondary persona, causing the real Sun to be hidden.
Sometimes the ego personality, which is the Sun, literally loses
the Sun personality, and starts believing that it is the persona.
Thus, the secondary personality has now overridden the
primary personality.

3)

If there is a struggle between the Sun and a powerful
conjunction, the one that is more Eastward in the chart will tend
to be the force that the person is more consciously manifesting.
So, if a conjunction were over on the East side of the chart, the
person would more consciously work with that conjunction. If it
were the other way around, and the Sun were on the East side of
a chart, then the Sun would win out, and the person would find
himself using the Sun as a key tool to self-expression.

4)

In a conflict between the Sun and a Stellium, the Stellium almost
always will win out.
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5)

If they are both on the West side, it means that you are running
on automatic from a last life-time. You should always be
consciously aware of where you are, and consciously aware of
what you are doing.

In the Sun-Moon conjunction, that luminary which is higher in the
chart, or closer to the midheaven, will ultimately control that
conjunction. If the Sun is higher, it will control the conjunction. If the
Moon is higher, it will control the conjunction. However, there are some
people who have their Sun in very late degrees of a sign, and their
Moon in very early degrees of the following sign. In this case, the
higher sign overrides the lower sign; the lower degree overrides the
higher degree.

As indicated before, many people believe that, in the long run, the
Moon always wins, because emotionality is the ruler of the earth plane.

In the case of the conjunction of Mercury-Sun, which is very common in
all charts, we are talking in terms of thought force versus willpower, or
communication power versus ego power. That which normally has the
greater potentiality is that planet that is the higher degree. If you have
the Sun at 10 degrees conjunct Mercury at 11 degrees, then Mercury has
the lead, and the mind power will naturally take over and override the
ego power.
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There is another way of looking at this Sun conjunct Mercury. If the
Mercury has a higher degree than the Sun, it is running ahead of the
Sun. It's just like the salesman who is always promising things, and
then gets to the office and wonders how he is going to deliver. If it is the
other way around, and the Sun is ahead of the Mercury, then the ego
drive personality is ahead. This personality does not know how to
promise anything. The communications drive has to catch up with the
ego drive.

It is better to take the word of a person with their Sun ahead of their
Mercury; it is not always wise to take the word of the person who has
the Mercury ahead of the personality, because he may not be able to
deliver. And, of course, the tighter the conjunction, the stronger.

Mercury takes 3 degrees and the Sun takes 7, 9, or 11 degrees,
depending on the school of thought you take.

I always prefer much tighter degrees and use 7 degrees for the Sun.
Everyone tells me it is not wide enough. The rule is, the wider an
aspect, the weaker it is. Thus, when you use a tighter orb, and make a
prediction, the person himself will be able to realize it.
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The SUN CONJUNCT VENUS has a special configuration. There are
some people who consider this favorable. Other people see Venus
conjuncting the Sun as 'combust; which they consider negative.
Combust means that the Sun burns up the positive Venusian qualities.
My observation is that these people are oftimes very lovable, but very
self-centered. And when they do things in a very self-centered way,
there is almost an acceptance of what we would normally not accept
from other people.

Talking to many people who have Venus conjunct Sun, I ask, 'Are you
happy?' I have asked the question many different ways: disguised,
open, direct, and indirect. Their answer is that they are not happy.
Venus as a pleasure symbol, or even a happiness symbol, under the
conjunct to the Sun, has one major fault: the Venus quality just doesn't
last. Nothing in their mind nor life seems to last. Therefore, if they get
into a love relationship and they feel that it is a little difficulty, they pull
away long before it ends. They say they do this so they have only good
memories of the relationship.

With the Sun conjuncting Venus, the Sun is the ego drive and Venus is
the pleasure principle. Thus, the conjunction is (or ought to be) a
blending of the ego drive and that pleasure principle. However, this
conjunction has a special configuration, which more often winds up as a
fight and a struggle between the ego drive (on the one hand), and the
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Allurement Principle, the money principle, or the love principle (on the
other hand).

To determine which will be battling the ego drive, the Sun sign is
always observed first. You should then look at the Ascendant, and then
the Moon sign, to get a better idea of what type of personality the chart
reveals. This personality will show what principle is being amplified by
the Sun. Is this a down to earth money person? A highly emotional love
person? Is this a very dynamic type-A heart attack prone personality?
Or a philosopher, writer personality?

We need to balance the Sun-sign against the Ascendant. We do this by
balancing the Sun-sign element with the element of the Ascendant; by
balancing the quality of the Sun-sign and the quality of the Ascendant.
We do this by balancing the Star of Destiny against the Ruler of the
Chart.

Let's try to simplify this.

First of all, what house is the Sun-Venus conjunction in? This is most
important, for this is where the conjunction is going to vibrate. If it is in
the 2nd house, it will tend to vibrate to money matters. If it is in the 5th
house, it will tend to vibrate to love matters. If this is the case, one
needs to determine what kind of love: sexual love, marriage love,
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children love, etc. If the conjunct is in the 10th house, it will vibrate to
the allurement principle.

Second, now that you have found where the struggle is, you need to ask
whether or not the point of struggle is or is not in conflict with the Sun
sign. Does it conflict with the Sun's concern of its normal ego drive?

Third, does the Ascendant add any new insights into the personality?

Fourth, check the Star of Destiny and the Ruler of the Chart for added
insights into the personality and its key desires.

The SUN/MARS CONJUNCTION is a very powerful force. It is also a
very damaging force. Dr. Freud would have called it a father fixation. I
simply call it an authoritarian fixation. These people are mad at
authoritarian people: bosses, father, older people, wealthier people, or
anybody that symbolizes a slightly higher status. Most of the time they
strike back at these higher authoritarians. However, most of the time
they strike back, like the Aries, totally unconscious of their real intent.
The Aries only become aware when the other people start defending
themselves. Then, the Aries cries out, 'My God, why am I being
attacked? I didn't do anything.' Thus, we are full circle and back to the
power-line and awareness (or unawareness).
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I call the Sun/Mars conjunct the principle of strife rather than the
principle of war. Hopefully, by redefining it, it might be softened a bit.
Nonetheless, it is a war with spouse, with family, with friends, and with
every different group.

Then our ego gets involved. I believe that the most singular effective
technique we can use is to apply a poultice, which draws something
out. In this conjunction, what needs to be drawn-out or removed is:
anger.

Human beings are an angry bunch of earthlings. My Guru used to say
this earth was the insane asylum of the universe, and that 'They' were
dumping all the insane souls onto the earth plane.

I think that the earth is a war-pit. 'They' keep dumping all the angry
souls down into this earth. I learned one thing very early in life, when
women are mad they know they are mad, and they say it: 'I'm mad!' But
when you deal with men, and they are screaming at the top of their
lungs, 'I'm not mad! What makes you think I'm mad!' they don't know
that they are angry. It is important to beware of your anger, if you are
angry. Otherwise, you will bite the wrong person. And this is improper,
and also very unwise.
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Many decades ago I was driving down an expressway through a city.
Suddenly, I saw a dog in the middle lane. He had been hit by a car. I
slammed on the brakes, almost injuring myself. I then pulled off the
road, almost hitting another car. I then got out of the car, and ran into
the expressway, looking this way and that way so as not to be hit by the
cars flying by. At the same time, I was watching the roadway so as not
to trip and be killed. I reached down and picked up the dog and started
running towards the side of the road. I almost made it to the side of the
expressway, when all of a sudden something happened that I could not
believe. This little dog was trying to chew off my arm. I became
indignant and almost threw him down onto the expressway. It took a
few minutes to figure out that this animal who was in pain could not
tell the difference between the car that hit him, and the thing which
picked him up.

That is Mars. People have been hit with something real and they are
biting back. They cannot tell the difference between hitters and helpers.
So, what is the message? Don't pick up a dog that has been hit! If you
do pick up that dog, expect it to bite.

Life is about becoming mature. Innocence is when you run to pick up
the dog, and are surprised when it bites you. Maturity is when you
know that dog is going to bite you, however, you still choose to remove
it from the traffic.
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Now, the SUN-JUPITER CONJUNCTION is quite a bit easier to live
with. The Jupiter is going to be the next Sun of this solar system. This
will happen about two or three million years from now. The present
Sun will burn out, and the red spot of Jupiter will explode and become
our next Sun. This will cause a great realignment of the planets into a
different pattern; disintegrating a few, cremating a few and creating a
few new planets. And we will have a whole new epoch, or period of
astrology, if we can remember what it is and was all about.

The Sun of Fire conjuncting Jupiter of Water, even though antithetical,
is not negative. Here the symbol of position and power of Jupiter links
well with the status of the Sun. There does not seem to be any conflict
with pride and ego.

Most people with Sun/Jupiter are inevitably drawn into the
professional field: doctors, lawyers, bankers, dentists, rabbis, or a
Presbyterian minister, as opposed to a Baptist minister.

This conjunction drives one into the professional area, and almost
always is an indicator of success in life. Over and above this, the person
will be lucky and generally very happy. This aspect normally brings
into one's environment, social position and wealth which seems to come
almost automatically. It doesn't necessarily have to be a conscious drive
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to be famous or wealthy. However, all the people I have talked to state
that wealth is an important thing, and that they knew (or know) that
they would have money.

The SUN CONJUNCT SATURN is a difficult aspect in which the ego
and delay are in conflict. This generally releases a fear factor. Saturn is
the planet of fear; Mars is the planet of pain. Saturn is also insecurity.

This conjunct can be a very difficult aspect. It depends on the signs the
planets inhabit, and whether the Sun is higher or lower.

It would be better to have the Sun higher than the Saturn. It would be
better to have the Jupiter over the Sun. It is better to have the Sun
higher than the Mars. It is better to have the Venus or Mercury higher
than the Sun. It is better to have the Sun higher than the Moon, because
the Sun represents the head, and the Moon therefore represents the
heart.

Now, life has meaning only if the heart gives expression to it. However,
if the head does not rule the heart, then misfortune follows. The Sun
should rule the Moon, however, the Moon always wins out on the earth
plane, and thus, this is why the earth exists in the shape it does.
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This brings us to the SUN-URANUS CONJUNCTION, which
symbolizes total independence, and therefore, revolutionary reactions.

This is the struggle between willpower and the desire to be
independent. This always produces a reactionary personality. The Sun
should be over the Uranus. People that are heavily into politics have a
strong Uranus. If for example, you take all the Presidents of the United
States and just run out their Sun-signs, you will be amazed to find an
unbelievably high percentage of Aquarians.

Uranus for the last two or three decades has been associated with the
new age symbol, with the new age, and the Golden Age of Aquarius,
which people think will be a wonderful time. If you are interested, it
will be a disastrous time. The system of the ages like the Piscean Age,
the Arian Age, the Taurean Age, and the Gemini Age, are all measured
from a fixed point which is Leo, the Leonian Age. This is truly the
Golden Age. Anything that moves away from that fixed golden point,
produces a release of more energy. The further one moves aware from
Leo, the more energy is released, and thus, the more danger that exists.
If Leo is the point of stability, of orderly movement, then the furthest
away one can get from Leo is 180 degrees. This is Aquarius, the age of
revolutionary change, disruptions, etc. It is not a good age. It is the age
of man, mechanical-man, electronic-man. I will leave it at that.
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Next we have the SUN-NEPTUNE CONJUNCTION. I classify Neptune
as an insidious malefic. Many people think of Neptune as the symbol of
spirituality, of the ESP symbol, and of the artist. It is also the symbol of
the addicted personality. Neptune is a very insidious planet in terms of
causing certain diseases, physical and mental. It is insidious because it
is so subtle. By the time you recognize the quicksand, you are in so far,
there is no way out. The harder you pull to get out, the faster you sink
into the quicksand.

There is a higher level vibration of Neptune, but humanoids do not
seem to be able to vibrate to it. They seem to vibrate to the lower level
of Neptune. Everybody seems so concerned about drugs, but, if people
knew the truth about alcoholism or straight booze, they would shift
their warfare. Both need to be removed. However, the only way to win
this war is to change the vibrations of people themselves.

Neptune at the negative level is aberration, daydreaming and
miscommunications. The willpower, the ego, is clear, precise and
organized, and it is a battle with the subjective dreamscape which is
very Neptunian.

Lastly, we have the CONJUNCTION OF THE SUN AND PLUTO. This
is a very special conjunction, as Pluto is the collective unconscious of
people. Pluto in an earthling is the collective unconscious of all
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earthlings. Pluto in an American Indian is the collective unconscious of
all American Indians. So, Pluto by race, religion, creed, nationality, and
sex, manifests the collectiveness of that group.

People who have in their chart a strong Pluto, have a lot of
subconscious energy there. Should I say: hatred, animosity, or
viciousness. All you have to do is find a person with Mercury conjunct
Pluto and watch them. You will see and understand the Pluto
wonderfully. Stick them with a small pin, and you can stand back and
write for three days.

Pluto, on a higher level, is the nobility of the regenerated soul.
Prometheus unbound. But for most people, they only see the lower
energies.
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Prenatal Lunar Conjunctions
RECORDING 11
The next group of conjuctions are abstract astrological conjunctions, but
are very important. They are called: PRE-NATAL CONJUNCTIONS OF
THE MOON.

This is how you find the prenatal conjunction in a chart:

Take a chart, see where the Moon is, and now back the Moon up
clockwise until it hits the first planet. That is the planet that it last
crossed over while you were in the womb. It doesn't matter if the Moon
is 5 signs apart or 5 degrees apart. The prenatal Moon is a vital tool of
tremendous importance, in terms of the Moon picking up the quality of
that planet, and carrying it throughout the chart.

For example, let's say my Sun is 5 degrees Taurus, and the Moon is 4
degrees Gemini. Now, there are no planets in between them. If we back
up the Moon out of Gemini, and pass it through Taurus, pretty soon it
is going to hit the Sun. That means that the Moon last conjuncted the
Sun.

If the Moon last crossed over a favorable Venus, this indicates that you
were an artist; unfavorably you were a lover.
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If the Moon last crossed over Mars, you were definitely a soldier. Over
a poor Mars, you were a thief.

If the Moon last crossed over Jupiter, you were a professional, most
likely a doctor, or priest; negatively aspected, you were a lawyer.

If the Moon last crossed over Saturn, you were confined in prison, or as
a cloistered monk, or hermit. You can get a clearer idea of which one by
delineating by house, sign, and aspect.

If the Moon last crossed over Uranus last, you were an inventor, a
genius, or mentally quite different, depending on the aspects. You
simply were an active revolutionary.

If the Moon last crossed over Neptune, it is hard to say what you were:
a mystic, an alcoholic, a way-out artist, a daydreamer, or perchance a
visionary.

The Moon last over Pluto indicates a very powerful and forceful person
in control of many people. Sometimes it indicates that you worked in a
cultural group: the mafia, the CIA, the OSS, or the KGB. It indicates
people who are unconsciously trying to control people. (Or is it people
who are trying to control people consciously).
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These are the patterns that are more significant in terms of pre-natal
conjunctions and past-life careers.

However, there is more. Whatever the Moon touched last, the Moon
becomes, or carries.

If a chart has a very heavily afflicted Saturn, and the Moon crossed over
it last, then the Moon picks up and carries a lot of the negative Saturn
vibrations. Now, as the Moon sweeps through the chart, it drops that
negative vibration on every planet it touches by aspect, and, also, on
every house cusp it crosses, etc. This is why I stated that if you want to
learn astrology, put your attention on the Moon.

If you have a powerful, wonderful Sun, and the Moon went over it last,
the Moon will carry all this euphoric energy as it makes its rounds
through the chart.

Pay much more attention to your Moon as it makes aspects. Do not just
think, 'This is a Moon.' Rather, think, 'This is a Moon carrying the
planetary force of the last planet it crossed before birth.' Think of it not
as the Moon, but as a rapidly moving planet, carried by the Moon.
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Now, the very first conjunction that the Moon makes is YOUR
CHANGE/IMPROVEMENT POTENTIAL in this lifetime.

I assume you remember that we are talking about conjunctions. The
first conjunction that the Moon makes is called the prenatal conjunction.
Again, if the Moon last crossed over Saturn, the Moon will carry the
Saturn vibration until that Moon makes its next conjunction.

Let's assume that the Moon now crosses over Jupiter. At this time, the
Moon will let go of a great deal of the Saturn vibration, and pick up a
great deal of Jupiter's vibrations. The Moon will now carry the Jupiter
vibration, until it conjuncts the next planet, at which time, it will let go
of most of the Jupiter's vibration, and pick up a great deal of the planet
it has just crossed over.

THE piece of karma that has to be overcome is still the prenatal
conjunction. If it is negative, how do you overcome it? I have already
talked about self-awareness. The next thing that can be done is to
change the food of your childhood! Whatever your childhood food was,
for the first seven years, that food fed the prenatal conjunction (even if it
lasted only a short time). Change to a very different diet Get away from
your childhood food, because food is the Moon. It is not a symbolical
thing. It is an actual thing.
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Now, after the prenatal Moon that is an emotional factor, you have the
prenatal Mercury. Then you have the prenatal Venus, the prenatal Sun,
and finally, the prenatal Mars.

If you want to get a deeper insight into understanding a person
intellectually, you turn to and study the prenatal Mercury, i.e., the last
planet that Mercury crossed over. If the Mercury last crossed over the
Sun, it simply means you were a dynamic communicator, whether as a
salesman, or as an educator.

Now, the very first conjunction that Mercury makes after birth is your

communicative potential in this lifetime.

To finalize: Look at your Star of Destiny and your Ruler of the Chart.
What planet did each last cross over? What will be the very first
conjunction they make in this lifetime? It is very important that they
crossed over a benefic, and that they form a positive first conjunction.

If either crossed over a malefic, prenatally, and the very first
conjunction in this lifetime is also with a malefic, it can very easily
overcome or neutralize the trines and sextiles to your Star or Ruler.

The emotional disposition: prenatal Moon.
The intellectual quality: prenatal Mercury.
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The feeling quality: prenatal Venus.

These three in terms of what they crossed over last, and what they will
first conjunct, is your past-life limitation, and this life's potential.

****

A conjuction is an aspect of two or more planets in the same degree of a
sign. The conjunction is a solar force and power to both planets, thus
giving prominence to the sign and house it is in.

An orb of 7 degrees is given for the larger planets and luminaries,
whereas only 3 degrees are given for the smaller planets. The closer the
conjunction is to the same degree, the more powerful is the aspect.

Many astrologers give the conjunction a 10 to 15 degree orb. I feel that
this is very wide. Although you can still see the aspect work, it is very
weak. This is called PLATIC.

Platic means that the aspect lacks strength. The opposite of PLATIC is
PARTILE. Partile is when the planets involved are in the very same
degree and minutes of longitude. A partile aspect is very, very strong.
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A conjunction is harmonious or inharmonious, depending upon the
nature of the planets. The inharmonious planets cause the conjunction
to be inharmonious; the harmonious planets cause the conjunction to be
harmonious. The Moon and Mercury are neutral. Therefore, the other
planet determines the harmony or disharmony of the conjunction.

These are the degrees of orb for the planets:

SUN = 7 degrees
MOON = 7 degrees
JUPITER = 7 degrees
SATURN = 7 degrees

URANUS = 5 degrees
NEPTURE = 5 degrees

PLUTO = 3 degrees
MERCURY = 3 degrees
VENUS = 3 degrees
MARS = 3 degrees

Now, take the two planets involved, add their numbers together, and
divide by 2. This gives the realistic orb of influence.
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For example, the Sun conjunct Mercury is 7 + 3 = 10. Divide by 2 and
this gives you a 5 degree orb.

Again, Sun conjunct Saturn is 7 + 7 = 14. Divide by 2 which gives you a
7 degree orb.

Beyond this, the aspect becomes platic (weak), but still noticeable. The
smaller the orb, the stronger becomes the aspect.

REMEMBER, THE CLOSER THE ORB IS TO PARTILE, THE
STRONGER IT BECOMES.

When two or more planets cluster into a conjunction in a given house or
sign, it is just like having a second Sun in the chart. This might be
powerfully

favorable,

or

very

negative,

depending

upon

the

relationship of the real Sun to the conjunction.

When there are a series of four or more planets in a single house or sign,

the power base is found by finding the mid-point of all these planets.
Just add the degrees of the lowest degree planet, to the degrees of the
highest degree planet, and divide by 2. This will give THE MID-POINT
(M.P.).
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For example, take Mercury in 3 degrees Aries, the Sun in 7 degrees
Aries, the Moon in 11 degrees Aries, with Mars in 17 degrees Aries.
Now, the lowest degree is 3, and the highest degree is 17. Added
together this gives you 20. Divide by 2. This gives an M.P. of 10 degrees.

Now, this is the most sensitive point in Aries, and most likely in the
whole chart. Ten degrees Libra (Aries' opposite sign) is also very
sensitive. You will note that the Moon is at 1 degree from the M.P. This
makes the Moon very strong indeed. Perchance it will override that
planet which is generally strongest: the planet leading the conjunction
(the Stellium); that planet with the highest degree.

A planet within 5 to 8-1/2 degrees of the Sun is said to be combust.This
means that the power of the other planet is greatly weakened.

However, one exception is that of Mars. Most astrologers seem to feel
that the combust of Mars is always strengthening. Again, when a planet
is within 30 minutes to 17 minutes, it is said to be 'Cazim': strengthened.

Here is a general pattern of the conjunctions to the Sun:

The SUN-MOON equals the ego or the will fighting the emotions. Thus,
this often results in emotional and/or physical debilitation (especially
in women).
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The SUN-MERCURY equals ego or the will fighting with the thoughtpatterns, and produces a loss of objectivity.

The SUN-VENUS equals the ego or the will fighting the pleasure factor,
often resulting in that soul becoming more in love with himself than
with another. Generally, that soul only finds pleasure when furthering
his own desires and ends.

The SUN-MARS equals ego or will fighting anger and temperament.
Thus, the ego becomes too self-centered and too forceful.

The SUN-JUPITER equals the ego and the will fighting with the pride
element. This results in striving to become a professional (anything).

The SUN-SATURN equals ego fighting with fear, and also the status
drive. This results in attempting to control others, as well as to change
things which one fears.

The SUN-URANUS equals the ego or will fighting with the
independence factor. This revolutionary force produces a 'new age'
thinker, or a politician that will make a difference in this world.
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The SUN-NEPTUNE equals the ego or the will fighting with the daydreaming, or visionary force. This results in a creative person . . . or a
flaky personality.

The SUN-PLUTO equals the ego or the will fighting with the
unconscious power-drive. This will result in a power struggle with
people. It has more to do with ego being right, than with the concept of
being correct.

A PLANET CONJUNCT AN ANGLE definitely falls into the category
of a conjunction, as is any planet forming a conjunction to a house cusp.
A planet on an angle is three times stronger than a planet on a house
cusp. A planet on a house cusp is three times stronger than a planet in
the middle of a house.

Finally, when a horoscope does not have any conjunctions whatsoever,
it indicates:

1)

A soul that does not have a power drive.

2)

A soul that wishes to work alone.

3)

A soul that is not a team player.

4)

A soul that best works alone.
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There are just two more conjunctions that we need to talk about.

The first is the very important concept of the Karmic Eclipse: the
prenatal Solar Eclipse. How does one calculate a Karmic Eclipse? If you
were born on June 4, 1960, look into the ephemeris on your birthday.
Then back up, looking for the last Solar Eclipse before your birthday.
Just keep turning the pages until you find the first Solar Eclipse before
your birthday. I don't care how many pages (months) you have to turn.
Locate it. Remember: a Karmic Eclipse does not have to be negative.

If you were born in June, just turn the pages backwards to the previous
month: May. If there is no eclipse in this month of May, go to the month
of April. Just keep going backwards until you find an eclipse of the Sun.
Now, take that eclipse and mark it into the horoscope. Its symbol is a
conjunction, with the circle blackened.

That is the Karmic Eclipse. That is one of the most intense pieces of
karma dealing with your personality.
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Now, watch the transits and the progression to it. Also, it is vital that
you progress it, at 1 degree per year (in my opinion). There are those
astrologers who also suggest that we regress it 1 degree per year.

Where it makes aspects by progression, particularly by conjunction, it
reveals KARMIC YEARS. If it conjuncts Saturn, it reveals a karmic
Saturn year, and has the nature of Saturn.

The conjunctions reveal vital karmic years, and if it hits Saturn, you can
call it a negative karmic year, if Jupiter, it is positive; if the Sun, it is
positive; most of them are positive. It will function most powerfully,
approximately four months on either side of the exact conjunction.

Sometimes the Karmic Eclipse is a total eclipse, sometimes it is a partial
eclipse, sometimes it is only a shadow eclipse. These are from the
strongest to the weakest.

The Karmic Eclipse, like all eclipses, lasts a longer or short period of
time. The longer lasting the eclipse, the more intense or powerful it is.
Also, the closer the Karmic Eclipse is to your birthday, the stronger it is.
The closest it can be is on your birthday. The further away the Karmic
Eclipse is from your birthday, the weaker it is. A Karmic Eclipse often
has to do with problems you still need to learn. They have to do with
attitudes towards father and authority figures. Therefore, it does give
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deeper insights into your karmic relationship with your father, and his
karmic relationship to you.

Mentally, look at your father and ask, 'What can't I stand about him? In
what ways don't I want to become like him.' This is probably what the
Karmic Eclipse needs to deal with. And if you answer, 'Nothing,’ then
there is a marvelous piece of karma that you are too blind to see,
because there are no perfect human beings.

And I remember when I came back from the war with my intense
memories of blood-drenched people, and of trying to heal them with
just band-aids and bandages. These aren't much help for hands and
arms that are blown off. I came home and it was the first time my father
ever talked to me first. He looked at me and he said, 'Well, what do you
think of shoot-em up, bang, bang now?' (You know how kids were
always playing 'guns'). Well, there may be no perfect human beings, but
there is sure a great deal more depth in people than we think

The last major division has to do with the LUNAR KARMIC ECLIPSE.
You find it the same way you find the (solar) Karmic Eclipse. Open the
ephemeris to your birthday, and back up until you find a Moon eclipse.
The same rules of strength or weakness are in effect as with the solar
eclipse. Closer is stronger; further is weaker. If it's a full eclipse, it is
stronger, a partial eclipse is weaker.
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Some people say you should progress it 1 degree per month. Others say
it should be progressed according to the speed of that Moon at the time
of the eclipse.

Now that you have the Lunar Karmic Eclipse, you can see more of the
deeper relationship between you and your mother.

The Lunar Karmic Eclipse is yours! However, it is coming across as
your mother's. The Karmic Eclipse is yours, but is coming across as
your father's. In short, it is group (family) karma, running on a chain. It
is your responsibility to break it, so that it will not be passed on down
to others.

If you don't want to use mother and father, just ask yourself, what is the
worst trait that the female has. Then ask, what is the worst trait that the
male has. These two questions can be very revealing. The Moon
symbolizes a cellular memory from the mother's side. The Sun
symbolizes a mind memory from the father's side.

We learn by emotional input, not by verbal input. But everybody is
verbally telling us what to do and what not to do. Obviously, it isn't
working. Why? Because the person telling us we can or can't do
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something, is doing exactly what they say we should not do. We learn
by emotional input, not by verbal input.

I hope that you will study the conjunctions in your chart, and also in the
charts of your mother and father. The Karmic Eclipse reveals to you
your attitude towards authority.

When in China, I saw a Chinese martial arts class. The master had his
disciples charge at him with swords and spears. Now, he was taking his
little finger and just knocking them over, so effortlessly, that I looked
amazed. He came up to me and said, 'I see that I have made it look so
easy that you think the disciples are just falling down.'

I answered, 'Yes.'

He asked me, 'Would you like to try?' as he gave me a sword.

I said, 'Yes, I would like to try.' I got way, way back, and started
running towards him with all my might, until I got about three feet
from him. I then stopped and walked very slowly towards him. He
started laughing and he said, 'I see you understand!'

'Yes; I replied with a little pride. And then he stared at me, and I fell to
the ground.
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He then responded, 'I see, you don't understand everything.'

I laughed . . .

Shanti.
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How to Become a Practicing Astrologer
Self-evaluation Test #2
1.

What does the so-called hard aspect mean?

_________________________________________________________

2.

An opposition means what in a chart?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

3.

What does an opposition in Cardinality mean?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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4.

Define a square:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

5.

How does one handle a square effectively?

_________________________________________________________

6.

How many desires does a square state that one has?

_________________________________________________________

7.

Describe the causal and reactive planets in a square.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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8.

Having a conjunction in a chart is like having a second
___________ in the chart.

9.

How does one delineate a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in
the chart?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

10.

Explain a stellium:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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11.

What is the very first conjunction that natal Mercury makes after
birth called?

_________________________________________________________

12.

A horoscope with no conjunction indicates what?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

13.

The Karmic Eclipse indicates deeper insights into one's
relationship with whom?

_________________________________________________________

14.

The Lunar Karmic Eclipse symbolizes a cellular memory from
whose side of the family?

_________________________________________________________
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11. Retrograde Planets and Station Points
RECORDINGS 14, 15 AND 16

Drafted Notes of the Recordings/Preliminary General Astrological
Questions and Answers

QUESTION:
How do you interpret a planet, for example the Moon?

ANSWER:
Does that mean general public, does that mean a woman, does that
mean mother, does that mean change?

One approach that is really quite effective, and some people call it
gunshotting, I call it leveling, is like level 1 and level 2 and level 3.

Let's suppose that we are dealing with the Moon. From a sociological
point, the Moon under this condition, assuming that the Moon is
afflicted, is to beware of women, including mother, sister, daughter,
children.
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On a psychological level, it is a question of a change of attitude and
therefore that you are going to make a change in your head. The change
comes in your head first, not always, but 90% of the time. So then you
read it as a psychological pattern of this and it means a restlessness of
spirit, in the spirit, and a desire or a tendency to move or to make a
change.

Physiologically, you could say that the Moon afflicted means some
diseases of cellular systems, because the Moon has a lot to do with
cellular tissue, the systemic processes, the various systems of your
body. A certain type of afflicted Moon would indicate skin cancer. A
certain Moor/Jupiter affliction would mean edema of the body or of the
flesh.

So you can level it down into about four levels. Once you have
indicated these levels to the person, if they are a Virgo they may love
you. If they are a Taurean they may hate you and want to know just
which one it is going to be.

That is when you have to go back and ask what type of person this is. Is
this a mind person like a philosopher sitting in a cave? What is this
person's life like, according to his chart, and what is the most probable
event?
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Rarely in life does an event become single-folded, single leveled.
Almost all aspects are multi-leveled where it affects our head, our
sociological conditions, our psychological and biological conditions.

Secondly, by remembering the 1-2-3 principle. Ask what else is
happening within a month of this aspect? What major transits are
occurring at this time? What has occurred? What will be occurring?
And then try to get the 1-2-3 principle to get an overall patterning. It is
really not that difficult because it will tend to be a 1-2-3 principle
happening on anything that is really significant. Rarely is it isolated.

I just finished reading a chart for a person with six major aspects in May
of next year. The first is May 5th and the last is May 28th. Six major
aspects: Progressed Venus, Progressed Venus, Transiting Saturn,
Transiting Uranus, Transiting Pluto, and a Lunation. That is not just the
1-2-3 principle. That is a 1-2-3-4-5-6 principle.

So you know that May, with a month on either side, is going to bring
certain aspects. You must then determine which force is the strongest
by the process of elimination: By understanding the chart as to which
house is the most active. By what is going on with it. By what has just
happened.
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The fourth principle is the principle of confirmation. You are looking
for one or two or three principles, aspects, or transits, or lunations, or
Station Points that are confirming what you believe will happen.

In my opinion there is nothing wrong with shotgunning. This is when
an astrologer says, watch out for this and this and this. Like on the
afflicted Moon that you are asking about. I would advise you on April
10th when this aspect is pretty strong, a couple of weeks on either side,
to be careful of dealing with all women: mother, sister, girlfriend,
mother-in-law. And when you get enough people involved, that is
really all people.

So this is really not a good time for making a change. Watch your
attitude in dealing with people as well as women so you don't make a
bad decision in making a change that you made because of emotional
reasons rather than solid reasons. That is really shotgunning as opposed
to saying that women will give you trouble, or the general public will
give you trouble, or you are going to move, which is laying out the
three things.

So try to tie them together to see, because nothing is isolated by itself.
People who make radical moves make radical moves because the Moon
is in a radical place — Moon squared. People's minds are usually in a
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bad place because they are having trouble with women or the general
public. So you try to tie them together.

Shelly would say that the best way to learn a chart is to start reading.
Remember, the important factor is the factor of: read charts, read charts,
read charts. It is the best way in trying to get feedback

QUESTION:
The Contra-Parallel is like when the Sun is at 3 degrees North and the
Moon is 3 degrees South. The Contra-Parallel means one is North and
one is South We talk about this aspect being an effective opposition.

(The student) feels that the Parallel of Declinations, whether we talk
about a Contra or a Parallel, that it would react the same. There are
many astrologers, and good ones, who feel that this is true. I have
found that the Contra-Parallel tends to have a very subtle oppositional
energy, whereas the Parallel of Declination, whether it is North or
South, seems to have a more cohesive punch to it like a conjunction —
and they are very subtle. So I say that, 'It acts like an opposition,’ — it
can be a little misleading.

As many of you know, when you have a longitudinal aspect, a square, a
conjunction, particularly a conjunction or an opposition, longitudinally,
quite frequently, almost always I say, you will find that those planets
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which are in conjunction or opposition longitudinally are also in
conjunction or opposition by declination.

When this is true, and we are using the example of the Moon 3 degrees
and the Sun 3 degrees, they are Contra- Parallel.

Let's assume by longitude that you have a Full Moon, the Sun is
opposed the Moon. I ignore the Parallel of Declination, the
Contra-Parallel, and double the force of the opposition of the Moon —
meaning the intensity and the duration of it. And then you have the
other case where you may have a planet that is in aspect but not in
conjunction or opposition, and also have it in Parallel of Declination.

If you take two natal charts, one chart has the Sun/Moon in opposition
natally, longitudinally, opposition by longitude. And then let's say you
have a similar chart with Sun/Moon Contra-Parallel. The question is,
would you treat them the same? No. To me the one that is stronger by
far is the Contra-Parallel, by intensity and duration. The further out that
you go — the slower moving planets — the more important in intensity
and in time of duration are the Contra-Parallel, or Parallel of
Declination.

So if you had one or the other, I would treat them the same except that
the Contra-Parallel or Parallel of Declination has more intensity and
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longer duration. And you will usually find that when you have one,
you have the other, and it just triples it

Occasionally, you will have planets conjunct longitudinally, and an
oppositional Contra-Parallel, and then you have to decide what to do. I
usually find the conjunction more real. And I would take the
longitudinal conjunction and simply indicate that it has some ripping
apart, some oppositional forces in it, even though it looks like it is
boring a hole — like you bore a hole and on the other end it rips out a
hole, it is not smooth. Like a bullet going through smooth, going in and
it rips going out. Going in a hole 1/2 inch and going out a hole 4 inches
— a ripping effect.

QUESTION:
When looking for a dynamic focus in a chart and trying to decide
between the two planets involved — say one of the planets is the Star of
Destiny or the other the Ruler of the Chart.

ANSWER:
Yes, if you are trying to find a focal point, if it is the Star of Destiny, give
it a point. If it is the Ruler of the Chart, give it a point. If it is high in the
chart, give it a point. Accidentally debilitated, give it another point or
take a point away. Anything you can think of, house cusp, give it
another point. Lost in the interception, take a point away.
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And it is rare that they come out that even. Occasionally, they do. I
think professionally that you have to think differently than you do as an
amateur. What you are trying to do is to convey the maximum amount
of information in the minimum amount of time. Usually, historically,
one hour to an hour and a half. Most try to keep it within that hour.

When you are talking professionally, you are talking about trying to
make a livelihood from it. It is like someone becoming a masseuse. And
they massage the person's back, and eight hours later they are still
massaging the back. They're going to starve to death. And I don't know
if they are really doing any good for the person, trying to get the spinal
alignment, and overdoing it. You can injure the muscles.

The same is true of astrology. If you talk to a person too much about a
bad aspect you can do more harm than good. What you are looking for
is the maximum of data in the minimum amount of time.

Historically, most people read for one hour, so if you read for 15
minutes you are in trouble, even if you told them three things that came
true. Because they will still feel that they got cheated, because they
would want another 45 minutes with three things that came true for
each 15 minutes.
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So you do have a realism, a competitiveness, that you have to pay
attention to. Most of us have to determine what is most significant. We
can't put everything in, and though some people call it sloppy, I don't
think that it is sloppy when you know that you may be ignoring a
couple of minor transits of Mars, Venus, or Mercury, or even sometimes
Jupiter. Because there may be some Lunation that may be far more
important.

And so you must choose as to what is most significant by your wisdom
and insight. Which means that when you look at the chart and you see
what is there, you have to weigh all these things in the limited period of
time and choose which ones you think are the most significant and
important. Then the person comes and sits down and you may get an
entirely different attitude about who this person is.

Again, I say, play a game. I think it is important. You got the chart and
before you see the person try to see not what they will look like, but
how they will respond. Will they be aggressive, assertive, chewing their
finger nails, saying, 'Tell me what it is, tell me what it is.' And you'll
wonder whether this chart belongs to that person. A couple of times it
won't.

But sometimes they insist that it is them. And the chart says it is not.
You must adjust to their fears, their momentary transits, their pieces of
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karma that they are holding onto from the past. Then you have to
evaluate what they need and what will do them the most good in a
realistic period of time.

I have definitely run close to two hours in some readings and I try not
to. I feel that if it cannot be said in an hour and a half then there is
something professionally that I am doing wrong. I'm getting
emotionally involved and that does not help, because you are trying to
get them away from the emotional and trying to give them insights as
how to balance out what is happening.
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Introduction to Retrograde Planets
I would like to talk to you about retrograde planets.

You have two types of retrograde planets: transits that are retrogrades,
and natal and progressed planets. What you want to look for in a chart
is what I call Rhythm or The 3-fold Principle. Good and bad things
happen in three's (three on a match and this sort of thing).

The planets sweep forward, moving through a sector of a chart. All the
planets, except the luminaries, stand still. This is called the Station
Point. The planet backs up and sweeps up through the same section of
the chart. It stands still again, called the Station Point. And that planet
drives forward, covering the same sector of the chart for the third time.
It forms a big S, a serpentine.

This section of the chart is the rhythm or the cycle or the 3-fold
principle. It is what exists in that segment of the chart that is most
important. The most important factors of the chart are the transits; in
my opinion, they are not the progressed aspects. And I rarely go against
the system. Most modern astrologers are what I call Aspectual
Astrologers. They look at the major aspects and they try to predict your
chart from it. I think that they make lots of mistakes. And I think that is
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one of the reasons that they are predictively bad astrologers. They can
be very good at personality delineation and so forth, however.

The whole chart in my opinion is controlled by this 3-fold segment: the
Pluto goes through Libra and it swings back and forth and back and
forth and back and forth, that area of swinging at least 3 points, and
obviously the square to that point, the opposition to that point, the
sextile to that point, that is what is happening. Because the planet, like
Pluto in opposition, may form an opposition to, say the Sun, three
times, covering a large space or period, sometimes lasting 18 months.

When we say the aspect is here and will last a month, or it is here, and
will last another month, and way over here for 18 months, and it will go
again for a month. That is foolishness. That whole 18 months is a
transiting Pluto oppositioning the Sun, whatever that means.

In a natal chart many people are born with no retrograde planets and
some are born with an enormous amount. Seven was the most that I
have ever seen. That is a lot, because you have 10 minus 2 = 8, so that is
a difficult chart.

The more retrograde planets that you have natally, the more
unfortunate that person is. It seems that the good aspects just aren't that
good and the bad aspects are lulus.
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One way of looking at a chart is this: Let's say a person has a retrograde
Saturn. What you can do is to back up into the ephemeris to when that
Saturn went retrograde. That may be 50 years ago. And you can move
forward and it can be 40-50 years in the future. By finding the point of
retrograde and progression to where the planet is, you can have a life
span of sometimes 2-300 years, sometimes for 600 years. This gives you
a clear indicator, karmically, of the cycle that the individual is in.

Let's assume that the person is born with Pluto retrograde in the natal
chart. You then find that in the ephemeris, backing up from the
birthday, that Pluto has been retrograde for 10 months. That
immediately tells you that from a past life-time experience (10 X 30 =
300 years), the person was on earth 300 years ago, and the Plutonian
factor was accumulated 300 years ago.

This is a very important individual singular statement for what I call
expanding your horizons of awareness.

Suppose that you go forward and find that the Pluto goes direct in two
months (2 X 30 = 60 years) into the future. That person will resolve a
problem that was started 300 years ago.
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So you can build a series of parameters. The more retrograde
parameters that you have, the more that you can build what I call 'a
funnel' that comes down. You start with the smallest to the largest of
planets, like Mercury which is usually only 21 years at maximum.

We are using a day for a year, and this gives you parameters for
lifetimes of learning. Lifetimes of periods of karma. They are fairly
stable. What is not that important is how many total years. The
relationship of years behind you as opposed to the years in front of you.

Suppose the person started 300 years ago with Pluto retrograding. Let's
assume that he has two months in front (60 years in front). He now has
two important factors, a 300 and a 60. Dividing one into the other, it
gives the karmic intensity factor.

What you want is the majority of the karma to be in front of you. If the
piece of karma started 60 years ago in a past-life, or past experience, it
has 300 years to go. We consider this very favorable, mystically, because
it just started and now you are aware of it. You can do a great deal to
accomplish it. It still will give you approximately 300 years before you
get tested, if I can use a bad spiritual word.

So you have a lot of awareness. You caught it at the beginning, so there
is no problem, as opposed to someone who has it 300 years ago. Now it
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is going to manifest 30 years into the future. The person is now 70 years
old. This means he is toward the end of his life. It doesn't matter
whether it does or doesn't. The point is he has a 300-year old habit that
he is now becoming aware of. He is building up a tremendous
accumulation of unconscious patternings. And now he has to try to
break it in 30 years. That becomes very vital. You can divide one into
the other and get a Difficulty Factor.

The symbol of the planet going direct, in mystical terms, is when you
will be required to see if you have learned the lesson or not. It has
nothing to do with punishment.

ANSWER TO QUESTION:
I am reading a chart of a Scorpio. There are two things I would say. This
is called an occult reading, not a natal reading:

Your Star of Destiny is retrograde. That is not good. It means that you
are being primarily confined and restricted. It also means that your
head is too concerned with organizations, cultures, religions,
philosophies, and creeds, and is not linked to the one-to-one
relationship between you and your Divine Maker, or you and Life itself.
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You are too concerned, and are using other people as an excuse. This
pattern of escapism, for you as a Plutonian retrograde birth star of
destiny factor, occurred 285 years ago, and you have been living with
this factor for a long time. It is obvious to me from the chart and from
talking to you that you are totally unaware of this problem.

As I look at your life, you have 90 years before this factor will manifest.
You are 54 now and unless science moves along, it will not manifest in
this lifetime. So it will manifest in the next lifetime. You really need to
work very, very hard on trying to overcome the patterns of the past.
Keep turning into yourself and build a primary relationship of taking
care of yourself. This does not mean being selfish, but disciplining
yourself. Quit disciplining the world.

Go back to the self and polishing the self. Become a good doctor and
heal yourself before you try healing the world. They may say, 'Is this
serious?'

And I say, ‘I think that it is, because you have been living with it, from a
more mystical astrology standpoint, for 300 years. That means that you
have had many, many lifetimes to deal with it, and it is probably set in
your mind.’
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Sometimes in another person's case, they may be well aware that it does
exist and as soon as you stop talking about it or approaching it, they
will say, 'Don't tell me about my over attention to other people as an
escapism from my responsibilities to be an artist, spiritual or creatively.
I know all about that.' And they do. You can tell by the way that they
talk. And you can say, 'Don't worry about that in this lifetime, it will be
in the next lifetime, the Bardo or the earth plane. What I think you can
do is this, or this.' And that will depend on the Sun-sign and total
configuration.

QUESTION:
What if you have a Mercury retrograde direct and you become 35 years
old, and it goes retrograde?

ANSWER:
What it means is that you have now come to the true learning point. It
is direct. Everything is going fine and this retrograde is a sweeping new
cycle which will determine how you will handle the accumulation of all
the past karma in that planet. The test is being set up, like you go to
school. When you get out of school, you know that they are going to
give you an SAT test. That is there at the end of the trail.

You have a straight planet and then it goes retrograde in your lifetime.
That is the beginning of the setting up of the experience. All the factors
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are being set up and you will suffer with that and learn from it. And
when it goes direct you will see if you have learned from it.

The same thing if you are born with a retrograde planet, and at 30 years
old it goes direct. Now you are going to be tested in this lifetime, and in
the past lifetime, to see if you have mastered that lesson, to see what it
was all about. To see if you have digested and assimilated it. Made it
part of your language or repertoire.

ANSWER TO QUESTION:
A planet that goes retrograde the date of the birth is the most significant
factor in the chart. It means that this lifetime, independent of the Sun
and Moon, which is a 7-fold incarnational pattern, indicates a massive,
massive learning cycle. Mystically, all of your efforts have to be directed
to overcome that planet.

The value of the tremendous ecstasy of being a parent that knows
astrology is that you can see that your child has a planet which has
gone retrograde at birthdate. This means that you can raise that child
and train that child with no trouble at all.

It is like having an Aquarian child. Get them to love. It may be painful
and hard for you, but if you can get them to love when they grow up,
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people will say, 'Aw, you are not an Aquarian, you are too loving, kind
and . . .' which means they are overcoming the aspect.

Remember, the planets are there to be changed. They can be changed.
They are not there to say, 'this is what must be.' That is fatalism.
Astrology is not fatalistic. It is destiny-oriented, like pouring concrete.
Any positional change is gelling for better or worse.
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Delineation of the Retrograde Planets
We have already said that a planet that is retrograde cannot easily
manifest its qualities. It cannot easily manifest its positive qualities. For
example, Saturn is neither good nor bad, it is a foundational stone and a
blessing, a crystalizing force. Therefore, Saturn trine Jupiter is one of the
greatest things that you can find in the chart of someone who is going
to get wealthy and remain wealthy, or get successful and stay
successful.

Saturn retrograde means that the crystalizing and stabilizing force can
now be very destructive. It CAN BE, not MUST BE. So, Saturn
opposition or trining something does not have the power to bring out
the positive. It often has the power to bring out a lot of negative forces.

Let's suppose that a person has Saturn trine Jupiter. This would indicate
that relatively easily and relatively rapidly, someone would accumulate
power or wealth, and once obtained never, never lose it. If a person had
Saturn retrograde trining Jupiter, definitely they will become wealthy
and definitely they will keep the wealth, but they will have to work 10
times harder to get it and 200 times harder to keep it. And with any
laziness they lose it. They have a price to pay and that is Saturn
retrograde. Getting it and holding onto it takes a lot of effort.
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The simplest way of looking at a retrograde planet in a natal chart, is
that the retrograde planet is UNFINISHED BUSINESS. I believe, and I
don't think that it takes much understanding, that Astrology,
independent of reincarnation, is meaningless.

There are many Christian Astrologers, there are many Jewish
Astrologers that believe in Astrology, but theologically and emotionally
are incapable of believing in reincarnation. And so their interpretation
of a retrograde planet is quite different from mine, which happens to
believe or know in reincarnation.

Independent of this, and I think it is very important with retrograde
planets, there are two other ways of looking at it.

1)

A retrograde planet can be looked upon as unfinished business,
but what does that mean? It means two or three things. It is an
attitude that I have, or an attitude that I don't have — so I call
the first phase an attitude.

2)

The second, different from an attitude, is a desire, an unfinished
desire. Those are quite distinctively different, I believe, and
again you can get into very simple philosophy that says if the
planet is in the first 15 degrees it is an attitude, and if it is in the
second 15 degrees it is a desire.
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I said there were two ways of looking at a retrograde planet. The other
way is unresolved somethingnesses, unresolved problems. The words
that I would use are unresolved, unfulfilled, and unclear.

Now the unresolved usually implies some vagueness or noncrystalization. You can confirm this by looking at the 3rd house and by
looking at Neptune, sometimes by looking at Saturn. But I would say
the 3rd house, Mercury and Neptune, to get an idea of what the
unresolved conflict is. Unresolved conflicts exist primarily in the 12th
house, 4th house, and the 8th house, but primarily 12th house
conditions.

Let me say what I have said in an entirely different way to crystalize
retrograde planets. Retrograde planets in a house show clearly things
that are happening behind the scenes. When a person has a retrograde
planet in the 8th house, you may never see it, the spouse may never see
it, the person himself may never see it, but there is a lot of subconscious
activity

going

on

regarding

money management

and

money

manipulation, usually the spouses.

A retrograde planet is unconscious, or semi conscious, and it is very
hard to see what is happening. It is not a conscious volition. That is
what we mean by being karmic. It is automatic and it is not obvious.
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You look at the person with the retrogrades and you may never figure
him out, he may never figure himself out.

I think that a retrograde planet contains the most amount, the clearest
indicator of potential abilities. The key word is potential.

If a person has a retrograde Saturn, that person is potentially a
millionaire. Because that person has so much Saturnian energy, if he
can only get it out.

In other words, a person with a Retrograde Mercury is potentially a
tremendous writer, orator, teacher, if he can get past that Mercury.

A person who has a retrograde Uranus is potentially a super wonderful
person for Kaivalya, Moksha, Liberation or God-Consciousness, or
freedom, even if you just talk freedom from all of the problems of this
world, because Uranus is an awakening freedom symbol.

It doesn't mean that they are free, it doesn't mean that they are a genius
in communicating, it doesn't mean that they are a millionaire, it means
that that is where the greatest potentiality is.

So if someone says to you, where is my greatest potentiality, you have
to ask, potentially or actually? subconsciously or consciously? If he is
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talking his whole being, find the worst retrograde planet and that is his
greatest potential energy.

The Sun and the Moon are never retrograde.

Mercury Retrograde:
The first planet and the most frequently changed planet in the
horoscope is Mercury, obviously the fastest moving planet. It changes
three or four times a year.

Now remember, all things are thrice compounded. With every planet try
to get a threefold nature. For example, Mercury deals with the thinking,
the speaking, and traveling. There are three levels of consciousness.
Depending on the house, sign and aspect, we are supposed to be able to
figure out whether that planet is dealing with the head, the tongue, or
the car.

What does a retrograde Mercury mean in a natal chart? One of the first
things that it means is that the person is a deliberate thinker. A
retrograde Mercury is equivalent to Capricorn. Capricorn people are
very deliberate people.
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Do not make the mistake of thinking, 'Oh, this person has a retrograde
Mercury, he can't think.' Mercury retrograde means deliberate. Now it
is quite obvious that the person can be so deliberate in his thinking that
he has to think slower, and so we say a retrograde Mercury is bad for
communications. It may be bad in communicating, but that is not the
primary reason. The primary reason is deliberate thinking. It is
equivalent to the person who takes a puff of the cigarette before he
answers.

It is almost impossible to get a person with a retrograde Mercury in
their chart to say 'Yeah,’ right away. It relates to one of the famous
expressions, 'I will go home and think on it, sleep on it.'
Decision-making doesn't come easy and it doesn't come fast.

We are jumping here a bit from the natal chart to the transits. When
Mercury by transit is retrograding, it means two or three things. It
means normally that communications between people is impossible.

It means that transportation, cars, buses etc. are not easy to travel, as a
rule.

Thirdly, and most important, promises that people say they will do are
delayed. Once you get involved with a retrograde Mercury nothing
really happens until it goes direct. If this thing is delivered say a week
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from now, it will probably take another week to work the bugs out of it,
and then when the Mercury goes direct then you will get the benefit out
of it.

Anytime Mercury is retrograde, transiting particularly, about half way
through, almost everybody decides they are going to make a change.
Then when it goes direct, they will not like their change. I call it 'the
drunken patterning,’ because as long as you are in a retrograde
patterning, the change that you made you will like. But you spend most
of your life in an 'undrunk stage.' So try not to make a Mercury change,
business or personal, because 10 days later you won't like it, and you'll
want to change, wasting time and money, etc.

More specifically, with the retrograde Mercury, the telephones slow
down, the mail doesn't arrive, there are misprints, billing errors,
shipments are late, that sort of things. Another thing is failure of
negotiations.

Summary: A retrograde Mercury makes a person mentally deliberate
and therefore communications are aborted.
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Venus Retrograde:
Venus rules money and romance. Venus has a lot to do with sociability.
People who have a good Venus have a good social life. People with an
afflicted Venus do not have it so good.

Venus rules romantic life, social life, and financial life. A retrograde
Venus in a horoscope indicates a certain degree of emotional
frustration. That emotional frustration manifests in some sort of
loneliness: romantic loneliness, social loneliness, financial loneliness, if
there is such a word.

Retrograde Venus implies the person is too subjective. Retrograde
Venus implies that the person feels unloved; there is no Venus there.
When you see a person with a retrograde Venus, there is a 'mark,’ as
they say in the trade. They feel unloved and therefore will do anything
to get loved.

Therefore, we say those with a retrograde Venus are not very polite, not
very dignified, not very gracious. This person is trying to get love. And
even when you love them, they feel you don't love them. 'I don't feel
loved.' And so they will go further and further trying to get loved.
People who are insatiable oftimes have a retrograde Venus.
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When a person has a retrograde Venus there is a restriction in their love
life. They feel subjectively restricted financially, and that is the danger.

Summary: Retrograde Venus makes the emotions very deliberate, the
romantic nature very deliberate, because they are trying to feel loved
and therefore this can produce sexual disasters.

Mars Retrograde:

Mars retrograde has a lot to do with action, initiating action. If you
want to know how a person will start something, look to his Mars. If
you want to know how they will finish a thing, look to the Moon or the
Saturn. When a Mars in a chart is retrograde, it simply shows an
enormous amount of delays, and therefore, is a clear mark of
frustration.

A retrograde is a frustrated person, and oftimes can be a very
dangerous person because of the frustration. Mars, being a planet of
action, the person will want to know that what they do is going to come
out in a way that they expect it to, before they start it. You can hear the
word caution, delay.

Because of the Mars retrograde, which produces a delay and frustration
in their life, there is a very definite tendency towards suppression of
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anger, a suppression of desires. This can explode and produce a lot of
difficult emotionality. So we say that retrograde Mars indicates
violence. If you look at a person's chart and you find a retrograde Mars,
that person is far, far more determined than you think he is. When you
have a person with retrograde Mars in the chart, they are far, far more
angry than they appear. That is an important factor to remember.

So retrograde Mars means that they are eating themselves up, holding it
in, holding it back. I think that there are two or three techniques which
might be of value. One might be to communicate to the person that he
doesn't have to succeed the first time that he gets on a bike; that
everyone falls down before they learn to walk. It is probably very
essential to try to express themselves when an event first occurs and not
two or three hours later when they are steaming. To begin to do
something right away. Try to communicate. It is more important to do
something than to be thinking about it, and insisting that it comes out
the way they want it to come out.

Some people would talk about jogging, whacker balls, sports, to burn it
off. Some people say it is good and some people say it is not. I think that
it produces a greater hostility. It releases a conscious energy that is
satisfying, but unconsciously, I think it can be more destructive. You
need to hit the ball harder, longer, and more frequently, and all of a
sudden you say, 'His head looks like a ball.'
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Think love. The person needs to become more passive, more
harmonious. If you can communicate this to the person he will
definitely slow down.

Mars retrograde produces a very deliberate action and therefore
produces heavy delays, consciously, unconsciously, and therefore there
is repression, frustration, anger and so forth.

Jupiter Retrograde:

There is an old historical statement that says, 'Jupiter is so good there is
nothing that you can do to Jupiter to make it bad.' I think that Jupiter,
which is a symbol of philosophy, when it is retrograde, tends to make a
person very introspective, soul searching, philosophical, theological,
maybe even mystical. There is a deliberateness about their soul
searching. There is a deliberateness about their thinking, about religion
and philosophy.

Therefore, there is a difficulty of accepting a cultural pattern, a current
religious philosophy, or a modern religious attitude or standards.
Because of that, we say that a person with a retrograde Jupiter has a
difficult understanding of philosophy, and it is just opposite to that.
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They are free thinkers in a sense and have an ability to judge where
things are going.

Jupiter is an expansive symbol and quite frequently when Jupiter is
retrograde, there is a lot of concern about the family. So one of the
things that you have to look at when you see a retrograde Jupiter is to
go a step further and say, is this retrograde Jupiter afflicted by
longitudinal aspects. If the answer is yes, the person will definitely
clearly reveal some very neurotic attitudes and tendencies regarding
family affairs. In other words, Jupiter having a lot to do with religion, in
the Western sense, and religion having a lot to do with morality, they
often have all sorts of moral problems or cultural convictions — much
more than is apparent on the surface. They are often heavily troubled.

Saturn Retrograde:
Of all the planets the retrograde Saturn tends to imply heavy karmic
conditions from the past cropping up. These are neither good nor bad,
just intense karmic patterns from the past cropping up. It is the clearest
indicator of unfinished business of life; failure to resolve past
unfinished business.

Saturn retrograde almost always means that the person has chosen to
deny, abstain, put in abeyance, certain lessons or experiences so that
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other lessons can be learned. One of the most important factors about
Saturn retrograde is that the person is capable of learning through other
people rather than through themselves. Retrograde Saturn tends to
mean that the person has an ability to experience second hand, by
watching and observing, rather than involving himself personally.

The retrograde Saturn shows an accumulation of data, accumulation of
experience, and it is in the head so clearly (even though it is
unconscious), that the person can now look out into their world,
examine it, and say, 'Oh, I understand that, and I understand that.'
Rather than having to experience it for himself, the person can say, 'I
don't need to be married and have 14 kids. By observing 14,000
marriages and 14,000 kids, they realize there is a better way for them.
For them, not you or me.

To an extent, that is true of any retrograde planet. Remember, a
retrograde planet is the most intense experience, and the potential lies
in the retrograde. All that experience has been crystalized and is setting
there, if you can get to it. And that is the key.

Uranus Retrograde:
When Uranus is retrograde, a person feels unfree, hampered.
(Sidetracking just a little bit, where your Uranus is, you get away with a
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lot. Where your Saturn is, you don't get away with anything.) People
with a retrograde Uranus don't always realize where their freedom is,
and they feel confined and unfree.

One of the questions of retrograde Uranus is: if I do this, how much
freedom will it give me in that house area? The uniqueness about a
Uranus retrograde is wherever it fires, it will bring, very suddenly and
very, very unexpectedly, chances to become free.

Neptune Retrograde:
Neptune is a feeling element. When Neptune is retrograde, there is a
tremendous intuitional sensitive property, almost as if it were positive.
Like the other planets, if the Neptune is retrograde, the first thing you
must ask is, is it heavily negatively aspected, like an opposition or a
square to it. If the retrograde Neptune is afflicted, it indicates there is a
lot of day-dreaming, self-deceptiveness, vagueness, spaciness, idleness.
There is a no touch with reality attitude.

The Neptune retrograde, particularly positively aspected, can produce
unbelievable mystical subtle sensitizing emotional feelings. It can be
quite positive.
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The Neptune is so subtle that we rarely even feel the Neptune in our
charts. Retrograde-wise, it becomes more gross and abhorrently so. But
at least it is gross enough that we now become aware of at least some of
the subtler feelings.

Pluto Retrograde:

Pluto is probably the most unique. A retrograde Pluto means you owe
the world something. Almost every world leader, world revolutionist,
almost every person who has changed the world for better or for worse,
has almost always had a retrograde Pluto. It is usually retrograde and
afflicted.

Pluto has to do with large masses of people. So when one has Pluto
retrograde, one has deep concern. It is a humanitarian aspect but
usually a karma balancing aspect: the need to want to awaken to the
realization that the mass of mankind needs help.

Station Points:

When a planet is neither going direct or going retrograde, it is called
Stationary. Some of the old books actually mark it S, though I don't
think they do that anymore.
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If you look in a chart and a person was born on a certain date and has
the planet Saturn at 10 degrees 15’, and the next day it is still at 10
degrees 15', and the next day it is still at 10 degrees 15', and this goes on
for about two weeks where the planet hasn't moved, this is called
Stationary. (The planet is Stationary.)

I call it 'a branding iron effect.' When a planet is Stationary in a chart, it
is one of the most focalizing forces in the whole chart. It takes that
experience, of that planet, in that house, in that sign, and drives it to an
unswerving, unchanging constant experience. It stamps or brands this
experience on the person's consciousness. That will happen until the
planet moves either retrograde or direct

So the strongest aspect that you can have in the chart is to be born with
a stationary planet. Direct or retrograde, it makes no difference.

One-day-for-a-year means that for some time, it will be 14 years before
the planet moves and that acts as a branding iron.
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How to Become a Practicing Astrologer
Self-evaluation Test #3
1.

Does

a

retrograde

Mercury

indicate

an

inability

to

communicate?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

2.

What is the esoteric meaning of a natal Venus which went
retrograde five days before the birth of that person?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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3.

What is the esoteric meaning of a natal Venus which will go
direct five days after the birth of the person?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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12. The Natural Disposition
RECORDINGS 16 AND 17

This section deals with the teeter totter chart. Some astrologers called it
THE NATURAL DISPOSITION in the chart.

As you look at a horoscope, there are two things you want to grasp:

First, does the chart contain an opposition? It's one of the key questions
as you begin to delineate the personality or the future of that chart

An opposition in a chart makes that chart a teeter totter chart, or you
can say, if a chart contains an opposition, that opposition reveals the
natural disposition of the person.

I like the idea of a teeter totter chart because it's a slant board, that
rarely, if ever, is found leveled out. A teeter totter board is always bent
to one side or the other. So, in a teeter totter chart, we're looking for the
slant of the personality. In the old language, it's called the natural
disposition of the chart. It's a psychological slanting. It's a teeter totter
opposition, whether it is closing or closed, and will affect the person all
his life.
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Now, this is the way you look at the chart to see if there is an opposition
in it.

Let's say there is. For example, a Sun opposed Saturn. Now, quite often,
Mercury is conjunct the Sun; thus you will also get a Mercury
opposition Saturn. It's still the same thing. Sun conjunct Mercury, both
in opposition to Saturn.

There are two oppositions here, but as far as we're concerned, it's an
oppositional chart.

When you have a group of planets that are conjuncted even relatively
widely to an opposite planet, you have just one teeter totter chart. In the
opposition, you allow an orb of 3 to 8 degrees.

The second point, we are looking to see whether the planets involved
are in Cardinal Signs, Fixed Signs, or Mutable Signs. That's the clue we
are looking for. It's the signs that tell us their disposition.

If the opposition is in Cardinal Signs, which I assume you know is
Aries, Libra, Cancer and Capricorn, it reveals that the person is an
individual who is continually caught up in situations that are of a crisis
nature. Their disposition is action-orientated.
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Now, what can you say about people who are heavily action
orientated? They are ego-centric, and therefore ambitious. I am not
using those words in any negative sense. Try to think of a person who's
constantly in crisis situations. What career would they be in? Where
will you find them? They are pioneers. Think of Aries. These people
love to go where nobody has ever been before. It's because nobody can
say they're wrong, no matter what they do. When you go where no
one's ever been before, there are no rules. So, you make your own rules
to suit each crisis situation. If you understand that, you understand the
cardinal opposition.

When a cardinal oppositional sign goes to school, there are problems.
When they go to high school, you know it's going to be traumatic.
When they go to college it's going to be traumatic. When they join the
army it's going to be traumatic. Why? Because the rules are one, two,
three. The rules are clearly defined . . . however, the oppositional
cardinal sign wants to make his own rules. Everything is set down, and
they can't change the rules. They can't make new rules.

The question might be asked, 'Does the opposition teeter totter also
apply to angular houses?' If it does, it's so weak that the sign position
overrides it. Thus, it is best to keep it within the realm of the zodiacal
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signs. However, any sign position will also be intensified by being
cardinal.

All right, let's move to the second set of signs symbolic of the natural
disposition. It is the opposition out of Fixed Signs. I assume we all
know that the fixed signs are Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius and Taurus.

We look at the chart and realize that there is an opposition in a fixed
sign. Let's assume we have the Sun in Taurus which is opposing
Uranus. What does this mean? Well, we know the teeter totter chart is a
conflict pattern. The conflict deals with thought patterns. The conflicts
are continuous. Just as the action-oriented person is constantly caught
up in crisis situations, the fixed sign disposition person is constantly
caught up in thought-pattern conflicts with ideas, concepts, values, and
principles. Yes, it's very definitely internal and mental, as opposed to
the physical, external, activity. With the natural disposition of fixity, the
translation is my thought patterns, my principles. That's what has to be
dealt with. The priority is with values. In the final consideration, they
will give the priority to their inner values.

The third and final oppositional patterning is in Mutable Signs. These
are Gemini, Sagittarius, Virgo, Pisces. This produces a conflict that is a
conflict by integration and communications. This is again a continual
crisis situation. The crisis is not surrounding activity as in the cardinal
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signs,

nor

a

conflict

surrounding

values,

it's

a

conflict

in

communications with others and also with one's own self. There is the
need to talk, the need to communicate, and therefore the need to
interact via talking, chattering, etc. The mutable signs deal with skills,
the fixed signs deal with ideas, and the cardinal signs deal with actions.

You start at Aries, that's action. Cardinal is action.

You move to Taurus which is fixity. And the most important thing the
bull can symbolize is the value of their own wealth, be that money or
memory-tracks.

Gemini is next and is mutable. Talk, talk, talk. Communications are
very important to them, whether it is talking or writing.

It's as simple as that. It gives you a tremendous slant as to what the
disposition of a person is: Is he a doer? Is he a thinker? Is he an artist?

If a fixed dispositional teeter totter chart has a very strong Mars or Pluto
force in it, then that energy will produce a marked conflict with the
fixed disposition. If you take a cardinal natural disposition pattern, and
you find in that chart a very strong Mercury aspect, there will be
conflict between the action personality and the thinking force of the
Mercury aspect.
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Three other thoughts. If any of these planets are in angular positions,
they will be stronger in terms of their natural disposition. Any planet on
an angle will make the oppositional pattern more forceful, and any
planet on, or near a house cusp, will intensify the natural disposition.

Now what does the cardinal, action-orientated person have to learn? He
needs to learn to use his actions to benefit other people.

What does the fixed, thought-orientated person have to learn? He needs
to learn that other people have different and strongly held ideas and
values. Thus, he needs to truly hear these.

What does the mutable teeter totter personality need to learn? They
need to learn to use their skill to communicate for benefiting other
people, as well as themselves. The two planets involved will tell you the
types of skills involved.

We can talk about the fruitful and non-fruitful signs, as well as the
vocal and non-vocal signs. These will all give clues as to how easy the
skill will manifest.

Often, when you have an opposition, you have another aspect linked to
that opposition. Usually, there is a square, a trine, or a sextile coming
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off that opposition. The opposition in mutable signs gives great skill
and certainly the trines and sextiles or even the squares off of it, will
tend to crystallize some very powerful indicators as to the what and
where of those skills. Remember, many people have great skills, they
just never develop them.

If a planet is in opposition to your Ascendant, would you consider this
a natural dispositional key or clue? And my answer is, no. I never ever
consider any planet in opposition to the Ascendant. It's always conjunct
the 7th house. Now the books don't do this.

I see on many of the printout charts, Uranus opposing the cusp of the
10th house, and that's ridiculous. It's conjunct the 4th house, it's
conjunct the Nadir. Someone may say, 'But it's opposite the 10th.' The
answer is, no it's not, it's conjunct the 4th. And if you deal with it
conjuncting the 4th, what is true of the 10th house will manifest
automatically.

First of all, I consider that you have to have two planets involved. I
would not, in my opinion, talk about using Parts of Fortune or even the
Nodes. You can do it but I don't think it's as honest or as clear. I would
not use it against house cusps and such. Nor would I consider a planet
up in the 6th or at the beginning of the 7th house opposing the
Ascendant. Rather, it conjuncts the 4th. It makes life much clearer.
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I remember back in 1960 there was a young man, we'll call him John. I
was studying with my teacher, and he came in and knocked on the
door. He entered the room. He had driven about 50 miles to get there,
and in those days it was much further than 50 miles is today. And he
was very upset, because a girlfriend was sick. So he asked a number of
questions about sickness and karma and such, and then left. Three
weeks later, a young lady knocked on the door and sure enough, it was
John's girlfriend. Obviously, John and his girlfriend were having a fight.
My Guru's statement was, 'You know, it took John a long time to realize
that you were sick. He just realized it. But you knew it years ago,
because you've been sick all your life. He just realized it, and thus he
panicked.'

His answer is very skillful, and tells us a great deal about how to read a
horoscope. He said, 'You have a wonderful experience in front of you.
You're about to see whether John loves you more than he loves himself;
or whether he loves himself more than he loves you.' That is a malefic
conjuncting the 4th or the 7th house cusp, for a married person. Don't
read it as an opposition. Read it as a conjunction. The answer is quite
clear: John loves himself more than he loves her. Now, because she can
do very little regarding John's self-love, the answer lies in the degree of
love she has for John.
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The question is, do you think that we could say that a human being that
had a teeter totter in a fixed sign could be called a dogmatist? Yes,
because what is more important is their dogma. And they're willing to
produce some rather difficult situations to prove they're right.

What we're saying is, when you start reading the chart, and you have
two or three oppositions, you have to read those oppositions as well as
the conjunctions.

Remember, all we're doing is trying to find a psychological slant, or a
natural disposition of the personality. Are they action oriented, or are
they thought oriented, or are they skill and communicative oriented?

I do not consider the Nodes to be part of the natural disposition.

Assume we had Saturn in Aries opposing the Sun in Libra. That's a
cardinal disposition. Thus, we know about the person's personality.
However, let's say we have another chart in which there is both a
cardinal opposition, and also a fixed opposition. What does that tell us
about the person's disposition? Most likely, the natural disposition will
be revealed by the quadruplicity which is not involved in the
opposition. What is important is the quadruplicity that is not involved.
In other words, when you have two involved, the uniqueness is of the
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one that isn't involved. However, the force of that disposition will be
relatively easy to override by other aspects in the chart

What if we had the Sun in 28 degrees Aries in opposition to Saturn in 3
degrees Scorpio. This is an opposition, however, we should disregard it
in terms of determining a person's disposition. It's not truly a
dispositional teeter totter because the planets are not of the same
nature.

Furthermore, if you have three oppositions and each is in a different
quadruplicity (Cardinal, Fixed, or Mutable), then you can't use this
method to truly determine a person's natural disposition.

Let's do it again. We have the Sun opposed Saturn out of Aries/Libra,
and we also have Mars opposing Uranus out of Taurus/Scorpio. What
is the emphasis of the natural disposition? Mutable is the answer. Thus,
this person is a communicative person, a sociable being. They go far in
business. They’re called 'yes' people.

If there are no oppositions in the chart, you have no easy way to
perceive the natural disposition. In these two cases, the person is more
of a free agent and pretty well determines their own slanting, month to
month, or year to year. They are more adjustable than most people.
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Sometimes it works very favorably for them, and sometimes against
them.

In many natal horoscopes, you will find that you have two natural
dispositions. For example, an opposition out of Aries/Libra, and also an
opposition out of Taurus/Scorpio. Thus, the weak natural disposition
will be mutable.

I'll do it again. Let's assume you have an opposition out of
Leo/Aquarius, and an opposition out of Virgo/Pisces. You look at your
quadruplicities and ask, 'What quadruplicity is missing?' You have two
oppositions in two of the quadruplicities. However, there is no cardinal
quadruplicity involved. This will reveal the natural disposition to be a
cardinal personality.

Whether the opposition is closed or closing, whether it's a very close
opposition, or many degrees apart, it reveals the disposition. In short,
the strength of the dispositional opposition has nothing to do with the
strength of the aspect.
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ANSWERS:

How to Become a Practicing Astrologer
Self-evaluation Test #1
1.

Semi-sextile and inconjunct

2.

Saturn

3.

Planets north and south of the Celestial Equator within a 1
degree orb. In aspect, the Parallel acts like a long lasting
conjunction, and the Counter Parallel acts like a long lasting
opposition.

4.

Mars

5.

Intensity x Duration = Force

6.

1/3

7.

Progressions are a day for a year and transits are a day for a day.

8.

Natal
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9.

From 1 minute to 14 minutes per day.

10.

OM SRI GANESH VA NAMAHA

11.

OM SRI RAVI VA NAMAHA
OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAHA
OM SRI BUDA VA NAMAHA
OM SRI SHUKRA VA NAMAHA
OM SRI KUJA VA NAMAHA
OM SRI GURU VA NAMAHA
OM SRI SANI VA NAMAHA
OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAHA
OM SRI KETU VA NAMAHA

12.

6 weeks

13.

The older one becomes the further apart is the natal planet to its
progressed position, and the larger or wider is the arc of activity.

14.

Seven

15.

A Solar Eclipse which is his Karmic Eclipse
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ANSWERS:

How to Become a Practicing Astrologer
Self-evaluation Test #2
1.

Immense energy is flowing through the horoscope of that
person.

2.

It is a psychological tug-of-war between your personality and
someone else's personality.

3.

The person knows there is a problem and there is a strong desire
to balance the problem. There is a great capacity to solve it, but
the person will pour so much energy into it to solve it that this
will cause other problems that can become more insidious.

4.

A 90 degree aspect, in which too much energy is poured out at
the wrong time, in the wrong place

5.

Through proper attitude and self-discipline

6.

Two
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7.

The causal is the planet that causes things to happen, once you
find the causal, the other is the reactive, reacting to the causal
planet.

8.

Sun

9.

Whichever planet is stronger by sign and by house will
determine whether the conjunction is negative or positive.

10.

Approximately four planets in a sign/house. It shows an
enormous amount of energy causing the life to be focused into
that house and sign in which the stellium exists, throwing even
the ego drive, the natal Sun into the background.

11.

Your communicative potential

12.

A soul that does not have a power drive, a soul that wishes to
work alone, a soul that is not a team player, a soul that best
works alone

13.

With father and authority figures

14.

Mother's
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Self-evaluation Test #3
1.

No, it is an indicator of a deliberate thinker, slow to
communicate.

2.

Since the Venus was retrograde at the time of birth, there will be
a feeling of monetary and emotional frustration and social or
romantic loneliness could be felt through the life of that person.
Since it takes about 35 days, which will be 35 years by
progression to turn direct, when the person is about 30 years old
he or she will go through a trial period in which love and money
will become focal points. To overcome these negative effects, the
person will have to work very hard at being generous with
his/her love, his/her money as well as being very warm and
loveable. If this is accomplished, the person will receive these
things later in life, when they are 30 years old and of course
thereafter.

3.

Since the Venus was not retrograde at the time of birth the
monetary and romantic frustration and the social and romantic
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loneliness will be felt as in the above example for a 35 year
period beginning at about age 5 and ending roughly at age 40.
However, since the aspect is not natal, the trial period will be
less intense than described above and the person will tend to
pass through the trial period more easily, being more warm and
loveable by nature. Although the person with the natal Venus
direct has an easier time handling the retrograde aspect,
esoterically, it is the person with the natal Venus retrograde that
will remember the events and tend to derive more long-lasting
benefits in future lifetimes.
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1.

To use his/her actions for other people's benefit

2.

He/she isn't going to like it. It will take them out of their mind.

3.

To communicate for other people, as well as with other people

4.

The fixed natural disposition

5.

Look for the closest square or opposition before it has partiled.

6.

Natural disposition is the outlook at the reaction to life, whereas
the dynamic focus is where we are allured or driven.

7.

The higher planet, the planet closer to an angle or a house cusp,
the natural rulership or exaltation, of the two. Use direct motion,
speed, and the number of direct aspects coming off of it. All of
these things can be used to determine which of the two is the
focal planet in the square of your dynamic focus.
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8.

He must learn moderation and forethought.

9.

Mars

10.

Uranus


